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ABSTRACT

This thesis gives a specification of a general purpose text editor in SETL, a very high level language. The syntax of the SETL editor is a superset of the syntax of the NYU editor which had been written in Compass, the assembly language for the CDC 6600 computer. A knowledge of the NYU editor is assumed and a copy of its documentation is included as an appendix. The SETL editor adds a generalized treatment of global variables, more primitives, and above all total freedom from register allocation. It will serve as a basis for an eventual implementation in a lower level language.
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APPENDIX--USER'S GUIDE TO THE EDITOR
The NYU Editor is an advanced, efficient, and easy to use example of a modern general purpose text editor. It can greatly reduce the effort required to create, manipulate, and modify files containing card images or objects resembling card images. It was written by Richard Reich and improved by Michael Ryan and William Russell who is currently maintaining it. Michael Ryan wrote Chapters 1 to 4 of the documentation included here as an appendix.

Those who have used the NYU Editor at NYU are all grateful for the time it has saved them. Like television or subways, one wonders how we could get along without it for so long.
COMPUTER PROGRAMMERS CREATE AND MODIFY COMPUTER PROGRAMS WHICH FROM AN ABSTRACT POINT OF VIEW CONSIST OF NOTHING BUT CHARACTER STRINGS (TO BE SURE, CHARACTER STRINGS INSTILLED WITH A LARGE AMOUNT OF THE THEOLOGICAL VIRTUE OF HOPE). TO REDUCE THE EFFORT REQUIRED TO MANIPULATE THESE CHARACTER STRINGS IS TO INCREASE THE PRODUCTIVITY AND SATISFACTION OF PROGRAMMERS.

IN THE EARLY DAYS OF COMPUTER SCIENCE, THE PROGRAMMER HAD ONLY ONE WAY TO MANIPULATE THE SOURCE TEXT OF HIS PROGRAMS, THE KEY PUNCH, WITH THE TREMENDOUS ADVANCES MADE BY THE ART SINCE THEN, WE NEED MORE THAN A FASTER KEY PUNCH, EVEN MORE THAN ONE WITH A BUFFER FOR ON-LINE CORRECTION OF TEXT, WE NEED SOMETHING WITH JUST A SLIGHT BIT OF INTELLIGENCE IN THE SENSE THAT IT CAN UNDERSTAND WHAT WE WANT IT TO DO AND THEN DO IT.

FROM THESE NEEDS EVOLVED THE IDEA OF TEXT-EDITOR, A COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR CREATING AND MODIFYING SOURCE PROGRAMS, USING THE COMPUTER ITSELF TO DO THE HARD PART OF THE WORK, BY MAKING MOST OF THE EFFORT PREVIOUSLY EXPENDED BY THE PROGRAMMER AUTOMATIC, THE MANIPULATION OF PROGRAMS BECAME EASIER, FASTER, MORE REPRODUCIBLE AND LESS ERROR PRONE.

WE SHOULD EXAMINE THE CHARACTERISTICS OF A GENERAL PURPOSE TEXT EDITOR, WHAT, FOR INSTANCE, IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A TEXT EDITOR AND AN AUTOMATIC UPDATE PROGRAM SUCH AS CROS UPDATE, AN UPDATE PROGRAM MAINTAINS LIBRARIES OF SOURCE PROGRAMS BY INSERTING, DELETING, AND MOVING CARD IMAGES, AND A CARD IMAGE IS THE ATOM, OR UNIT OF THE SYSTEM. WHILE INSERTING, DELETING AND MOVING ARE DONE QUITE EFFICIENTLY; THE INDIVIDUAL CHARACTER OR CARD COLUMN BECOMES THE ATOMIC UNIT TO BE MANIPULATED BY AN EDITOR, THUS UPDATE PROGRAMS WORK ONE LEVEL HIGHER (WITH CARDS AND SOMETIMES WHOLE FILES) THAN
Editors which work with characters and sometimes with cards.

The update programs number their cards in a permanent manner so that card identifiers do not change even after corrections have been applied. The NYU editor was implemented with a different set of goals in mind. As a matter of decision, there are no card identifiers other than the card's current position ordinal in the file. If a card is inserted, the ordinals of all cards after it are incremented by one.

The basic manipulation a text editor performs on character strings is changing one string to another. The command language must be especially geared to human ease of use, conciseness, and a large amount of expressivity for a small number of characters typed. For editors are mostly used interactively, in situations where both the typist and the computer have better things to do than exchange long conversations with each other to decide what each one wants.
/* 1.2 TEXT EDITOR VS. PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE */

THE NEXT STEP AFTER THIS EDITOR SEEMS TO BE AN INTERACTIVE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SNOBOL LANGUAGE WHICH IS UNDESIRABLE BECAUSE IT IS EXTREMELY INEFFICIENT IN SNOBOL TO DO THE SIMPLE CHORES AN EDITOR NEEDS TO DO ESPECIALLY A LOT OF INPUT/OUTPUT. (A TEXT EDITOR IS VERY I/O ROWN)

ALONG THESE LINES, THE IMPORTANT QUESTION TENDS TO ARISE WHEN DESIGNING SYSTEMS OF THIS TYPE, EXACTLY WHERE DOES THE GENERAL PURPOSE TEXT EDITOR LEAVE OFF AND A STRING MANIPULATION PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE BEGIN. WE CAN NOT COME UP WITH A DECISIVE ANSWER, BECAUSE OF THE LACK OF A COMPLETE DEFINITION OF AN EDITOR, SURLY ALL WILL AGREE THAT AN EDITOR IS MEANT TO BE SOMEWHAT LESS THAN A PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE. NEVERTHELESS, THERE WILL ALWAYS BE USERS OF THE EDITOR WHO WANT NEW FEATURES CONSTANTLY BEING ADDED TO THE EDITOR, AND OTHERS WHO USE SNOBOL OR SIMILAR ADVANCED PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES, WHO WILL CRY OUT FOR MORE EFFICIENCY IN THEIR PROGRAMS.

EDITORS AND PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES HAVE IN COMMON THAT THEY REACH INTO A CHARACTER STRING (OR PERHAPS A COMPLEX DATA STRUCTURE) AND DETERMINE WHETHER IT IS OF A CERTAIN TYPE (THAT IS, WHETHER IT FULFILLS THE CRITERIA OF CERTAIN ROOLEA PREDICATES) AND PICK OUT THE SUBSTRING WHICH CAUSED IT TO FULFILL THE CRITERIA. EFFICIENCY VS. GENERALITY FAIRLY CHARACTERIZES THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN EDITORS AND PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES AND WILL BE THE DETERMINING FACTOR FOR ANY SYSTEMS ANALYST CONTESTING IMPLEMENTATION OF SUCH SYSTEMS.

IN A GENERAL STRING MANIPULATION LANGUAGE, THE FULL POWER OF RECURSIVE PATTERN MATCHING IS TYPICALLY IMPLEMENTED IN SUCH A WAY THAT PATTERNS SPECIFIED BY ANY CONTEXT-FREE GRAMMARS CAN BE MATCHED IN A FINITE AMOUNT OF TIME AND ANY GRAMMAR OR FRAGMENT OF A GRAMMAR CAN INITIATE A SEARCH PROCESS. SUCH FRAGMENT-INITIATED SEARCHES WILL PROBABLY TERMINATE BECAUSE THE PROGRAMMER HAS CHOSEN A SUITABLE CONTEXT AND A SUITABLE PATTERN, ALTHOUGH WITH ARBITRARY INPUT THERE IS NO GUARANTEE OF TERMINATION OR IN THE CASE OF TERMINATION IN A FINITE AMOUNT OF TIME, THERE IS NO GUARANTEE OF MEANINGFUL RESULTS.
AS A MATTER OF PRESCRIPTIVE DEFINITION, THEN, A PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE CAN MATCH PATTERNS SPECIFIED BY ANY CONTEXT FREE GRAMMAR. IT IS USED WHEN COMPLETELESS IS A DEFINITE REQUIREMENT AND EFFICIENCY IS NOT AS IMPORTANT AS COMPUTING POWER.

IN AN EDITOR THE SEARCH IS STRICTLY A TREE-SEARCH AS OPPOSED TO A GRAPH SEARCH, WITH BACKUP EITHER BEING NONEXISTANT OR EXTREMELY RARE. THE TYPE OF TREES TYPICALLY GENERATED BY EDIT PATTERNS ARE ONE-LEVEL VECTORS OF ELEMENTARY PATTERNS WHICH ARE NEVER RECURSIVE SINCE THEY CONTAIN NO POINTERS TO OTHER PATTERNS. NEVERTHELESS, WHILE THEORETICALLY INCOMPLETE THEMSELVES, EDITORS ARE EXTREMELY USEFUL TO CREATE AND MAINTAIN COMPLETE PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES.

EDITORS ARE MUCH MORE EFFICIENT IN USING THE COMPUTER'S RESOURCES OF TIME AND MEMORY THAN THE CORRESPONDING COMPLETE SYSTEMS, NEVERTHELESS, THE KEY ADVANTAGE OF EDITORS OVER PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES IS NOT BASICALLY THAT THEY ARE EFFICIENT FOR THE COMPUTER, BUT THAT THEY ARE EFFICIENT FOR THE PROGRAMMER, SINCE EDITORS ARE USUALLY INTERACTIVE, AND SINCE THE DATA STRUCTURES ARE EVEN SIMPLER THAN MOST LOW-LEVEL LANGUAGES, ALLOWING ONLY CHARACTER STRINGS AS DATA TYPES, (BUT INTERPRETING CERTAIN CHARACTER STRINGS AS PATTERNS), DEBUGGING THE NECESSARILY SIMPLE PROGRAMS IS MUCH EASIER AND THEREFORE FASTER THAN DEBUGGING CORRESPONDING RECURSIVE ROUTINES, EVEN FASTER THAN ROUTINES IN LANGUAGES WITH AUTOMATIC RECURSION CONTROL, SUCH AS PL/I, PALM, OR SHOBOL4.
/* 1.3 SOURCE LANGUAGE */

SETL was chosen as the language of implementation for a number of reasons. For one thing, SETL is a very high-level specification language yet still executable. It was designed to remove from the programmer any consideration of data structure or machine dependencies. Its syntax is close to pure mathematical notation. SETL is machine independent and data structure independent in the sense that any data structure implemented in a particular implementation may be changed to any other data structure without substantially modifying the SETL algorithm, and probably without modifying it at all. This separation of the abstract algorithm from the underlying data structure results in very understandable and useful specifications. It is thus easier to transport SETL programs across compiler boundaries than assembly programs.

As an example of possible detrimental programmer consideration of data structure, we may consider the representation of character strings themselves. The input and output of the strings will be done in some sort of packed mode, that is, more than one character will be stored in each computer word. However, for the pattern matching, it is much too complex to do it in packed mode, and the string will be transformed into an unpacked format with only one character per word (or byte, as the case may be). The high level language can do this with the rest of the two methods, namely always storing the strings in packed mode for efficiency, but giving the programmer the syntactic illusion that he has the strings in unpacked mode. The algorithms are thus simpler and probably better written than they would be in a lower level language.

A problem with the NYU editor that would never show up in a higher level language is the decision of how to represent the card images and files and records on the disk. The choices are infinite, the NYU editor ends each line with double zero characters, but if the full character set is going to be used for text, then some method must be arrived at to assure that a packed word of text (say, 19 characters) is not sent end with two consecutive zero characters. Double buffering and circular input/output buffers are combined in the NYU editor for efficiency, with the corresponding loss of readability. Higher level languages would also be free of waiting primitives, such as wait for input/output completion. The operating system is assumed to take care of waiting for I/O completion whenever an I/O command is requested on a device that is still busy from a previous request. The user will never be aware of this, and his algorithm will never be dirtied by
IT TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF SUCH OPERATING SYSTEM PRIMITIVES AS A
NON-STOP READ ROUTINE.

STRANGELY ENOUGH, THE VERY SEMANTIC FEATURES WHICH ARE RESPONSIBLE
FOR THE BIRTH OF SETL ARE NOT THE FEATURES WHICH CAUSED IT TO BE
CHOOSED AS THE SPECIFICATION LANGUAGE FOR THE EDITOR, SETS ARE USED
ONLY AS FAST REPRESENTATIONS OF LINEAR LISTS, AND THE ONLY DATA
STRUCTURES NEEDED ARE THESE LINEAR LISTS (DOUBLE ARRAYS -- IN SETL,
A SET OF 2-TUPLES OF WHICH THE HEAD AND TAIL ARE BOTH CHARACTER
STRINGS), CHARACTER STRINGS, AND INTEGERS WHICH ARE ALL INTEGERS IN
THE HARDWARE INTERPRETABLE OBJECT CODE AND ALL CHARACTER STRINGS
AS FAR AS EDIT KNOWS.

SETL WAS CHOSEN BECAUSE DESPITE A CERTAIN INCOMPLETENESS
OF ITS OWN SPECIFICATION (THAT IS, THE SETL SPECIFICATION OF SETL,
CF KURT B MOLYS SETL HANDBOOKS 19, 44, 47, 50, 58, 61, 62, AND
64 FOR THE SETL BOOTSTRAP COMPILER).
ITS SYNTAX IS AT SUCH A HIGH LEVEL THAT, (IN ACCORDANCE
WITH THE PURPOSES OF THE EDITOR ITSELF), IT IS POSSIBLE TO DIRECT THE
MACHINE TO DO A TASK USING LESS EFFORT ON THE PART OF THE
PROGRAMMER.

IN ORDER TO BETTER REALIZE THE SUBSCALES OF TRANSPORTABILITY AND
READABILITY, CERTAIN GOOD PROGRAMMING PRACTICES HAVE BEEN FOLLOWED
IN THIS PROGRAM. ALL MACROS APPEAR IN THE MACRO SECTION NEAR THE
BEGINNING OF THE PROGRAM. (SECTION 3.2). ALL GLOBAL VARIABLES ARE
INITIALIZED IN AN INITIALIZATION SECTION (SECTION 3.3). ALL LOCAL
VARIABLES ARE INITIALIZED BEFORE USING THEM.

FINALLY, THIS HIGH LEVEL SPECIFICATION WILL SERVE AS A MODEL TO
IMPLEMENT AN EDITOR IN A LOW LEVEL LANGUAGE SUCH AS PL/I OR PL/STAR.
ASSEMBLY CODE NEVER HAS TO BE USED! IF WE ASSUME A VERY BASIC
OPERATING SYSTEM WHICH PROVIDES THE EFFICIENT INPUT AND OUTPUT JUST
MENTIONED, THE ASSEMBLY CODING FOR THE EDITOR IS A LEVEL MORE COMPLEX
THAN NEED-BE BECAUSE OF HARD OPTIMIZATION OF THE INDIVIDUAL
COMMANDS. THE CODE GENERATED BY AN OPTIMIZEABLE LOWER LEVEL LANGUAGE
WITH AUTOMATIC REGISTER ALLOCATION WILL ALLOW THE SOURCE CODE TO
MAINTAIN ITS READABILITY WHILE THE BINARY WILL BE ABOUT AS GOOD AS
THE HAND WRITTEN CODE.
THIS ENTIRE DISCUSSION OF THE EDITOR IS EXECUTABLE ON THE CDC 6600 COMPUTER. THERE ARE ACTUALLY THREE DIFFERENT LEVELS INCLUDED IN THE PROGRAM LIBRARY CONTAINING THE CARD IMAGES FOR THIS PROGRAM, DETERMINED BY THE DOCUMENT KEY, THE TESTING KEY OR NO KEY. ASSUMING ALL REFERENCED FILES EXIST IN THE SYSTEM ALREADY, THE FOLLOWING SETS OF JOB CONTROL STATEMENTS WILL WORK UNDER SCOPE 3.2, 3.3, OR 3.4 OPERATING SYSTEMS.

WHAT YOU ARE READING NOW WAS PRODUCED BY THE FIRST SET OF JCL BY DEFINING THE KEY #DOCUMENT# WHICH ADDS COMMENTS TO THE PROGRAM, ORIGINALLY THESE COMMENTS WERE INCLUDED IN THE #TEST# KEY BUT LEXICAL SCANNING TIME WAS REDUCED BY PRINTING OUT THE EXTENDED COMMENTS ONLY WITH DOCUMENTED LISTINGS. EXTENDED COMMENTS ARE SIGNIFIED BY LINES WHOSE FIRST TOKEN IS A DOLLAR SIGN.

BY NOT DEFINING #DOCUMENT# NOT ONLY ARE THE EXTENDED COMMENTS REMOVED BUT ALSO SOME OPERATORS ARE DEFINED WHICH WILL BE INCLUDED IN THE RUN-TIME LIBRARY OF THE NEXT VERSION OF THE SETL COMPILER, BUT WHICH MUST BE HARD DEFINED DURING EACH SETL RUN. IN THE PRESENT COMPILER, THEY ARE LABEL, #=, #<, SEE JOB CONTROL LANGUAGE SETS TWO BELOW. THE ENTIRE SYSTEM IS NOT SET UP FOR EXECUTION, ASSUMING THAT THE MACHINE WERE BIG ENOUGH.

SINCE THE NYU SETL COMPUTER, A CDC 6600, IS NOT BIG ENOUGH (HAVING ONLY 400K OCTAL OF MEMORY), ANOTHER OPTION IS AVAILABLE TO AVOID THE DIFFICULTIES OF HAND-MANAGED MEMORY ALLOCATION, NAMELY TO DEFINE THE KEY #TEST#, THIS DEFINITION ALLOWS INDIVIDUAL SUBROUTINES OR GROUPS OF SUBROUTINES TO BE TESTED BY FACILITATING THEM INTO MEMORY WHEREVER CALLED, SEE JCL SET #3 BELOW.
This kind of multi-level commenting is extremely useful and should be considered an essential part of any language being developed. The CEC update program supports it, with not too much trouble to the user, especially if the update directives are managed with a general purpose text editor as this program was. But a language itself should support conditional display of comments (and in the same regard, conditional assembly of code) in a manner which is actually convenient and easy to use, set, even in the preliminary implementation running under the Scope 3.2 incomplete operating system, affords conditional display of comments by eliminating (at the users option) any line beginning with a dollar sign. In the code compiled here I have chosen to use the update preprocessor to the setl compiler because having dollar signs in column 1 precludes having page eject characters in column 1 for comments, which becomes important when the text becomes very long, as in this program. Thus the two sets of documentation management complement each other here.
JCL SET I. TO GET A NICELY FORMATTED LISTING WITH EXTENDED COMMENTS
(Note -- The compile file is suitable for input
To the NYU Manualmaker program.

ID, CM 34000, T 2, NAME
ATTACH(OLDPL,SETLMAKERSPL)
UPDATE(C*OUTPUT)
*** END-OF-RECORD CARD ***
*DEFINE DOCUMENT
*C EDITSETL
*** END-OF-FILE CARD ***

JCL SET II. TO GET A RUN OF THE ENLISH SYSTEM

ID, CM 600000, T 77777, NAME
ATTACH(OLDPL,SETLMAKERSPL)
UPDATE.
SETL(BOUNDARY) THE SETL LEXICAL SCANNER
ATTACH(BOUNDARY) CET SETL SAVE FILE
PAM(SETLOUT)
*** END-OF-RECORD CARD ***
*C EDITSETL
*** END-OF-FILE CARD ***

JCL SET III. TO TEST SUBROUTINES OR MODIFICATIONS OF SUBROUTINES

ID, CM 340000, T 10000, TYPE SETL
ATTACH(OLDPL,SETLMAKERSPL)
UPDATE.
SETL(BOUNDARY)
ATTACH(RENTAIL,RENTAILPL)
ATTACH(RENTAIL,RENTAILPL)
PAM(SETLOUT)
*** END-OF-RECORD CARD ***
*C EDITSETL
*DEFINE TEST
(any other corrections to be tested)
*** END-OF-FILE CARD ***
**2.1 CONTROL STRUCTURE**

An edit session is an n-tuple of teletype lines transmitted to the computer. Each line is composed of a number of edit commands, system commands, or macros, separated by semicolons. A macro is an n-tuple of editor commands, system commands, and other macros. Although in the NYU editor, as currently implemented at NYU, macros may not recursively invoke other macros, each macro, system commands, and editor command is formatted as a keyword followed by a list of arguments. Repetitions and loops are permitted in the editor, but only limited to the line that is currently being executed. A go to function is available in the macro skip, but it is only possible to skip forwards, making a graph structure program impossible. The data objects of the editor include strings and patterns, but patterns are just strings. Integers exist in the command language for the purpose of iteration control and specifying pattern fields, but the editor does not internally manipulate objects of type integer. This means that many possible SNOBOL patterns can not be implemented by editor macros. This deficiency is seldom missed. Thus the decision to leave out integers seems to have been best in the interests of efficiency. But for the purposes of a general programming language, this would be impossible. The basic conclusion is therefore that if you need patterns determined by data objects of types other than strings, then you probably need a complete programming language like SNOBOL, and efficiency will not be the most important consideration.

Macros are expanded at runtime with dynamic substitution of arguments. At any point in the control stream, a macro may appear. This results in some pointers being saved and reset so that all further commands come from the macro file until the record in the macro file corresponding to the macro being invoked is depleted. Then control returns to the normal input stream.

Almost equivalent to a macro is a real file. The read file is faster than macro expansion because no argument substitution is permitted in the read file. Otherwise, it is semantically identical to a macro, that is a series of edit commands executed with later return to the command after the invocation of the read. The NYU editor specifies that all saved commands at the point of the read are destroyed before beginning the read. The SETL version allows recursive reads with the correct items saved, returning correctly.
ANYTHING WHICH FULFILLS THE EDITORS REQUIREMENT TO BE A SYSTEM COMMAND IS NOT USED BY THE EDITOR AT ALL, BUT RATHER PASSED ONTO THE OPERATING SYSTEM. THIS GIVES THE EDITOR THE PROPERTY OF TRANSPARENCY. THIS MEANS THAT GIVEN AN OPERATING SYSTEM FOR TIMESHARING, THE EDITOR WONT AFFECT SEQUENCES OF CORRECT COMMANDS TO THE OPERATING SYSTEM. HOWEVER, WITH THE ADDITION OF THE EDITOR, IT INTERPRET CERTAIN ERRONEOUS INPUTS TO THE OPERATING SYSTEM TO BE CORRECT INPUTS TO THE EDITOR. THIS PROPERTY OF TRANSPARENCY TO THE PREVIOUS LEVEL OF THE SYSTEM, IF, TO THE UNDERLYING OPERATING SYSTEM, MAKES AN EDITOR VERY VALUABLE. IT ADDS TO THE POWER OF THE OPERATING SYSTEM RATHER THAN TRYING TO BUILD ITS OWN POWER FROM SCRATCH. THE DISTINGUISHABLE FEATURE OF OPERATING COMMANDS (SYNTACTICALLY) FOR THE 660 SERIES COMPUTERS IS THAT THEY ALL TERMINATE WITH EITHER A PERIOD OR A CLOSE PARENTHESES. THUS THE SYNTACTIC PRE-PROCESSOR TO THE EDITOR (WHICH MAY BE ANY AUTOMATIC SYNTAX ANALYZER) FORBIDS EDIT COMMANDS TO CONTAIN UNQUOTED PERIODS AND CLOSED PARENTHESES.
3. PRELIMINARY CODE

3.1 CHARACTER STRING UTILITIES

Utility routines have a special place in the heart of specification programmers. Even more so when SETL is the specification language, because in SETL, the routine is independent not only of the machine and of the operating system and (sometimes) of other routines, but also independent of the data structure employed, making complicated changes in the structure extremely simple.

A utility routine is defined as a routine (preceded by documentation and followed by a test of its performance) with the following properties:

1) It is small. (This is a psychological necessity.)

2) It uses no macros.

3) It uses no global variables and does not use any variable to transmit information to other routines, except its formal parameters. Thus it does not depend on initialization procedures external to itself.

4) It initializes all local variables before using them.

5) It is completely independent of all other routines and does not call other routines (except other utilities or SETL primitives), or do any input or output.

6) It is useful in and of itself, not tailor made for the particular situation used for here.

7) It has no hooks into any particular operating system.

The preliminary code is presented first since it exemplifies the dependencies and lack of dependencies of the editor subroutines. The macro and initialization sections are presented near the beginning since many routines depend on them but the utilities are first because they have no dependency on the macros or the global variables initialized in the immediately following sections.
/* 2.2 Pointer Variables in SETL */

Even though SETL has no pointer type variables per se, the current semantics of SETL allow a simulation of first level (non-recursive) pointers with only moderate inconvenience to the programmer, and n-level depth pointers with some more inconvenience, to simulate a pointer-to-X type variable where X is a valid variable type, set up a global mapping called pointedatby whose domain we will define in such a way as to make it #point# to its range which is the set of all data objects of type X to which you wish to have it point.

So the set (mapping) pointedatby contains each ordered pair whose tail is a name of an object of type-X that is pointed at by its head which is the name of the object (defined below). Modifications to an object whose name is pointedto(y) are made by assignments to pointedatby(pointerto(y)) rather than directly to y, which actually has no existence outside of the range of the set pointedatby.

The name of data object X is defined as a pair in the global set pointedto whose head is a character string by which the programmer time the data object is created, the following sequence of assignments must take place:

```
<#y#,blank> in, pointedto;
pointedatby(pointerto(#y#)) = dataobject;
```

A more general assignment may be made with this code:

```
if pointedto(object) eq. on then <object,blank> in, pointedto;
pointedatby(pointerto(#y#)) = dataobject;
```

A macro 1spointer(x) can be defined to be the boolean predicate:

```
type. x eq. tuple. and, type. hd. x eq. string.
and, type. tl. y eq. blank.
and, pointedto(x) eq. on.
and, pointedatby(pointerto(x)) eq. on.
```
IT IS SURPRIZING HOW MANY OF THESE SUBROUTINES CAN BE CONSIDERED TO BE UTILITY ROUTINES EVEN BY SUCH A STRINGENT DEFINITION. HERE IS A LIST OF THE UTILITY ROUTINES DEFINED BELOW:

- ADDR(KEY, TABLE)
- ALM(STRING, AT)
- BREAK(STRING, CHARSET)
- DECODE(STRING)
- FORMAT(LINE, FORMATS)
- IHASH(STRING)
- NVALUE(STRING)
- STRINGA(STRING, STRING, STRING)
- STRINGB(STRING, STRING, STRING)
- STRINGC(STRING, STRING, STRING)
- STRINGD(STRING, STRING, STRING)
- STRINGE(STRING, STRING, STRING)
- STRINGF(STRING, STRING, STRING)
- STRINGG(STRING, STRING, STRING)
- STRINGH(STRING, STRING, STRING)
- STRINGI(STRING, STRING, STRING)
- STRINGJ(STRING, STRING, STRING)
- STRINGK(STRING, STRING, STRING)
- STRINGL(STRING, STRING, STRING)
- STRINGM(STRING, STRING, STRING)
- STRINGN(STRING, STRING, STRING)
- STRINGO(STRING, STRING, STRING)
- STRINGP(STRING, STRING, STRING)
- STRINGQ(STRING, STRING, STRING)
- STRINGR(STRING, STRING, STRING)
- STRINGS(STRING, STRING, STRING)
- STRINGT(STRING, STRING, STRING)
- STRINGU(STRING, STRING, STRING)
- STRINGV(STRING, STRING, STRING)
- STRINGW(STRING, STRING, STRING)
- STRINGX(STRING, STRING, STRING)
- STRINGY(STRING, STRING, STRING)
- STRINGZ(STRING, STRING, STRING)
- TRUNC(STRING)
SCHEMATIC NOTES ON CHARACTER STRINGS IN SETL

At the present time, the specification of SETL indicates that if you attempt to extract the n-th element of a character string, you will receive the value on, and if you attempt to extract the zero-th element of a string, you will crash the system. For the following string-manipulation algorithms and perhaps other string routines as well, it would allow for less programming effort and a nicer looking text (that is, source text requiring a smaller number of characters to convey its intent to the SETL compiler) if both of these cases would return the value null.

ABBR attempts to interpret key as an abbreviation (or copy) of one of the elements of table, specifically it looks for the first element of table whose first characters match those of the abbreviation without ambiguity between it and succeeding elements, the editor (see the main loop) will interpret any ambiguous abbreviation as an operating system command not an editor command, unless it is an abbreviation specifically appearing as an entry in the table.

```plaintext
DEFINE ABBR(key, table);
    table = table <<<#?,0>>;
    return
    if 1<k<=table*((table(k)(1))(1:k)(y) eq key and,
       ((table(k)(1)) eq any up, (table(k+1)(1))(1:k)(y) ne, key))
    then table(k)(2) else on ; end abbr;

ALN justifies a string left, after column COL.

DEFINE ALN(string, col):
    if col ge (length(string) of, COL IE, 0 then return string; end if;
    J = span(string, x, #)
    return (COL*(#)) string(1:J) string(J+1:slim(-J));
    end aln;

DEFINE BLANKOUT(string); /* REMOVE ALL BLANKS IN STRING */
    newstring = null
    (1<k<#string + string(j) ne, #)
    newstring = newstring + string(j);
```
RETURN NEWSTRING; END BLANKOUT;

BREAK recognizes a span of characters at the beginning of a string which are not elements of CHARSET, the lexical class to be checked.

DEFINE BREAK(STRING, CHARSET); /* SQUEEZE PATTERN--BREAK(CHARSET) */
J=1; (WHILE NOT STRING(J) = CHARSET) J=J+1; END WHILE;
RETURN J-1; END BREAK;

DEFINE DECODE(STRING); /* UNDO SQUEEZE */
K=1;J=1;NEW=NULC;
(WHILE STRING(K) NEQ ZERO)
NEW(J) = STRING(J) IS PREV; /* PLACE A CHARACTER */
K = K+1; J = J+1;
IF STRING(K) EQ ZERO THEN /* TAKE REPETITIONS */
IF STRING(K+1) GT 1 THEN
NEW(J) = CARD(K)*PREV;
J = J+1;
K = K+1;
ELSE IF CARD(K+1) EQ 1 THEN
NEW(J) = ZERO;
J = J+1;
K = K+1;
ENDIF STRING;
ENDIF STRING;
RETURN NEW;END DECODE;

Synchronously Translate Characters using the Mapping Table

DEFINE TABLE ENCODE STRING;
RETURN (T: K=1;NEW=NULC;
END TABLE ENCODE;

DEFINE TABLE DECODE STRING; /* UNDO ENCODE */
RETURN (T: K=1;NEW=NULC;
END TABLE DECODE;

FORMAT reformats a line by returning the columns of the line in the order specified by the table formats. Each entry in formats is a pair indicating column numbers, eg. <3,4,5>.

For instance, if table = <<1,3>,<2,7>,<3,65>>
THEN FORMAT WILL RETURN THE CONCATENATION OF THE FOLLOWING COLUMNS:

1 2 3 2 63 64 65

DEFINE FORMAT(STRING,FORMATS);RETURN
IF (*.FORMATS IS, LEN) LT, 1 THEN STRING
ELSE (1<15<LEN) STRING(FORMATS(K)(1));FORMATS(K)(2));END FORMAT;

IHASH RETURNS THE HASH CODE OF A CHARACTER STRING
BY TAKING EVERY 2 CHARACTERS AND ADDING THEIR
DISPLAY CODE VALUE, THIS SUM IS THE NUMBER OF THE
BIT SET IN THE BIT STRING WHICH IS
RETURNED. OLDHASH IS THE HASH CODE OF SOME OTHER
STRING TO WHICH THE CURRENT STRING IS BEING
CONCATENATED FOR HASHING PURPOSES, WHICH COULD VERY
WELL BE THE NULL STRING (NULL BIT STRING FOR THE
HASH CODE). THE BIT STRING IS HASHED INTO A SET
SET FOR QUICK DETERMINATION OF MEMBERSHIP, IN A
LOWER LEVEL LANGUAGE IMPLEMENTATION, OF COURSE, A
BIT STRING IS PROBABLY FASTER THAN A RANDOM-ACCESS
SET OF BITS.

DEFINE IHASH(STRING,OLDHASH);PREV = INTEGRER(STRING(1));
IF (*.STRING) GT, 1 THEN
OLDHASH=OLDHASH+ (PREV+INTEGRER(STRING(J))IS, PREV,2<=J<=~STRING2);
RETURN OLDHASH; END IHASH;

IHASH DOES THE MORE DIFFICULT (THAN IASH) HIGHER
LEVEL HASHING OF A STRING WITH DUPLICATE COLORS
INDICATING COLORS AND A SINGLE COLOR BEING THE
BREAK CHARACTER WHICH BRACKETS PATTERN DEFINITIONS
WHICH ARE NOT HASHED AT ALL, FOR EACH COLOR SECTION
(NOT CONTAINING A PATTERN) OF THE STRING, IASH IS
CALLED TO ACCUMULATE THE HASH CODE.

DEFINE UHASH(STRING):
HASH = 0L; COL = 1;
(WHILE COL LE, *.STRING DOING COL = COL + 1;)
HASHABLE = "ULC"; COL = 1;
(WHILE (STRING(I))EQ.(#:#) IMP, STRING(J+1)EQ.#:#)
AND, COL LE, *.STRING DOING COL = COL + 1;)
IF STRING(J+1)EQ.#:# THEN HASHABLE = HASHABLE + STRING(COL);
END WHILE;
IHASH = IHASH(HASHABLE, HASH); /* COMPUTE HASHCODE OF THIS PIECE */
IF STRING(COL) EQ. #:# THEN /* SEARCH FOR A MATCHING COLOR */
COL = COL + 1;J = COL;
(WHILE STRING(COL) NE. #:# AND, COL LE, *.STRING) COL = COL + 1;
IF COL GE. *.STRING OR, (COL-J) GE.12 THEN ERRORS(4);RETURN F;
END IF STRING;
it is debatable whether integer, a mapping (collating sequence) from the characters onto the integers, can be referred to in a utility routine, but in general it should be a set primitive rather than a global variable, although in the current implementation it is exactly that, a machine dependent global variable.

/* lexlt decides if string a is *less* than string b */
DEFINE STRINGA LEXLT, STRINGB.LEN=STRINGB.MIN,STRINGA;RETURN
IF E1<=EJ.LEN.STRINGA(J) IF, STRINGB(J)
THEN INTEGER(STRINGA(J)) LT INTEGER(STRINGB(J))
ELSE LEN EQ. STRINGA; END STRINGA LEXLT, STRINGB;

GIVEN AN ORDERED SET OF TABS CALLED
TABSET, FUNCTION NEXTTAB WILL RETURN THE NUMBER OF
COLUMNS TO SKIP STARTING FROM COLUMN COL TO GET TO
THE NEXT TAB AFTER COL.

DEFINE NEXTTAB(COL, TABSET); RETURN
IF E1<=K<=TABSET+(TABSET(K)1S,X) GE,COL THEN X-COL ELSE 1;
END NEXTTAB;

THIS USEFUL INFIX FUNCTION RETURNS ITS FIRST
ARGUMENT AS ITS VALUE IF IT IS DEFINED,
OTHERWISE THE SECOND ARGUMENTS.
DEFINE A ORH. P; RETURN IF A NE. OR. THEN A ELSE P; END A ORH;

THE FUNCTION RIGHT aligns a string it on the right
tagging and redistributing the blanks equally
among the words.

K=1:(EK<=K<+STRING + STRING(K)EQ.7 AND STRING(K+1)EQ.7)
STRING = STRING(1:K+1)+STRING(K+1);

DEFINE RIGHT (STRING, MARGIN); 
NEW=NULL, EVOLVECTOR=NULL,
/* NEW = STRING WITHOUT MULTIPLE BLANKS */
NBLANKS = 0; NEW = NULL,;
(1<=COL<=MARGIN*STRING(COL)NE.(7 7) OR. STRING(COL+1)NE.(7 7))
NEW = NEW+STRING(COL); END Y;
NBLANKS = [1:1<=K<=STRING + STRING(K) FL. 7 7] 1;
PRINT, NEW, COL, NBLANKS, STRING, NEW;
IF (STRING IS LEN) LE. (MARGIN/2) OR. LEN GT. MARGIN THEN
RETURN STRING;

N = (MARGIN-NEW)/NRLANKS; /* N = NUMBER OF BLANKS PER WORD */
EXTRA = (MARGIN-NEW)/NRLANKS; /* NUMBER OF BLANKS LEFT OVER*/
BLVECTOR = [1<i<=K<=NRLANKS] <N>;
IF EXTRA GT. 0 THEN DIGITSET = SK, 1<i<=K<=NRLANKS;
(1<i<=EXTRA) X OUT. DIGITSET; BLVECTOR(X) = BLVECTOR(X)+1; END IF;

/* SECOND PASS THROUGH "NEW"--PUT BLANKS BACK INTO */
K=1; X = NULC.; PREV = 1;
(1<i<=COL<= (MARGIN)-1+ NEW(COL)EQ.(#' ))
STRING = STRING + NEW(PREV+1;COL)+(BLVECTOR(K)*(#' ));
PREV = COL; COL = COL+1; K = K+1; END WHILE;
RETURN STRING; END RIGHT;

SPAN IS A FUNCTION whose ARGUMENT IS A SET. SPAN
TRIES TO MATCH THE NEXT CHARACTER IN THE INPUT
WITH ANY CHARACTER IN THE INDICATED SET. IF IT'S NOT
IN THE SET, SPAN FAILS. OTHERWISE, THE LIST IS
SEARCHED FOR THE NEXT CHARACTER OF THE INPUT. IF IT
IS NOT THERE, SPAN SUCCEEDS, BECAUSE AT LEAST ONE
CHARACTER HAS BEEN MATCHED. IF THE SECOND ONE IS
IS FOUND, THE THIRD IS TRIED, ETC.

EXAMPLE:

SET = {#X, #Y, #Z, #F, #G, #H, #J}
STRING = #ZABCDF

SPAN (STRING, SET) RETURNS 5 SINCE SET MATCHES
THE FIRST 5 CHARACTERS OF STRING.

DEFINE SPAN(STRING, CHARSET); /* STRING PATTERN */
J=1; WHILE STRING(J)EQ CHARSET(J)=J+1; END WHILE;
RETURN J+1; END SPAN;

FOR THE SAKE OF SMALLER, MORE COMPACT LITERARY
SQUEEZE CONDENSES OUT MULTIPLE OCCURRENCES OF
CHARACTERS. AS AN EXAMPLE IN OCTAL DISPLAY CODE
#7 (45 OCTAL) BLANKS BECOMES #B00003 INSTEAD OF
#55555555...

DEFINE SQUEEZE(STRING);
I=2  J=2

(While 1 LE.  STRING DOING  I=I+1; J=J+1)
  IF  STRING(I+1) EQ. STRING(I) THEN  I=2;
  (While STRING(I+N) EQ. STRING(I) AND, N LE. 64)  N=N+1;  END-While;
  IF  N GE. 4 THEN  STRING(J+1) = ZERO;
  STRING(J+2) = N-2;
  I=I+N+1;
  J=J+3;
  STRING(J) = STRING(I);
END While;
RETURN STRING; END SQUEEZE;

CHARS RETURNS THE SET OF CHARACTERS IN A STRING
[+I=STRING]  X: X2

DEFINE CHARS, STRING RETURN <STRING(J), 1<J<+STRING>; END CHARS;

TRUNC RETURNS A STRING WITHOUT ITS TRAILING BLANKS.

DEFINE TRUNC, STRING;
IF +STRING>=J=1 + STRING(J) EQ. (X #) THEN  X=CM;
RETURN STRING(1:J); END TRUNC;
/* 3.2. MACRO SECTION  */

/* SYNTACTIC ABBREVIATIONS */

** CHECK(ITEM,TYP)=IF TYPE(ITEM) NE, TYP THEN ILLARG:**
** PUSH(ITEM) = STACK(1)+STACK+1 = ITEM **
** POP(ITEM) = ITEM = STACK(1)+STACK: STACK = STACK(1)+STACK-1 **
** ILLARG = ERROR(1) : OKFLAG=T.** /* ILLEGAL ARGUMENT TYPE */
** ER = ($$#)** /* USE $ FOR END-OF-RECORD */

/* ARGUMENT EXTRACTORS */

** ARG1 = ARG(1) **
** ARG2 = ARG(2) **
** ARG3 = ARG(3) **
** ARG4 = ARG(4) **

/* HASH-TABLE FIELD EXTRACTORS */

** PAGENG(X) = (X)(1) **
** LINENG(X) = (X)(2) **
** HASHCD(X) = (X)(3). **

/* FIELD EXTRACTORS OF SORT PATTERNS */

** FLEN(X) = X (1) ** /* MIN LENGTH */
** ETYP(X) = X (2) ** /* C IS CHAR; 1 IS COLOR */
** ESTR(X) = X (3) ** /* TYPE = THE STRING; TYPE L=MULT STRING */
** EVAR(X) = X (4) ** /* STORE IN VARIABLE */
** ELEX(X) = X (5) ** /* LEXICAL CLASS TO BE MATCHED */
** FCPR(X) = X (6) ** /* OPERATOR */
** FINT(X) = X (7) ** /* PROJECT OPERAT */
** ECNT(X) = X (8) ** /* DYNAMIC COPY OF FINT */
** FQUICK(X)= X(+X) ** /* SHORT EQLX TO BE TRIED, FIRST */
** FOTHER(X) = (1=QUICK(X)) CT. 0 **
/* 3.3. INITIALIZATION */

DEFINE INITIAL:

IT IS ASSumed THAT ALL VARIABLES DEFINED IN THIS
SECTION ON INITIALIZATION ARE GLOBAL VARIABLES
 WHICH ARE AUTOMATICALLY ATTACHED TO ANY SUBROUTINE
 USING THEM, ALL THE REST OF THE VARIABLES IN THE
 PROGRAM ARE LOCAL, AND HENCE ARE [INITIALIZED
 BEFORE USING A THEM IN A SUBROUTINE.

/* LEXICAL CLASS INITIAL DEFINITIONS */

/* THE INITIAL LEXICAL CLASSES ARE DEFINED AS FOLLOWS:

A ALPHABETIC CHARACTERS
N NUMERIC CHARACTERS (0-9)
S SPECIAL CHARACTERS (ANYTHING ELSE)
O ARITHMETIC OPERATORS (+ - * /)
R BLANK
OTHERS ARE ALL INITIALLY NULL */

ALPH = 'ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ'; NUM = '0123456789';

/* CHARS IS A UTILITY WHICH CHANGES A STRING
 INTO THE SET OF ITS CHARACTERS */

NUMS = CHARS; NUM; ALPHS = CHARS; ALPH;
ALPHNUM = ALPHS + NUMS;
QUOTES = CHARs, '"'; # S+/-/=?[<]>E';
SPECIALS = CHARs, '('; ')'; + QUOTES LESS, ';';
OP = # +-*/; OPs = CHARs, OP;

/* LXCLASS IS THE SET OF LEXICAL CLASSES */

LXCLASS = <#AX,ALPHS,#H/#,NUMS,#,(),/>,<#B#,E,#>.
<#S#,SPECIALS>;

/* ANSOB IS THE SET OF CHARACTERS #ALSO# */

ANSOB = CHARs, ([#<#LXCLASS#]>); 

/* SCALER IS THE MASTER SCALE STRING */

SCALER = [<#K#,1<=J<=15]
([#K#,1<=K<=9] DC:K + ALPH(J))

/* SYSGUESS IS THE TUPLE OF PATTERNS FOR ROUTINE GUESS TO DETERMINE
 THE SYSTEM FROM LINE 1 OF THE FILE. */
SYSGUESS<

PROGRAM ::1:
OVERLAY ::1:
SUPROUTINE ::1:
FUNCTION ::1:
IDENT ::1:
ID ::1:
BEGIN,
DEFINE,
I,
1.1:
:(A)=1:
>

WHC = <

#FORTRAN,#FORTRAN,#FORTRAN,#FORTRAN,
#COMPASS,
#COROLY,
#PLIX,#PLIX,
#ALGOLY,
#SETLP,#ETLPY,
#SYMPLY,
#BALMY,
#UPDATEx,
#ABSOLJTE>

INTERPS = <: #FORTRAN,#HASIC,#SCRIPT,#ALGOLY,#UPDATEx>

SYSTARS = <

#ABSOLJTE>,
#ALGOLY, 7,10,13,16,19>,
#BALY, 10,16,31,42,72>,
#BALMY, 7,11,15,19,23,27,31,35>,
#COROLY, 4,12,16,20,24>,
#COMPASS, 11,15,35>,
#PLIX, 12,15,18,21,24,27,36>,
#QUINDLY, 3,12,16,20,24>,
#SETLPY, 7,11,15,19,23,27,31,35>,
#SCRIPTY>,
#FORTRANx,
#SPLYNLY, 7,10,13,16,19>,
#SNOKOLY>,
#SYMPLY, 8,18,20,50,60>,
#T1x>,
#T2x> 2;
THIS TABLE CONSISTS OF AN ORDERED COLLECTION OF Pairs Whose Heads Are Character Strings Giving the Name of Edit Commands and Whose Corresponding Tails Are a Copy of the Code Used to Implement the Edit Command. See the Chapter Called First Level Edit Commands. It is a Definite Deficiency In Set Not to Have Variables of Type Pointer. (See Sec 2.3)

EXECUTES = <

<##A#> , ANCHOR>,
<##ALIGN#> , ALN>,
<##ANCHOR#> , ANCHOR>,
<##ASK#> , ASK>,
<##BY#> , BOTTOM>,
<##BLANK$#> , ZBLANK>,
<##CH#> , CHANGE>,
<##DELETE#> , DELETE>,
<##DISPLAY#> , DISPLAY>,
<##DUPLICATE#> , DUPL>,
<##DYNAMIC#> , DYNAMIC>,
<##ECHO#> , ECHO>,
<##EDIT#> , ZEDIT>,
<##END#> , ENDEdit>,
<##ERROR#> , ZEROt>,
<##ESCAPE#> , TRAPE>,
<##EXECUTE#> , ZEXECUTE>,
<##FORMAT#> , FORMAT>,
<##HALTFREAD> , HALTFREAD>,
<##IF#> , INSERT>,
<##IFEOF#> , EOF>,
<##IFGEO#> , IFGE>,
<##IFGT#> , IFGT>,
<##IFLE#> , IFLE>,
<##IFLT#> , IFLT>,
<##IFF#> , IFF>,
<##IFTYPE#> , IFTYPE>,
<##INSERT#> , INSERT>,
<##LIST#> , LOCATE>,
<##LIST#> , LIST>,
<##LOCATE#> , LOCATE>,
<##LZONE#> , LZONE>,
<##M#> , MASTER>,
<##LEXCLASS#> , LEXCLASS>,
<##MACRO#> , MACRO>,
<##MARGIN#> , MARGIN>,
<##MASTER#> , MASTER>,
<##MOVE#> , MOVE>,
<##STOP#> , STOP>,
<##ZONE#> , ZONE>,

(}
/* NO carriage control mode */
/* Lexical output - vector of args */
/* Lexical lookahead */
/* We are not reading an alternative file */

VALUES OF flags and parameters:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flag</th>
<th>Default</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ZONE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TNSAFT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYSTEL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYSTEM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCRE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLSYS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STSP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPIT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHU</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RELATE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RITA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPAFE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAVE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REUSEM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REPLACE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REPLACF</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMOVE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>READ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REPLACE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REMOVE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OVERLAY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OVERLAY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUMBER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUMRD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOOP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOPUT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCASE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NANCHE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOEME</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOEXC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEXT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ARG = NULL.
ANGHORA = F.?.
ALTERNATE = F.?.
ALTREAD = F.?.

CHBLANK = '*';
CHCONCAT = '*';
CHESCAPE = '/';
CHTAB = '*';
CS = NULC;
DELEFLAG = F.;
DEVICE = 72 ;
DYIAGNOM = F . ;
EOFYET = F . ;
ECI-IOING = T . ;
FNT a NLJ
HOl-iSAFE 11
25;
INITFLAG = T . ;
INFIT = F.;
ITSAFE = T . ;
LISTFILE = OME . ;
LISTSET = pEF;
LP = 0j
LPLINES = 50;
LPSAVE = 0j
LS = NULC ;
LZONE1 = 1j
LZONE2 = 72j
MACRlNG = F . ;
MACROTBL = NULTC.
MAXPAGES = 4
MS = '**';
MZONE1 = 11;
MZONE2 = 72j
NOINFIT = F . ;
NCHANGES = 0;
NUMBERQ = T . ;
PLUS = F.;
PRMPTQ = T . ;
PAGING = F . ;
POWERON = T . ;
PZCLE1 = 1j
PZONE2 = 72j
SKIPPER = NULC . ;
SKIPSTOP = #HELP#;
SYSTNAME = #ABSOLUTE#;
TABLE = NULC . ;
TABSET = 'L . ;
TTYNAME = #INPUT#;
TTYOUT = #OUTPUT#;
UPDTING = F . ;
RETURNj END INITIALj

/* BLANK CHARACTER (SEE OVERLAY) */
/* INTRA MACRO CONCATENATION CHARACTER */
/* ESCAPE CHARACTER */
/* TAB CHARACTER */
/* LAST CHANGE STRING */
/* WE ARE NOT IN DELETE MODE */
/* DEVICE WIDTH (IGNORED) */
/* DO NOT SAVE DIRECTIVES */
/* WE HAVE NOT READ AN EOF */
/* ECHO CHANGES */
/* NO FILES IN FNT TO START */
/* SAFETY LIMIT */
/* ARE WE EDITING A NEW FILE */
/* NOT IN AN INFINITE LOOP */
/* PROTECTED NODES */
/* PAGEED COUTLT */
/* LIST OPTION E */
/* LINE POINTER */
/* LINE PRINTER LINES PER PAGE */
/* SAVED LP */
/* LAST LOCATE STRING */
/* LOCATE = CHANGE ZONE */

/* WE ARE NOT EXPANDING A MACRO */
/* MACRO TABLE */
/* PAGES OF VIRTUAL MEMORY ALLOWED */
/* MASTER STRING */
/* MASTER ZONE */

/* INFINITE LOOPS NOT SHUT OUT */
/* NUMBER OF CHANGES SINCE LAST SAVE */
/* NUMBER DISPLAYED LINES */
/* LOCATING FORWARD OR BACKWARD */
/* PROMPT DURING I-SENT MODE */
/* WE ARE NOT PAGING */
/* MOUSE FD SNIP LOOP ENFORCED */
/* PRINT CAR */

/* U.S. SKIP STRING */
/* UNIVERSAL SKIP STOP LABEL */
/* SYSTEM NAME */
/* HASH TABLE */
/* SET OF TABS FOR THIS SYSTEM */

/* NOT UPDATE TEXT */
SINCE SETL INPUT/OUTPUT HAS NOT YET BEEN COMPLETELY DEFINED, I HAVE SPECIFIED THE FOLLOWING ROUTINES TO ACCOMMODATE THE NEEDS OF THE EDITOR. THIS SECTION WILL BE SUPERSEDED BY THE SOON-TO-BE PUBLISHED THESIS OF GEORGE WINEBERG. BOTH SEQUENTIAL AND RANDOM FILES CAN BE SIMULATED USING THE SETL CAPABILITY OF HANDLING AN UNLIMITED NUMBER OF EXTERNAL FILES. THIS ELIMINATES THE UNWIELDY LIMITATION THAT ALL RANDOM FILES AND ALL OUTPUT FILES EXCEPT TWO NAMELY OUTPUT AND OUTFILE MUST BE SIMULATED BY SETS HELD IN MEMORY.

AN OPERATING SYSTEM IS A TUPLE CONSISTING OF TWO COMPONENTS:

OPERATING SYSTEM = <FILES, CONTROL-POINTS>

A FILE IS A PHYSICAL ENTITY -- SAY THE GRITS ON A FEW INCHES OF MAGNETIC TAPE, WHILE A CONTROL POINT IS A SOFTWARE DATA OBJECT WHICH CORRESPONDS TO A SINGLE RESTARTABLE COMPUTER PROCESS.

SETL JOBS IN THE SCOPE OPERATING SYSTEM ARE USUALLY CONSIDERED FROM THE VIEWPOINT OF A SINGLE CONTROL POINT. A NOTABLE EXCEPTION IS PETER MARKSTEIN'S OPERATING SYSTEM IN SETL WHICH IS DEPENDENT ON HAVING MANY CONTROL POINTS AVAILABLE FOR PARALLEL COMPUTATIONS. HOWEVER, ANY SETL JOB IS PERMITTED TO OPEN AN INDEFINITE NUMBER OF FILES. ALL EXTERNAL INFORMATION USED BY A JOB AT A CONTROL POINT IS EITHER A FILE OR A PART OF A FILE.

THE FILE NAME TABLE (FNT) CONSISTS OF A SET OF POINTERS TO FILES, SO EACH ELEMENT OF FNT LOOKS LIKE THIS:

<FILNAME,FILE>

THE FILE NAME MUST ARBITRARILY SATISFY THE REQUIREMENTS STATED IN THE BOOLEAN PREDICATE VALID, THIS APPEARS IN THE EDIT CONTROL SECTION. IT MUST BE SEVEN OR FEWER ALPHABETIC CHARACTERS BEGINNING WITH AN ALPHABETIC.

FILE = <TAPEHEAD, RECORDS>

A FILE CONSISTS OF A TAPEHEAD AND A VARIABLE LENGTH VECTOR OF RECORDS. THE TAPEHEAD POINTS TO THE RECORD WE ARE ABOUT TO READ. REWIND REWINDS A FILE BY SETTING THE TAPEHEAD OF THE FILE TO ONE. IF WE HAVE READ THE LAST RECORD, TAPEHEAD POINTS TO THE NON-EXISTANT (+RECORDS+1) RECORD AND ALL FURTHER READS RETURN THE END-OF-FILE MARK WHICH IS REPRESENTED IN SETL BY OM. OM HAPPENS TO BE THE INTERNAL EQUIVALENT OF A PHYSICAL END-OF-FILE MARK WHICH IS

/* 3.4 INPUT OUTPUT SIMULATION */
REPRESENTED ON A TAPE BY AN END-OF-RECORD MARK (DESCRIBED BELOW) FOLLOWED BY THE CHARACTER OH, FOLLOWED BY FIVE AND A HALF INCHES OF BLANK TAPE, OR THE EQUIVALENT ON A DISK. NOTE THAT ALL DISK FILES ARE ACCESSSED AS IF THEY WERE TAPE FILES, EVEN WHEN INTERPRETING THE INFORMATION ON A ROTATING MASS STORAGE DEVICE (DISK OR DRUM) AS A RANDOM FILE (DESCRIBED BELOW), THE READ AND WRITE COMMANDS ACT AS IF EACH RANDOM RECORD WERE A TAPE FILE OPENED FOR SEQUENTIAL ACCESS. THE OPERATING SYSTEM SOFTWARE IS EXPECTED TO TAKE CARE OF THIS EXTREMELY CONVENIENT ASSUMPTION. THE SIMULATED MINI-OPERATING SYSTEM GIVEN HERE DOES TAKE CARE OF IT, THOUGH INEFFECTIVELY.

\begin{verbatim}
RECORD = <LINE1,LINE2,...,LINE>
\end{verbatim}

A RECORD IS AN ARTIFICIAL ENTITY OF VARIABLE LENGTH (ALTHOUGH OCCASIONALLY ASSIGNED A FIXED LENGTH BY THE USER). IT IS A TUPLE OF ITEMS FOLLOWED BY AN END-OF-RECORD MARK, REPRESENTED IN MEMORY BY THE SETL CHARACTER OH, WHICH IS UNIQUE ONLY IN THE FACT THAT IT IS A CHARACTER USED ONLY FOR INTERNALLY REPRESENTING END-OF-RECORD MARKS, WHICH APPEAR EXTERNALLY ON A TAPE AS ONE HALF INCH OF SKIPPED TAPE FOLLOWED BY THE END OF RECORD CHARACTER.

THE NEXT PARAGRAPH PERTAINS ONLY TO THE IMPLEMENTED SYSTEM AT NYU AND CAN BE DISREGARDED BY THE CASUAL READER OR THE NON-NYU USER, A FILE IS A BALM VECTOR CONSISTING OF A LOCAL FILE NAME, A BUFFER LENGTH, AND TWO BUFFERS. I HOPE THAT A FILE CAN BE AN ELEMENT OF A SET, IN THE FOLLOWING ROUTINES THE ARGUMENT #FILE# IS A SETL CHARACTER STRING AND #BFILE# IS A NAME WHOSE VALUE IS A POINTER-TO-A-BALM-VECTOR, WHICH IS BY DEFINITION, A SETL FILE, THE FILE IS CREATED AND OPENED FOR SEQUENTIAL ACCESS ANDREWIND, RECLength SHOULD BE FROM 2 TO 132 CHARACTERS LONG, FILE SHOULD BE A VALID FILE NAME; THAT IS; A CHARACTER STRING CONSISTING OF AN ALPHABETIC FOLLOWED BY UP TO 6 NUMERICS, OR AN INTEGER WHICH IS AN ABBREVIATION FOR THE LOCAL FILE NAME #TAPEN#.

THE UNDERLYING SETL PRIMITIVES AND PROCEDURES ARE:

\begin{verbatim}
BFILE = MAKFILE(FILE, RECLength) CREATE FILE
REWIND(BFILE) REWIND FILE
SKIP(BFILE, N) SKIP N ITEMS ON BFILE
WRITSETL(BFILE, ITEM) WRITE ITEM ON BFILE
X = READSETL(BFILE) READ NEXT ITEM FROM BFILE
\end{verbatim}

THE SEQUENTIAL FILE COMMANDS ARE:

\begin{verbatim}
CREATE(FILE) CREATE A FILE IF ITS NOT ALREADY THERE
EVICT(FILE) EVICT A FILE (RANDOM OR SEQUENTIAL)
REWIND(FILE) REWIND A FILE (RANDOM OR SEQUENTIAL)
COPY(FILE1, FILE2) COPY FILE1 TO FILE2
SKIP(FILE, NREC) SKIP NREC ITEMS ON FILE
WRITE(FILE, STRING) WRITE STRING ON FILE
\end{verbatim}
THE RANDOM FILE COMMANDS ARE:

- OPENR(FILE, LEN)
  - LEN = LENGTH OF THE DIRECTORY
- ITEM = READER(FILE, RECORD)
  - ITEM IS A COPY OF RECORD IN FILE
- WRITER(FILE, RECORD, ITEM)
  - WRITE ITEM AS RECORD OF FILE

TO USE A RANDOM FILE IN SETL, YOU MAY REFER TO UP TO LEN RECORDS AS SPECIFIED ON THE OPENR CARD. JUST ASSUME THAT AS RECORD IS THERE AND USE WRITER TO WRITE ON IT. DO NOT TRY TO WRITE ON MORE THAN LEN RECORDS.

FUNCTION VALID RETURNS TRUE IF ITS ARGUMENT IS A STRING WHICH SATISFY THE REQUIREMENTS TO BE A VALID FILE NAME.

```
DEFINE VALID, FILE RETURN FILE(1) NOT ALPHS AND, (+FILE) LE. 7
END VALID;
```

```
DEFINE COPYB(BFILEA, BFILER) /* COPY ONE BAIK FILE TO ANOTHER */
X = OM, I
WHILE NOT, X EQ, EP
  X = READSETL(BFILFA)
  WRITSETL(BFILEB, X)
END WHILE;
RETURN; END COPYB;
```

```
DEFINE COPYF(FILEA, FILEB) COPYBF(FNT(FILEA), FNT(FILEB))
RETURN; END COPYF;
```

```
DEFINE CREATE(FILE)
IF FNT(FILE) EQ, OM, THEN FNT(FILE) = MAPFILE(FILE, 132);
RETURN; END CREATE;
```

```
DEFINE EVICT(FILE) FNT(FILE) = OM, I RANINDEX(FILE) = OM, RETURN, END EVICT;
```

```
DEFINE OPENR(FILE, LEN) /* OPEN RANDOM FILE */
/ LEN IS THE LENGTH OF THE DIRECTORY */
IF NOT, VALID, FILE OR, LEN LE. 1
  THEN PRINT, #ILLEGAL ARGZ, FILE, LEN; RETURN;
IF (FNT(FILE)) IS, BFILE) NE, OM, THEN
  REWINP(FILE); RANINDEX(FILE) = READSETL(BFILE)
ELSE RANINDEX(FILE) = NULT; FNT(FILE) = #RANDOM# END IF;
```
RETURN; END OPENR;

DEFINE READF(FILE); RETURN READSETL(FNT(FILE)); END READF;
DEFINE READR(FILE, RECORD);
IF FNT(FILE) NE. #RANDOM# THEN PRINT,#BAD READ RANDOM#;RETURN OM,;;
I = RANINDEX(FILE, RECORD); IF I EQ. CM. THEN RETURN OM,;;
RETURN READF(I); END READR;
DEFINE REWINDF(FILE); CREATE(FILE);
REWIND(FNT(FILE));RETURN;END REWINDF;
DEFINE SKIPB(FILE, NREC);
(1<=K<=NREC)Z=READSETL(BFILE); END W;Z=OM,;RETURN; END SKIPB;
DEFINE SKIPF(FILE, NREC); SKIP(FNT(FILE), NREC);RETURN; END SKIPF;
DEFINE WRITEF(FILE, STRING); CREATE(FILE);
WRITSETL(FNT(FILE), STRING); RETURN; END WRITEF;
DEFINE WRITER(FILE, RECORD, ITEM);
IF(RANINDEX(FILE) IS. X) EQ. OM. THEN OPENR(FILE);X = RANINDEX(FILE);;
IF NOT, RECORD → X THEN RANINDEX(FILE) = X<RECORD>;;
CREATE((FILE+RECORD+(#X)) IS. J); WRITEF(J, ITEM); RETURN; END WRITER;
 DEFINE DOINSERT;
 LINE = NULC,;
 IF NOT, PROMPT THEM PRINT. ENTER LINES; END IF NOT,;
 (WHILE LINE(1:2) NE. SYM #)
   IF PROMPT THEN PRINT. DEC. LP + #; END IF PROMPT;
   READ, LINE;
   IF LINE(1) EQ. CHESCAPE THEN X = LINE(2);
     IF X EQ. CHESCAPE THEN LINE = LINE(2:LINE); ELSE
     IF X = NUMS THEN PUTEOR, DEC, X; ELSE
     IF X = ALPHS THEN PUTFILE, LINE(2:7);
     ELSE PUT(IMODE(LINE)); LP = LP + 1; END IF LINE;
   END WHILE;
 RETURN; END DOINSERT;

 DEFINE DOOVLAY(STRING);
 J = SPAN(X, CHAR(S,tr#));
 IF J GT, 0 THEN X(1:J) = X(1:X); J = SPAN(X, CHAR(S#));
 IF J GT, 0 THEN STRING = STRING(J+1:STRING-J); ELSE J=0; END IF;
 X = GET(LP);
 X(LZONE1+J:(4X) MIN.(LZONEF+1-LZONE2)) = STRING;
 PUT(X); RETURN; END DOOVLAY;

 DEFINE DOTABS(STRING,TABSET); /* EXPAND THE TABS IN STRING */
 / NO TAB FOR SYS AAS /
 IF *TABSET EQ. 0 THEN RETURN STRING; END IF;
 WITHTAB = NULC,;
 STRING = SYSINTRP(SYSTNAME, STRING);
 (¬1≤=K≤=4STRING)
   X = STRING(K);
   IF X NE. CHAR THEN WITHTAB = WITHTAB + X;
   ELSE WITHTAB = WITHTAB + NEXTTAB(K,TABSET) * (¬X);
   END IF;
 END IF;
 RETURN WITHTAB; END DOTABS;
define imode(string); /* UNRAVEL THE INSERTION STRING */
withtabs = dotabs(string, systabs(systname));
new = nulc.;
\(1\leq k \leq \text{withtabs}\)
\(\text{new}(k) = \text{if withtabs}(k) \equiv \# \text{ then mastline}(k) \text{ else withtabs}(k)\); end v;
withtabs = nulc.; x = trunc. new(1:lzone2 min. *string); print, x;
return x;
end imode;

define sysalgol(string);
1=1; (while string(1) eq. \#) i=i+1; end while;
string = string(i:*string); return
if string(1) eq. alphs then (10*(**)) + string
else if string(1) eq. */* then (5*(**)) + string
else string;
end sysalgol;

define sysbasic(string);
/* ENFORCE THE LINE NUMBER CONVENTION AND TURN OVER TO SYSFTN. */
x=span(nums with \#); return if x eq. 0 then om. else
sysftn(blankout(string(1:x))) + string(x+1:*string-x);
end sysbasic;

function sysftn does a transformation on a string
coresponding to system fortran, namely alphabetics start in col.7, numerics become labels nicely
formatted, a plus for continuation and a star for comments, a line beginning with the escape
character is returned untouched, anything else is an error.

define sysftn(string);
j=1; (while string(j) eq. \#) j=j+1; end while;
string = string(j:*string); x*string(1); return
IF X \neq \text{ALPHS OR}_{-} X \text{EQ. } \# \text{ AND, STRING(2) } \to \text{(ALPHANUMS+OPS WITH, \#\#)} \\
\text{THEN } (6*(\# \#)) + \text{STRING}
ELSE IF X \text{EQ.} \# \# \text{ OR, X EQ. CHESCAPE THEN STRING}
ELSE IF X \rightarrow \text{NUMS AND, E2<=J<=5 \# NOT. STRING(J)\#NUMS THEN} \\
((5-J)*(\# \#)) + \text{STRING(1:J)} + (\# \#) + \text{STRING(J+1:STRING)}
ELSE IF X \text{EQ. } \# \# \text{ THEN } (5*(\# \#)) + \text{STRING ELSE OM,} \\
END \text{SYSFTN;}

**UPDATE** REQUIRES TEXT INTERSPERSED WITH DIRECTIVES WHOSE FORMAT IS A STAR IN COLUMN ONE FOLLOWED BY VARIOUS ARGUMENTS THIS IS NOT INCLUDED BECAUSE OF ITS INTRINSIC VALUE OR INTEREST BUT ONLY AS AN EXAMPLE OF HOW TO IMPLEMENT AN INTERPRETIVE SYSTEM WITHIN THE EDITOR, IT HAS THE EFFECT OF EXPANDING THE ABBREVIATIONS FOR FOUR OF THE MOST COMMON UPDATE DIRECTIVES, REMEMBER ANY ERROR IN AN INTERPRETIVE SYSTEM LINE EXPANSION MUST ABORT THE USER OUT OF THE CURRENT LINE TO PREVENT UNDESIREABLE ITERATIONS AND AFTER-EFFECTS.

DEFINEF SYSUPDATE(STRING);
I=1: (WHILE STRING(K) \text{EQ. } \# \# \text{ I=I+1; END WHILE;}
IF STRING(1) \text{NE. } \# \# \text{ THEN RETURN STRING;}
X=STRING(I+1:2); \text{Z } = \text{STRING(I+4:STRING);}
RETURN IF X \text{EQ. } \# \# \text{ THEN } \# \# \text{INSERT } \# \# \text{Z}
ELSE IF X \text{EQ. } \# \# \text{ THEN } \# \# \text{DELETE } \# \# \text{Z}
ELSE IF X \text{EQ. } \# \# \text{ THEN } \# \# \text{BEFORE } \# \# \text{Z}
ELSE IF X \text{EQ. } \# \# \text{ THEN } \# \# \text{COMPILE } \# \# \text{Z}
ELSE X \# \# \text{Z;}
END SYSUPDATE;

DEFINEF SYSINTRP(SYSNAME,STRING); RETURN
IF SYSNAME \rightarrow \text{INTERPS THEN}
IF SYSNAME \text{EQ. } \#\text{FORTRAN}\# \text{ THEN SYSFTN(STRING)}
ELSE IF SYSNAME \text{EQ. } \#\text{ALGOL}\# \text{ THEN SYSALGOL(STRING)}
ELSE IF SYSNAME \text{EQ. } \#\text{BASIC}\# \text{ THEN SYSBASIC(STRING)}
ELSE IF SYSNAME \text{EQ. } \#\text{SIMSCRIPT}\# \text{ THEN SYSUPDATF(STRING)}
ELSE SYSUPDATE(STRING)
ELSE STRING;
END SYSINTRP;
/* 4.2 LOCATE PROCESS */

FIRST LEVEL ROUTINES ARE INVOKED BY THE MASTER INTERPRETER
(EDIT LOOP). THEY ARE LOCATE AND CHANGE.

LOCATE ARG1 ARG4
CHANGE ARG1 ARG2 ARG3 ARG4

ARG1 IS THE LOCATE STRING (LS) TO BE MATCHED AGAINST THE
LINES OF THE FILE. ARG2 IS THE CHANGE STRING SO THAT IF THE
LS IS FOUND IT WILL BE ELIMINATED AND REPLACED BY THE
CS. ARG3 IS THE REPETITION FACTOR—HOW MANY TIMES MUST THE LS
BE CHANGED TO THE CS IN THE LINE IN WHICH THE LS IS FIRST
FOUND. IF ARG4 IS NOT NULL, THEN CREATE AN INFINITE
LOOP, EFFECTIVELY MATCHING ALL OCCURRENCES OF LS FROM THE
CURRENT POSITION OF THE LINE POINTER (LP) TO THE LOCATION OF
THE LINE WHICH MATCHES ARG4.

LOCATE IMMEDIATELY PASSES THE NEXT LEVEL. ARG1 LIMITS THE
OCCURRENCES OF LS ON A LINE SUCH THAT THE ITERATION
CONTINUES BACKWARDS SEVERAL LINES. ARG1 LIMITS DOWN THE
LEVELS OF EACH STRING, EACH CONSISTING OF EITHER A COLUMN
DELIMITED PATTERN OR AN UNSET. BECAUSE THE QUOTES ARE STILL A
SET OF CHARACTERS, THEY ARE NOT INSET.

LOCATE IMMEDIATELY PASSES THE NEXT LEVEL. ARG1 LIMITS THE
OCCURRENCES OF LS ON A LINE SUCH THAT THE ITERATION
CONTINUES BACKWARDS SEVERAL LINES. ARG1 LIMITS DOWN THE
LEVELS OF EACH STRING, EACH CONSISTING OF EITHER A COLUMN
DELIMITED PATTERN OR AN UNSET. BECAUSE THE QUOTES ARE STILL A
SET OF CHARACTERS, THEY ARE NOT INSET.

BUT, IF ARG4 IS NOT NULL, THEN CREATE AN INFINITE
LOOP, EFFECTIVELY MATCHING ALL OCCURRENCES OF LS FROM THE
CURRENT POSITION OF THE LINE POINTER (LP) TO THE LOCATION OF
THE LINE WHICH MATCHES ARG4.

LOCATE IMMEDIATELY PASSES THE NEXT LEVEL. ARG1 LIMITS THE
OCCURRENCES OF LS ON A LINE SUCH THAT THE ITERATION
CONTINUES BACKWARDS SEVERAL LINES. ARG1 LIMITS DOWN THE
LEVELS OF EACH STRING, EACH CONSISTING OF EITHER A COLUMN
DELIMITED PATTERN OR AN UNSET. BECAUSE THE QUOTES ARE STILL A
SET OF CHARACTERS, THEY ARE NOT INSET.

BUT, IF ARG4 IS NOT NULL, THEN CREATE AN INFINITE
LOOP, EFFECTIVELY MATCHING ALL OCCURRENCES OF LS FROM THE
CURRENT POSITION OF THE LINE POINTER (LP) TO THE LOCATION OF
THE LINE WHICH MATCHES ARG4.

LOCATE IMMEDIATELY PASSES THE NEXT LEVEL. ARG1 LIMITS THE
OCCURRENCES OF LS ON A LINE SUCH THAT THE ITERATION
CONTINUES BACKWARDS SEVERAL LINES. ARG1 LIMITS DOWN THE
LEVELS OF EACH STRING, EACH CONSISTING OF EITHER A COLUMN
DELIMITED PATTERN OR AN UNSET. BECAUSE THE QUOTES ARE STILL A
SET OF CHARACTERS, THEY ARE NOT INSET.

BUT, IF ARG4 IS NOT NULL, THEN CREATE AN INFINITE
LOOP, EFFECTIVELY MATCHING ALL OCCURRENCES OF LS FROM THE
CURRENT POSITION OF THE LINE POINTER (LP) TO THE LOCATION OF
THE LINE WHICH MATCHES ARG4.

LOCATE IMMEDIATELY PASSES THE NEXT LEVEL. ARG1 LIMITS THE
OCCURRENCES OF LS ON A LINE SUCH THAT THE ITERATION
CONTINUES BACKWARDS SEVERAL LINES. ARG1 LIMITS DOWN THE
LEVELS OF EACH STRING, EACH CONSISTING OF EITHER A COLUMN
DELIMITED PATTERN OR AN UNSET. BECAUSE THE QUOTES ARE STILL A
SET OF CHARACTERS, THEY ARE NOT INSET.

BUT, IF ARG4 IS NOT NULL, THEN CREATE AN INFINITE
LOOP, EFFECTIVELY MATCHING ALL OCCURRENCES OF LS FROM THE
CURRENT POSITION OF THE LINE POINTER (LP) TO THE LOCATION OF
THE LINE WHICH MATCHES ARG4.

LOCATE IMMEDIATELY PASSES THE NEXT LEVEL. ARG1 LIMITS THE
OCCURRENCES OF LS ON A LINE SUCH THAT THE ITERATION
CONTINUES BACKWARDS SEVERAL LINES. ARG1 LIMITS DOWN THE
LEVELS OF EACH STRING, EACH CONSISTING OF EITHER A COLUMN
DELIMITED PATTERN OR AN UNSET. BECAUSE THE QUOTES ARE STILL A
SET OF CHARACTERS, THEY ARE NOT INSET.

BUT, IF ARG4 IS NOT NULL, THEN CREATE AN INFINITE
LOOP, EFFECTIVELY MATCHING ALL OCCURRENCES OF LS FROM THE
CURRENT POSITION OF THE LINE POINTER (LP) TO THE LOCATION OF
THE LINE WHICH MATCHES ARG4.

LOCATE IMMEDIATELY PASSES THE NEXT LEVEL. ARG1 LIMITS THE
OCCURRENCES OF LS ON A LINE SUCH THAT THE ITERATION
CONTINUES BACKWARDS SEVERAL LINES. ARG1 LIMITS DOWN THE
LEVELS OF EACH STRING, EACH CONSISTING OF EITHER A COLUMN
DELIMITED PATTERN OR AN UNSET. BECAUSE THE QUOTES ARE STILL A
SET OF CHARACTERS, THEY ARE NOT INSET.

BUT, IF ARG4 IS NOT NULL, THEN CREATE AN INFINITE
LOOP, EFFECTIVELY MATCHING ALL OCCURRENCES OF LS FROM THE
CURRENT POSITION OF THE LINE POINTER (LP) TO THE LOCATION OF
THE LINE WHICH MATCHES ARG4.
A PATTERN IS DIVIDED INTO THE FOLLOWING PARTS:

<NAME, LEXICAL CLASS, OPERATOR, COUNT>

NAME: THE VARIABLE INTO WHICH THE MATCHED SUBPATTERN WILL BE STORED

LEXICAL CLASS: PARENTHESESIZED STRING OF CHARACTERS

OPERATOR: EITHER < > OR ≥ (DEFAULT ≥)

COUNT: INTEGER OPERAND OF THE OPERATOR (DEFAULT IS ZERO)

DEFINE LOC(PARAM, LIMIT, N); /* LOCATE PARAM */
Z = VAL(PARAM);

IF TYPE(PARAM) EQ. NULL THEN
RETURN GET(LP); /* WE ARE ALREADY HERE */
IF TYPE(PARAM) EQ. SPEC THEN RETURN
/* GET LINE WITH SPECIFIED NUMBER */
GET(DEC, Z(2+i?));
IF TYPE(PARAM) EQ. INT THEN RETURN
/* GET LINE WITH NUMBER RELATIVE TO LP */
GET(LP+ DEC, Z);
END IF TYPE;

CHECK(PARAM, STRING); /* WE BETTER HAVE A STRING */

/* THE AMAZING TALKATIVE ARGUMENT */

IF Z(1) EQ. CHESCAPE THEN PRINT, Z(2i*(Z)-1); READ, Z;
HCODE = JHASH(Z);

WHILE((GET(HCOUNF, PLUS) IS. LINE) NF. LIMIT AND. PLUS) OR,
(LINE GE. LIMIT AND. NOT. PLUS) DOING LP = LP+1)
IF MATCH(GET(LINE), SETUPPP(PATTERN)) THEN RETURN GET(LINE);
END WHILE;
RETURN OM; END LOC;

DEFINE DOBACKUP; /* PATTERN MATCH LINEAR BACKUP */
(WHILE STRINGOK AND. J GE. 1 DOING J--1))
IF ETYPE(PATTERN(J) IS. PAT) NE. 1 THEN COL = COL - ESTR(PAT);
ELSE IF J LF. 0 THEN STRINGOK = F;
ELSE IF ECTR(PAT) EQ. EMAX(PAT) THEN
COL = COL - ESTR(PAT);
ECTR(PAT) = EMIN(PAT);
ELSE ECTR(PAT) = ECTR(PAT) + 1;
COL = COL + 1;
GLOBVARS(EVAR(PAT)) = GLOBVARS(EVAR(PAT)) + STRING(COL);
END IF;
END WHILE;
RETURN; END DOBACKUP;

DEFINE QUICKIE(STRING,PATTERN);
Q = QUICK(PATTERN); /* THE LONGEST HARD SUB-PATTERN */
IF Q = 0 THEN RETURN T.; END IF;
RETURN E1<=K<=(+STRING-1.Q) + 0<=L<=LO + STRING(K+L) EQ,Q(L+1);
END QUICKIE;

DEFINE SUBMATCH(STRING, SUBPATT);
IF ETYP(SUBPATT) EQ, 0 THEN
(\$1<j=ELEN(SUBPATT) + STRING(J) EQ, ESTR(SUBPATT) (J) ) NOOP;
RETURN <1,J-1>;
ELSE IF EOPR(SUBPATT) EQ, \$ OR, EOPR(SUBPATT) EQ, \$\$ THEN
ECNT(SUBPATT) = ECNT(SUBPATT) + 1;
RETURN IF \$1<j=ECNT(SUBPATT) + STRING(J) Eyl ELEX(SUBPATT)
THEN <1,J> ELSE NULL.1;
END IF;
END SUBMATCH;

DEFINE SETUPP(PATTERN);
/* IF ANCHORING, ANCHOR ON COLUMN ? */
IF ANCHOR THEN VECT = <\#+DEC,LZONE1+\#>; END IF ANCHOR;
EQK = NULL.;
(\$1<j=\#PATTERN) VECT = VECT + GETCOLON(PATTERN(J));
(\#PATTERN)=J=2) VECT(J-1)=<HD.VECT(J-1)+HD.VECT(J)+TL.VECT(J-1); RETURN VECT+<EQK>; END SETUPP;

DEFINE GETCOLON(PATTERN);
N = \#PATTERN;
IF PATTERN(1) EQ, \# AND, PATTERN(N) EQ, \# THEN
X = PATTERN(2: PATTERN-2);
J = SPAN(X, ALPHS);
P = <0,1,NULC,0,NL...>X,0,0>;
IF J NE, 0 THEN P(4) = X(1:J); X=X(J+X*1-J);
IF(X) EQ, 0 THEN RETURN P;
IF X(1) EQ. # THEN Z = CHAR(S(X(2:(BREAK(#)*-1)IS,N));
MINUSFLAG=F;
IF Z(1) EQ. # THEN MINUSFLAG = T.;Z=Z(2:(Z-1));
P(5) = #;#<=J<+Z *(Z(J) NE. # AND. Z(J-1)NE. #)\n \leq \text{size}(J)\geq 1
Z= [+:1<=J<=Z *(Z(J) NE. # AND. Z(J-1) EQ. #)\n \leq \text{size}(J)\geq 1
IF (#Z) GT. 1 THEN P(5) = P(5) + LEXCLASS<ANSOB> - Z;;
X = X(N+2:(N-1));;
IF (#X) EQ. 0 THEN RETURN P;;
IF X(1) + CHAR(#=>#) THEN P(6) = |X(1)];
X = X(2:(N-1));;
IF (#X) EQ. 0 THEN RETURN P;;
J = SPAN(X,NUMS);;
IF J NE. 0 THEN P(7) = DEC. X(1;j;p(8) = P(7));;
IF P(6) EQ. #=# THEN P(1) = P(7)j;
RETURN P;
ELSE IF (#PATTER) GT. #OK THEN EQK = PATTERN;;
RETURN #<PATTER,O,PATTERN>;
END GETCOLON;

DEFINE MATCH(String,Pattern);
LENSTR = #STRING;
LEN = #PATTERN - 1;
STRINGOK=T;
QFLAG = EQOTHER(PATTERN);
COL=0; START = 0;
J=1;
WHILE T, DUMMY = DUMMY; /* CURRENT IMPLEMENTATION REQUIRES DUMMY */
  (WHILE STRINGOK AND, J LE. LEN AND. COL LE. LENSTR DOING J=J+1))
    X=SUBMATCH(String(COL+1:STRING-COL),Pattern(J));
    STRT=X(1); FNSH=X(2);
    IF STRT EQ. 1 THEN COL = FNSH; ELSE STRINGOK=T; END IF;
END WHILE;
IF COL GE. LENSTR THEN RETURN OM.;
ELSE IF J GE. LEN THEN RETURN <START,COL>;
IF NOT, STRINGOK THEN RETURN OM.;
  (WHILE J GT. 1 DOING J=J-1))
    IF NOT, DOHACK(PATTERN,J) THEN RETURN OM.;
END WHILE;
END WHILE;
RETURN <STRT,FNSH>; END MATCH;
/* 4.3 CHANGE PROCESS */

This section describes the change process—the manipulation of the strings which take place after the locate process has determined the two things it was designed to find out:

A. THAT THE STRING SATISFIES THE BOOLEAN PREDICATE WHICH IT SEARCHED (THIS USUALLY MEANS THAT THE STRING IT ATTEMPTED TO FIND WAS PART OF THE CURRENT LINE) AND

B. THE LIMITS OF THE SUBSTRING OF THE CURRENT LINE WHICH SATISFY THE RELATION.

There are three parts into which the current line may be divided to discuss the change process: the initial part, the changeable part, and the terminal part. The change process is responsible to concatenate the previous part, the change-string, and the following part together, ignoring (deleting) the changeable part, which may be the null string. The change process must determine what is the current line and what is the change-string (CS). The current line is found in the global variable CURRENT. The change string is obtained by invoking the routine CSEVAL.

The routine CSEVAL decides what the change string is at a given moment of a change, since the global variables which might be contained in the change string make it extremely dynamic. CSEVAL proceeds as follows: if there are no colons in the change string (CS) and I am assuming that the user is using the default break character, the colon, then the CSPRIME returned by CSEVAL is identical to the CS input to CSEVAL. If there are only double colons, then the returned string is the same with the exception that the double colons become single colons. If the case of single colons, we have either an error or a soft pattern. CSEVAL uses the break characters to divide the change string CS into subpatterns similarly to the locate process, however the substitutions are fixed at the time of the change, so that no searching has to be done, merely substitution of known values, if some global quantity referred to at this time is unknown. An error indication is returned to the user. The possibilities for change-string soft patterns are as follows:

A) A SINGLE ALPHABETIC CHARACTER—THE PATTERN EVALUATES TO THE VALUE OF THE GLOBAL VARIABLE NAMED BY THE CHARACTER.

B) A SINGLE DIGIT FOLLOWED BY A SINGLE ALPHABETIC CHARACTER IN THIS CASE THE PATTERN EVALUATES TO THE VALUE OF THE
GLOBAL VARIABLE REPEATED THE NUMBER OF TIMES SPECIFIED BY THE DIGIT.

C) A SINGLE DIGIT FOLLOWED BY AN ASTERISK FOLLOWED BY A STRING OF CHARACTERS OF LENGTH LESS THAN 10 THEN THE PATTERN EVALUATES TO THAT CHARACTER STRING REPEATED THE NUMBER OF TIMES SPECIFIED BY THE DIGIT.

D) A SINGLE ALPHABETIC CHARACTER FOLLOWED BY AN ASTERISK FOLLOWED BY A STRING OF FROM 1 TO 10 CHARACTERS THEN THE PATTERN EVALUATES TO THE STRING REPEATED N TIMES WHERE N IS THE LENGTH OF THE STRING TO WHICH THE GLOBAL VARIABLE SPECIFIED BY THE LETTER EVALUATES.

E) TWO ALPHABETIC CHARACTERS, IN THIS CASE THE SECOND GLOBAL VARIABLE IS REPEATED THE NUMBER OF TIMES SPECIFIED BY THE LENGTH OF THE FIRST GLOBAL VARIABLE.

EXAMPLES:

ASSUME THAT THE GLOBAL VARIABLES A AND B HAVE VALUES A IS THE STRING "ABC" AND B IS THE STRING "XYZ".

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{/:}A:/ & \text{ EVALUATES TO THE STRING } \text{"ABC"} \\
\text{/:}A\text{A}:/ & \text{ EVALUATES TO THE STRING } \text{"ABCABCABCABC"} \\
\text{/:}A\text{A}/ & \text{ EVALUATES TO THE STRING } \text{"AAAA"} \\
\text{/:}A\text{B}/ & \text{ EVALUATES TO THE STRING } \text{"BBB"} \\
\text{/:}A\text{B}/ & \text{ EVALUATES TO THE STRING } \text{"XYZXYZXYZ"} \\
\end{align*}
\]

THAT IS, "XYZ" REPEATED LENGTH("ABC") TIMES.

ROUTINE DOCHANGE IS THE MASTER CHANGER, IT IS CALLED BY THE MAIN INTERPRETER (ROUTINE CHANGE, WHICH DETERMINES THE ARGUMENTS AND THAT, AS CAN BE SEEN, IS MORE COMPLICATED THAN DOING THE CHANGE ITSELF, TO ALLOW FOR MANY USER-CONVENIENT SYNTACTIC DICTIONARIES). FIRST OF ALL THE LOCATING IS DONE, THEN CSEVAL IS CALLED TO DYNAMICALLY EVALUATE THE CHANGE STRING, THE TRIPLE CONCATENATION IS THEN CALCULATED AND REPLACED IN THE HASH TABLE:

\[
\text{NEW=}\text{NEW+STRING(START=1)+CSEVAL(SS)}
\]

PURE SIMPLICITY IN SETL, BUT ALLOWING FOR VARIOUS DEGREES OF EXPlicit COMPLEX COPIES IN A LOWER LEVEL LANGUAGE, DEPENDING ON HOW WELL THE LOWER LEVEL LANGUAGE WAS DESIGNED TO HANDLE CHARACTER STRINGS. THOSE COPIES ARE NECESSARY BUT THEIR INVOCATION SHOULD REQUIRE THE MINIMUM EFFORT ON THE PART OF THE PROGRAMMER AS A MATTER OF PRINCIPLE.
DEFINE DOCHANGE(OLD,N,LS,CS);
/* US IS REPLACED WITH CS N TIMES IN OLD */
NEW = NULC;
 J = 0;
 STRING = OLD;
(WHILE STRING GT.0 AND, J LT. N DOING J=J+1)
 DUMMY = LOCER(STRING,LS); START=DUMMY(1); LIMIT=DUMMY(2);
 IF START LE. 0 THEN RETURN OLD;
 END WHILE;
 NEW = OLD + STRING(1:START-1) * CSEVAL(CS);
 STRING = STRING(LIMIT*STRING);
 RETURN NEW + STRING;
END DOCHANGE;

DEFINE CSEVAL(STRING);
STRING=(# * #) + STRING; J=2; NEW = NULC;
(WHILE J LE. STRING)
 IF J<#J<# STRING + (STRING(J) EQ. #) IMP, STRING(J+1) EQ. #)
 THEN J=J+1;
 (1<#K<#J STRING NE. #) NEW = NEW + STRING(J);
 IF STRING(J) EQ. # THEN X=STRING(J+1); J=J+2; /* ONE COLON */
 IF X=NUMS THEN /* REPEAT STRING */
 IF STRING(J) EQ. ALPHS AND, STRING(J+1) EQ. # THEN
 Z=GLOBVARS(Z); IF Z EQ. OM. THEN ERRORS(5); J=J+2;
 NEW = NEW + (DEC. X) * Z;
 ELSE IF STRING(J) EQ. ## THEN
 J=J+2*(STRING(K) EQ. #) IMP, STRING(K+1) EQ. #)
 THEN ERRORS(6);
 ELSE IF STRING(J) EQ. ## THEN NEW=NEW*X*STRING(J+1:K);
 ELSE ERRORS(6); END IF STRING;
 ELSE Z=GLOBVARS(X);
 IF Z EQ. OM. THEN ERRORS(5); END IF Z;
 IF STRING(J+2) EQ. ## THEN NEW = NEW + 2;
 ELSE IF STRING(J+2) EQ. ## AND, STRING(J+4) EQ. ## THEN
 LENTH = +Z; Z=GLOBVARS(STRING(J+3));
 IF Z EQ. OM. THEN ERRORS(5); END IF Z;
 NEW = NEW + LENTH*Z;
 ELSE ERRORS(6);
 END IF STRING;
 END IF STRING;
END WHILE;
RETURN NEW; END CSEVAL;
THE PAGING SCHEME FOR MEMORY ALLOTMENT */

THE PAGING SYSTEM OF EDIT IS SIMPLE AND DIRECT. EACH PAGE CONSISTS OF 1 PAGE (SAY 64) CARDS, ONE PAGE OF TEXT IS IN MEMORY AT A TIME, AN ADDITIONAL PAGE IN MEMORY STARTS EMPTY. CORRECTIONS ARE ADDED TO THIS PAGE UNTIL 1 PAGE CORRECTIONS HAVE BEEN ACCUMULATED. AT THAT POINT, THE ENTIRE PAGE IS WRITTEN ONTO DISK. TO COMPLICATE THE PROGRAM, IT MAY BE DESIRED TO MAKE THE PAGES DIFFERENT SIZES, BUT THAT IS NOT CONSIDERED IN THIS SETL PROGRAM. THE NYU EDITOR ACTUALLY HAS TWO DIFFERENT PAGE SIZES AND ITS AUTHORS CLAIM THIS SAVES FIELD LENGTH.

<TABLEENTRY> = <PAGENUMBER, LINENUMBER, HASHCODE>

EXAMPLE: HASHCODE 42 BITS

PAGENO  12 BITS = 4096
LINENO   6 BITS = 64
TOTAL   60 BITS
4096X64= 262144 CARDS MAX BEFORE EDIT OVERFLOW

BECAUSE THE SETL VERSION IS SET UP COMPLETELY INDEPENDENTLY OF WORD-SIZE, EXPERIMENTATION WITH DIFFERENT LENGTH HASHCODES AS WELL AS WITH THE TRADE-OFF BETWEEN MAXPAGES AND 1 PAGE WILL BE VERY EASY, OF COURSE, IT IS OBVIOUS THAT THE LAST TWO ARE INVERSELY PROPORTIONAL AND TIME DECREASES WITH 1 P AGE WHILE MEMORY USED INCREASES. IN MOST OPERATING WHILE MEMORY USED INCREASES, IN MOST OPERATING ENVIRONMENT MOST EDITING IS DONE, SPACE IS USUALLY MORE CRITICAL THAN TIME.
SUBROUTINE PUT WRITES THE CURRENT LINE INTO THE
CORRECTION PAGE PLACING ITS POINTER AND HASHCODE
INTO THE HASH TABLE AS ENTRY NUMBER LP. IF THE
CORRECTIONS PAGE OVERFLOWS, IT IS WRITTEN ONTO THE
DISK BEFORE WRITING THE CURRENT LINE. ALL LINES IN
THE HASH TABLE AFTER LP ARE PUSHED DOWN ONE
ENTRY TO MAKE ROOM FOR THE NEW LINE, THUS CHANGING
THE NUMBERING OF ALL THE LINES AFTER LP. IN SOME
INSTANCES THIS IS AN INCONVENIENCE BUT THE NYU
EDITOR WAS BUILT AROUND THIS ASSUMPTION PROBABLY
BECAUSE OF EFFICIENCY. IN A SETL ENVIRONMENT
PERHAPS EFFICIENCY CAN BE PARTIALLY IGNORED, BUT
THE FEATURE OF CONSTANT NUMBERS FOR LINES WAS NOT
IGNORED BUT RATHER PURPOSELY LEFT OUT OF THIS
PROGRAM.

DEFINE PUT(CARD);
IF PUTUPTO EQ. LPAGE THEN WRITER(#ZZZZZV#,LASTPAGE,PAGEB);
PUNTPTO = 0j LASTPAGE = LASTPAGE + 1;
/* IF EDITFILE OVERFLOW THEN GARBAGE COLLECT THE DISK SPACE
USED BY SAVING AND EDITING THE SAVED FILE. */
IF LASTPAGE GT. MAXPAGES THEN ERROR(9);
SAVEIT(FI LENAME);
IF LASTPAGE GT.(MAXPAGES-1) THEN ENEDIT;
ELSE EDIT(FI LENAME);
END IF LASTPAGE;
PUNTPTO = PUTUPTO + 1;
END IF PUTUPTO;
TABLE(LP) = <LASTPAGE.PUTUPTO.IHASH(CARD)>;
IF UPDING AND. NOT. INITFLAG THEN CARD = CARD(1180) MIN. 1. CARD;
PAGEB(PUNTPTO) = TRUNC, CARD; RETURN; END PUT

THE ROUTINE GET(I) IS USED WHEN YOU WANT TO USE THE
CARD NUMBER i IN THE FILE. GET WILL DECIDE IF THE
LINE IS IN ONE OF THE PAGES IN CORE AND IF NOT, IT
WILL READ IN THE CORRECT PAGE AND UNPACK THE
STRING VALUE AND ADD IN THE TRUNCATED BLANKS UP TO
ZONE. LOCATE LS COULD THEN BE CODED AS
PRINT. GET(I);

DEFINE GET(I);
I = LINES MIN. I MAX, 11 /* NOTHING IS OUT OF RANGE */
IF I EQ. CURRENT THEN RETURN CURRENT;
PAGEN = PAGENO (TABLE(I)); LINEP = LINENO (TABLE(I));
IF GETPAGE(PAGE) EQ. 0 THEN RETURN 0j; END IF;
/* THE CORRECT PAGE IS NOW IN MEMORY */
CURRENT = UNPACK(PAGE; LINEP); CURRENT = CURRENT + (150 + CURRENT) * (X X)
LP = 1; CURRENTN = 1;
RETURN CURRENT; END GET;

THE FUNCTION GETH(HASH, PLUS) FINDS THE NEXT LINE WHICH HAS EVERY BIT IN ITS HASH CODE SET WHICH IS
SET IN HASH AND RETURNS ITS LINE NUMBER. IF PLUS IS
F, THEN THE SEARCH IS DONE BACKWARDS. SEARCH FAILS
IF TOP OR BOTTOM OF TABLE IS REACHED.

DEFINE GETH(HASH, PLUS); I = LP;
(WHILE I LE. LINES AND, I GT, 0 AND,
   NOT, HASHCD(TABLE(I)) INCs. HASH)
   IF PLUS THEN I = I + 1; ELSE I = I - 1 END IF;
END WHILE;
IF I GT, LINES OR, I LE, 0 THEN I = 0; ELSE LF = 1; END IF;
RETURN I; END GETH;

GET THE NEXT PAGE OF TEXT OFF
THE RANDOM PAGE FILE.

DEFINE GETPAGE(PAGE);
IF PAGE GT, LASTPAGE THEN RETURN F, 1; /*PAGE TOO BIG*/
IF E1 < K <= PAGES + PAGES(K) EQ. PAGES THEN RETURN K; END IF;
PAGEBODY(PAGE) = READR(PAGEFILE, PAGE);
IF PAGEBODY(PAGE) NE. OM. THEN
   TL, PAGES = TL, TL, PAGES + <PAGE>; RETURN +PAGES;
ELSE RETURN 0; END IF;
END GETPAGE;

DEFINE UNPACK(PAGE; LINEP);
STRING = PAGEBODY(PAGE))(LINEP) + 150 * (X X)
RETURN STRING(I) LF ZONE?);
END UNPACK;
AN APPROXIMATE MAP OF MEMORY ALLOCATION FOR EDIT:

* PROGRAM AND I/O BUFFERS
* CURRENT PARAMETERS
* CURRENT PAGES OF TEXT
* CURRENT CORRECTIONS PAGE
* POINTERS AND STRINGS (A FIXED SIZE AREA)
* MACRO TABLE
* CURRENT PAGE OF THE HASH TABLE--ONE ENTRY PER LINE

IMASH AND JHASH WHICH CALCULATE THE ACTUAL HASH CODE OF A STRING AND FIXED STRING (SOFT STRINGS AUTOMATICALLY HAVE A HASH CODE OF ZERO) ARE FOUND IN THE SECTION CALLED UTILITY ROUTINES.

DEL DELETES TABLE ENTRIES A THROUGH B, THUS DELETING THESE LINES FROM ALL FUTURE SAVE FILES. TABLE MANAGEMENT, OF COURSE, OCCURS WITHOUT THE USER (OR IN THIS CASE EVEN THE PROGRAMMER) EVER KNOWING ABOUT IT.

DEFINE DEL(A,R);
TABLE = TABLE(1:A-1)+TABLE(R+1:TABLE); RETURN
END DEL
/* 5. AN INTERACTIVE MINI-OPERATING SYSTEM */

/* 5.1 O.S. ROUTINES */

DEFINE OSINIT; /* A LIST OF OPERATING SYSTEM COMMANDS */
COMMANDS = #1;
BACKSPACE , #ZBACKSP ,
#BATCH , #BATCH ,
#CLOSE , #CLOSE ,
#COPY , #COPY ,
#EDIT , #EDITO ,
#FILES , #FILES ,
#LOGIN , #LOGIN ,
#LOGOUT , #LOGOUT ,
#OPEN , #OPEN ,
#REWIND , #REWIND ,
#SKIP , #SKIP ,
RETURN; END OSINIT;

DEFINE ZBACKSP;BACKSPAC(FNT(VAL(ARG1)));RETURN;END ZBACKSP;

DEFINE BATCH;

BATCH(FILE,DISPOSITION) WHERE FILE IS AN OPEN FILE.
VALID DISPOSITIONS ARE:

#BATCH(FILE,PRINT)
#BATCH(FILE,PUNCH)
#BATCH(FILE,RENAME,NEWNAME)

X = FNT(VAL(ARG1)); IF X EQ. ON, THEN AUCTFLAGT; RETURN;
CHECK(ARG2,#NAME); Z = VAL(ARG2);
IF Z EQ. #PRINT THEN COPYF(X,#OUTPUT); EVICT(X); RETURN;
IF Z EQ. #PUNCH THEN COPYF(X,#PUNCH); EVICT(X); RETURN;
IF Z EQ. #RENAME AND VALID. (VAL(ARG3) IS X) THEN
   FNT(VAL(ARG)) = X; FNT LEAF, VAL(ARG2); RETURN;
PRINT, #ILLEGAL DISPOSITION; AUCTFLAGT; RETURN; END BATCH;

DEFINE CLOSE; EVICT(VAL(ARG1)); RETURN; END CLOSE;

DEFINE ZCOPY; IF VALID ARG1 AND VALID ARG2 THEN
COPYF(VAL(ARG1),VAL(ARG2)); ELSE AUCTFLAG = T.;

RETURN; END ZCOPY;

DEFINE EDITOS:
INTROEDIT = EDIT(VAL(ARG1),VAL(ARG2));
ABORTFLAG = EDITING; RETURN; END EDITOS;

DEFINE FILES:
PRINT, #LOCAL FILES: (\x-FNT)PRINT, HD, X; RETURN; END FILES;

DEFINE KEEP:
Z=NL,1(\x<K<\x+AR2) Z WITH, VAL(ARG(L)); END \x;
(\x-FNT \x+ NOT, HD, \x+ 7) RETURN\x; END \x;
RETURN; END KEEP;

DEFINE LOGIN; PRINT, #PREVIOUS USER STILL LOGGED IN; ABORTFLAG = T.;
RETURN; END LOGIN;

DEFINE LOGOUT; FILES; FNT = HL.;
IF EDITING THEN ENDEDIT(); LOGGEDIN = F.;
PRINT, #YOU NO LONGER OWN ANY PRIVATE FILES;
PRINT, #CP TIME \x, DEC, RANDOM(1500)-500+\x, + DEC, RANDOM(1000);
PRINT, \x, DEC, RANDOM(1000)+\x, + DEC, RANDOM(1000);
PRINT, #LOGGED OUT AT, TIME; RETURN; END LOGOUT;

DEFINE ZOPEN; OPEN\x(VA\x+ARG1); RETURN; END ZOPEN;

DEFINE ZREWIND;
IF NOT, VALID, ARG1 THEN ILLARG;
REWIND\x(ARG1); RETURN; END ZREWIND;

DEFINE ZSKIP;
SKIP\x(ARG1),VAL(ARG2); RETURN; END ZSKIP;

DEFINE XEO(FILE):
XEO SIMULATES EXECUTION OF A BINARY LOAD AND CE
FILE
IF VALID, FILE THEN PRINT, FILE, EXECUTED;
ELSE PRINT, #FATAL LOAD ERRORS; RETURN; END XEO;
/* 5.2 MAIN LOOP */

THE EDIT PROMPT IS #E#, THIS INDICATES THAT THE
USER IS IN EDIT MODE. WHEN THE USER IS IN COMMAND
MODE, THE OPERATING SYSTEM GIVES THE PROMPT
#COMMAND#. WHEN THE USER IS NOT YET LOGGED IN, THE
SYSTEM GIVES THE PROMPT TYPE LOGIN#.

DEFINE MAINLOOP: (WHILE POWERON)      /* START AN INFINITE LOOP */

(WHILE NOT,LOGGEDIN)         /* THE FOLLOWING CODE LOGS IN A USER */
    NAME = NULC;        
    (WHILE NAME(1:6) NE. #LOGIN,) PRINT. #PLEASE LOGIN#; READ. LINE; 
    PRINT. #WHAT IS YOUR NAME#; READ. NAME;  
    PRINT. #PASSWORD#; READ. LINE; 
    IF LINE(1:4) NE. #SET#, THEN PRINT. #INVALID PASSWORD#;  
    ELSE LINE = NULC.; LOGGEDIN = T.; 
    PRINT. NAME, #LOGGED IN AT#, TIME ; END IF LINE; NAME = NULC.; 
    END WHILE NOT, LOGGEDIN

/* THE USER IS NOW LOGGED IN */

IF REEDIT THEN EDITING = T.; REEDIT = F.; END IF REEDIT;
ABORTFLAG = F.;

IF EDITING THEN ABORTFLAG = EDITLOOP; /* FIRST TRY AN EDIT COMMAND */

IF NOT, EDITING OR, ABORTFLAG THEN KEYWORD = RECEIVE;
    IF KEYWORD EQ. CM, THEN PRINT, #CONTROL CARD ERROR#; ABORTFLAG = T.;
    ELSE IF (COMMANDS KEYWORD) IS. X) EQ. CM, THEN YEQ (KEYWORD); 
    END IF;
    IF ABORTFLAG THEN PRINT. #ABORTED#;
    ABORTFLAG = F.;
    END IF NOT, EDITING;

END WHILE POWERON;

RETURN; END MAINLOOP;
DEFINE EDITLOOP; /* ATTEMPT TO EXECUTE AN EDIT COMMAND */
IF NOT, EDITING THEN RETURN F.; END IF NOT, EDITING;

IF SKIPPING THEN CARD = NULC.1
  (WHILE SKIPPER = LABELS(CARD) OR, SKIPSTOP = LABELS(CARD))
    CARD = RECEIVE; END WHILE;
  SKIPPING = F.; END IF SKIPPING;

/* READ A KEYWORD FROM THE INPUT BUFFER */
CARD = RECEIVE; SCAN, CARD;

/* SEE IF THERE IS ENOUGH TIME LEFT */
IF NOT, TIMELEFT THEN RETURN F.; END IF NOT,;

/* AN INTEGER MEANS LINE REPETITION */
IF TYPE(X) EQ. #INTX THEN
  Z = (DEC.X) + 1; IP = LINES MIN. LF+1;
  IF Z LE. 0 OR, IP LE. 1 OR, LP CE. LINES THEN RETURN F., END IF Z;
  OR, LINE IS EMPTY */
  /* WHAT DOES RESET DO AGAIN >>>>>> >>> >>> >>> >>> >>> >>> */
  REPLACE, DEC. Z; RESET; RETURN T.; END IF TYPE;

/* STAR MEANS INFINITE REPETITION */
IF TYPE(X) EQ. #STRINGX AND. X EQ. #* THEN
  INFIT = T.; /* INFINITE ITERATION */
  IF LF EQ. 0 OR, LP EQ. LINES OR, BOOFLF THEN
    INFIT = F.; ERROP(10); END IF LF;
    LP = LINES MIN. LF+1; RESETL RETURN T.; END IF-type;
  /* NOW REPEAT THE CURRENT LINE */

IF (#X) LE. 0 THEN PRINT. #READ CARDY; RETURN T.; END IF;

/* RECOGNIZE AND HANDLE MACRO DEFINITIONS */
IF MACROS(X) NE.0, THEN ARG = MACROARGS;
DOMACRO(ARG,X); RETURN T.; END IF MACROS; /* TO THE MAIN LOOP */

/* INFORM USER OF READ ACTIVITY */
IF ALTRADING AND, NOTSENT THEN PRINT. #READING#,READNAME;
  NOTSENT = F.; END IF ALTRADING;

/* WE TRY FOR AN EDIT COMMAND */
IF ABBREY(X) IS, Y NE.0, AND,
  (CHAR EQ. (#X) OR, CHAR EQ. #X)
THEN OKFLAG=F.; Z=EXECUTES(Y)1Z1 RETURN OKFLAG;
ELSE RETURN T.; REDIT = T.; EDITING = F.; END IF ABBREY;
END EDITLOOP;
5.3 Lexical Processing

Syntax of Operating System Commands

<SYSTEM-COMMAND> -> <NAME>

<ARG> -> <SYSTEM-COMMAND><SEP><ARG>

<ARGUMENT> -> <NAME> = <ARGUMENT>

Lexical Types Are:

*CHAR ANY SINGLE CHARACTER
*CHARS ANY CHARACTERS NOT QUOTES OR SEPS
*INT 6 OR FEWER DIGITS
*NAME 7 OR FEWER ALPHANUMERICS STARTING WITH ALPH
*NULL NO CHARACTER
*PLUSMI PLUS OR MINUS SIGN
*QUOTE ANY(SLASH, QUOTE, QUESTION MARK, ETC.)
*SEP COMMA OR BLANK

Syntax of Edit Commands

<EDIT-COMMAND> -> <KEYWORD>

<ARG> -> <EDIT-COMMAND><ARG>

<ARGUMENT> -> <EDIT-COMMAND><SEP><ARGUMENT>

<LOCARG> -> <LOCARG><PLUSMI><LOCARG>

<LOCARG> -> L <PLUSMI>

<ARGUMENT> -> <NAME>

An EDIT Keyword Is A Group Of Alphabetic Characters On The List Of Edit-recognized Keywords. Edit Arguments Have One Of These Types--integer, Name, String, Line Specifier, Or Null, The Blank That Separates Two Arguments May Be Replaced By A Comma. Two Commas In A Row Indicates A Null Argument, As Does The Lack Of Any Final Arguments. Since Arguments Of Type String Are Delimited By Quotes, They Do Not Require Blanks Between Them.

Edit Commands Are Terminated By A Semicolon Or An End Of
LINE, AN UNQUOTED PERIOD IMMEDIATELY DECLARES IT TO BE SYSTEM COMMAND, NOT AN EDIT COMMAND, AND THE STATEMENT IS TURNED OVER TO THE OPERATING SYSTEM FOR POSSIBLE EXECUTION.

VARIOUS CHARACTERS MAY BE USED AS QUOTE MARKS INCLUDING THE QUOTE(''), THE SLASH, THE QUESTION MARK('?'), THE SAME CHARACTER MUST CLOSE THE QUOTE.

NAMES CONSIST OF AN ALPHABETIC FOLLOWED BY FROM 0 TO 6 ALPHANUMERICS.

STRINGS CONSIST OF A QUOTE MARK, AN ARBITRARY SIZE CHARACTER STRING FOLLOWED BY THE MATCHING QUOTE MARK.

THE TYPE CHAR MERELY MEANS A STRING OF LENGTH ONE AND IS TESTED FOR ACCORDINGLY.

$ THE TYPE NUMBER IS A SPAN OF 1 TO 4 DIGITS.

$ THE TYPE PLUSMINUS IS A PLUS OR MINUS SIGN USED AS A UNARY OPERATOR APPLIED TO THE IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING OPERAND.

THE TYPE NULL MEANS EITHER THAT THERE ARE NO FURTHER ARGUMENTS, OR THAT TWO CONSECUTIVE UNQUOTED COMMAS APPEARED.

ARGTYPES $<1,<INT$>,
   $<1,#NIL$>$,$
   $<1,#STRING$>$,$
   $<1,#NAME$>$,$
   $<1,#PLUSMINUS$>$,$
   $<1,#CHAR$>$,$

DEFINE LABELS(STRING);
LABEL = NL;
WHILE(BREAK(STRING,$:$) IS J) NF. 2 AND,
   STRING( (SPACE(STRING,$:$) IS J) + STRING$+$ ) IS. 1 + ALPHANUM )
   STRING(K+1-K) IN. LABEL;
   STRING = STRING(J+1:STRING+1-J);
   END WHILE;
RETURN LABEL; END LABELS;

DEFINE NXTSCAN(LINE); /* BREAK A COMMAND OFF A LINE */
LEN = *LINE; J=J-LEN;
/* FIND A PERIOD, A QUOTE, OR A SEMICOLON, WHICHEVER COMES FIRST */
K=0;
WHILE K LE. LEN)
K=BREAK(LINE,LINK(K+1:LEN-K),QUOTESF+$:/; $: $: $: $: $: 2));
IF LINE(K) EQ. }) OR, LINE(K) EQ. } OR, K GE. LEN
THEN RETURN LINE(1+K);
END IF LINE;
L=FINDCHAR(LINE(K+1),LEN-K),LINE(K));
IF K EQ. 0 THEN RETURN LEN+J;
ELSE IF L EQ. 0 OR, L EQ. +LEN THEN RETURN LEN+J; END IF;
K=K+1;
END WHILE;
RETURN LEN+J; END NXTSCAN;

DEFINE RECEIVE; /* GET THE NEXT COMMAND FROM WHEREVER*/
WHILE RECLINE EQ. OM.); /* PREVIOUS LINE BLANK */
IF (#MACSTAK IS.K) GT. 0 THEN /* STACKED COMMAND */
RECLINE = MACSTAK(K); MACSTAK(K) = OM.;
ELSE RECLINE = CR; FLAG = T.; /* READ FROM TOP INPUT FILE */
WHILE RECLINE EQ. EM. AND. INPUTSTAK HE. OM.);
IF FLAG THEN FLAG=F.;
ELSE INPUTFILE = GET(INPUTSTAK);
END IF FLAG;
END WHILE;
IF INPUTSTAK EQ. OM. THEN ENDEDIT STOP; /* BATCH ONLY */
END IF;

NOTE THAT BY REMOVING NULL STATEMENTS EXPLICITLY, WE
CAN SAVE EXECUTION TIME. THIS IS ESPECIALLY TRUE OF
THE COMMON OCCURRENCE OF A REDUNDANT SEMICOLON
FOLLOWING THAT LAST STATEMENT OF A LINE.

CARD = NXTSCAN(RECLINE);
RECLINE = RECLINE(+CARD+1;+RECLINE);
END WHILE RECLINE;
IF (#I#) = LISTSET OR. (#I#) = LISTSET AND. PACKING OR.
(#I#) = LISTSET AND. REALING
THEN PRINT. #COMMAND> #CARD) END IF;
RETURN CARD; END RECEIVE;

DEFINE SCAN. STRING; /* RETURN KEYWORD AND STACK ARGUMENTS */
ARG = NULL.; KEYWORD = NULL.;
RETURN KEYWORD; END SCAN.;

DEFINE TRANSMIT.LINE; MACSTAK=LINE+MACSTAK; RETURN; END TRANSMIT.;
/* INTEGER ARGUMENTS TO EDIT COMMANDS */

DEFINE DELARG(J); /* THE TWO ARGUMENTS TO THE DELETE COMMAND */
/* DELETE,EXECUTE,PRINT,REPLACE ENTER WITH J = 0 */
ALIGN,OVERLAY,SAVE,SPLIT WITH J = 1 */
IF NOT, OKFLAG THEN RETURN 0; END IF;
IF J NE, 0 AND, J NE, 1 THEN ERRORS(3); OKFLAG=FL; END IF;
X = ARG(1+J); Z = ARG(2+J);
IF TYPE(X) EQ, *NULL* THEN /* DELETE ONLY CURRENT LINE */
   M1 = LP IS, M2; RETURN T.; END IF;
IF TYPE(Z) EQ, *NULL* THEN /* DELETE DOWN TO THE FIRST ARGUMENT */
   Z = X; M1 = LP;
ELSE M1 = LOC(X,0); END IF; /* DELETE FROM FIRST ARG */
IF M1 EQ, 0 THEN RETURN F.; END IF;
PUSH(LP); LP = M1;
M2 = LOC(Z,0); POP(IP); /* DELETE DOWN TO SECOND ARGUMENT */
IF M2 EQ, 0 OR, M2 LT, M1 THEN ERROR(2); OKFLAG=FL; END IF;
RETURN SAFE(M1,M2); END DELARG;

DEFINE ZONEARG;
/* USED FOR ARGS TO ZONE, PZONE, MZONE AND LZONE(CZONE) */
ZONE IS SYNONYMOUS WITH LZONE AND PZONE */
M1 = IF TYPE(ARG1) EQ, *INT* THEN VAL(ARG1) ELSE 1;
M2 = IF TYPE(ARG2) EQ, *INT* THEN VAL(ARG2) ELSE 72;
IF M1 GT, M2 THEN ERROR(2); OKFLAG=FL; END IF;
IF M1 LE, 0 OR, M2 GT, 150 THEN INLARG; IF IF M1;
RETURN T.; END ZONEARG;
THL~ CR PREPROCESSOR IS SIMPLIFIED BY A NUMBER OF BASIC ASSUMPTIONS AS FOLLOWS.

1) MACRO DEFINITIONS MAY NOT APPEAR WITHIN MACRO DEFINITIONS.

2) EDIT COMMANDS MAY NOT OVERLAP CARD BOUNDARIES. (THUS THE NUMBER OF MACRO ARGUMENTS IS LIMITED BY THE SIZE OF THE DEVICE INPUT LINE.

3) BOTH MACRO DEFINITION AND MACRO SUBSTITUTION ARE TRIGGERED NOT ONLY AT TOKEN BOUNDARIES, BUT ALSO ONLY AT THE BOUNDARY OF A STATEMENT. (THIS MEANS THAT A MACRO CAN ONLY BE A LIST OF EXECUTABLE COMMANDS.

4) RECURSIVE MACRO EXPANSION IS NOT DONE RECURSIVELY BUT BY REPEATED LINEAR SCANNING USING THE DISK AS THE STACK, ALLOWING EXTREMELY SIMPLE SOFTWARE ROUTINES AND TREMENDOUSLY LARGE MACROS WITH VERY LITTLE CORE MEMORY REQUIRED THOUGH REDUCING SPEED BY A LARGE BUT INNOTICEABLE FACTOR. IT IS UNNOTICED BECAUSE THE REAL TIME RESPONSE OF A TIMESHARING ENVIRONMENT IS MEASURED IN SECONDS WHILE THE WORST CASE RESPONSE OF THE DISK ON A 6600 SYSTEM WITH MANY TIMESHARING USERS IS MEASURED IN SECONDS. THAT IS, EVEN IN SUCH A WORST CASE EXAMPLE, MACRO EXPANSION FROM THE DISK CASE WILL ALWAYS BE FASTER THAN TYPING IN THE COMMANDS BY HAND.

5) THE EXISTENCE OF RANDOM-ACCESS DISK FILES.

DEFINE DOMACRO(ARG,V);

/* YOU MAY ARBITRARILY HAVE ONLY 10 MACRO ARGS */

(*+ARG<1<=10)ARG(1)=NULCO; FLD <;
LINE = # # READR(MACROS,X); NEW = NULCO; COL = 2;
(WHILE ECON<=COL<=#LINE(COL) FC, CHESCAPE)
   NEW = NEW + LINE(1;COL-1) +
   IF LINE(COL)EQ,CHESCAPE THEN CHESCAPE
   ELSE ARG(N);
END WHILE; COL = COL + 2;
TRANSMIT, LINE;
RETURN; END DOMACRO;
THIS ROUTINE WILL SUBSTITUTE THE ARGUMENT FLAG FOR EACH OCCURRENCE OF A MACRO ARG IN THE MACRO TEXT AND WRITE THE TRANSFORMED TEXT ONTO A RANDOM FILE.

DEFINE MAKMACRO(MNAME,HARGS);
CARD = RECEIVE;
(WHILE CARD(1) NE, CHESCAPE DOING CARD = RECEIVE;
   CARD = ( # # )*CARD-(( # # ))+M=2)
   (WHILE EM<=-M<=+CARD+((NOT,CARD(M-2))=ALPHANUM AND,
   E1<=K<=+ARGS+(NOT,CARD(M+1+HARGS(K) IS, Z))=ALPHANUM AND,
   CARD(M+2) EO, HARGS(K)))))
   CARD = CASE(1:IF CARD(M-1)EO,CHCONCAT THEN M-2 ELSE M-1) +
   ( # # ) + CHESCAPE + ALPH(K) + CARD(M+2+CARD);
   END WHILE EM;
   WRITER(MACROS,MNAME,CARD(2:(+CARD) -1));
   END WHILE CARD;
   WRITER(MACROS,MNAME,#HS#); /* END UP WITH A MACRO STOP COMMAND */
   WRITER(MACROS,MNAME,ER); /* WRITE END-OF-FILE */
   RETURN; END MAKMACRO;
/* 6.1 FIRST LEVEL COMMANDS */

DEFINE ALNJ; IF EMPTY; J = VAL(ARG1);
IF TYPE(ARG1) EQ. #INT# AND. #DELARG#(1) THEN
(\ M1<=LP<=M2) PUT(ALN(GET(LP),J)); END J;
ELSE OKFLAG = F.; END IF;
RETURN; END ALNJ

THE #ANCHOR# COMMAND IS SYNONYMOUS WITH THE
#LOCATE# COMMAND EXCEPT THAT THE ANCHOR: FLAG IS
SET TO SIMULATE ANCHORDING AS WITH A SOFT PATTERN
SUCH AS Y::11:

DEFINE ANCHOR; ANCHOR = T.; LOCATE; RETURN; END ANCHOR;

THE SUBROUTINE #ASK# MERELY CALLS ON THE OPERATOR
#ASK# TO ASK THE QUESTION WHICH IS THE ARGUMENT.

DEFINE ASK;
IF NOT,ASK. (IF TYPE(ARG1) EQ. #STRING# THEN VAL(ARG1) ELSE #EXECUTE#)
THEN D0SKIP(ARG2); RETURN; END ASK;

CHARACTER FOR WHICH YOU SHOULD SEE THE EXPLANATION
OF THE #OVERLAY# COMMAND BELOW.

DEFINE ZBLANK;
IF TYPE(ARG1) EQ. #STRING# THEN #CHBLANK# = (VAL(ARG1))(1:1);
RETURNJEND ZBLANK;

BOTTOM PLACED THE LINE POINTER AT THE BOTTOM OF
THE FILE EITHER FOR EXTENSION PURPOSES OR PERHAPS
TO SET UP FOR A BACKWARDS SEARCH. DO NOT CONFUSE
THIS COMMAND WITH THE LINE SPECIFIER #P# USED IN
LOCATE GROUPS, EVEN THOUGH THE COMMAND #BOTTOM# CAN
BE ABBREVIATED #P# THEY ARE CONTEXTUALLY
INCONSISTENT.

DEFINE BOTTOM; IF EMPTY; LP = LINES; RETURNJEND BOTTOM;

IF YOU ARE GOING THEN THE FIRST COLUMN OF EACH
LINE IN YOUR FILE IS INTERPRETED AS A CHARACTER CONTROL. IE \1 MEANS A PAGE EJECT AND \0 MEANS A LINE SKIP. THIS IS USEFUL FOR A PAGED FILE, BUT ON A TELETYPE UNIT, IT IS IGNORED BY MOST OPERATING SYSTEMS.

DEFINE CC1 CCING = \1; RETURN; END CC1;

THE MASTER #CHANGE# ROUTINE DECODES THE VARIOUS ARGUMENTS AND CALLS ON #LOC# AND #DOCHANGE# TO FIND AND CHANGE THE REQUIRED STRINGS, FOLLOWING THE DEFINITION IN THE INTRODUCTION.

DEFINE CHANGE; IF EMPTY; OKFLAG = F.;
P1 = IF TYPE(ARG1) EQ. #NULL# THEN CS
ELSE IF TYPE(ARG1) EQ. #STRING# THEN VAL(ARG1) ELSE ON.
P2 = IF TYPE(ARG2) EQ. #NULL# THEN CS
ELSE IF TYPE(ARG2) EQ. #STRING# THEN VAL(ARG2) ELSE ON.
P3 = IF TYPE(ARG3) EQ. #NULL# THEN 1
ELSE IF VAL(ARG3) EQ.# INT# THEN LINELEN
ELSE IF TYPE(ARG3) EQ.# INT# THEN VAL(ARG3) ELSE ON.
IF P1 EQ. OM. OR. P2 EQ. OM. OR. P3 EQ. OM. THEN ILLARG;
RETURN; END IF;
/* DETERMINE THE FOURTH PARAMETER */
P4 = LOC(ARG4, LINES); IF P4 EQ. 0 THEN RETURN; END IF;
P5 = LOC(P1, P4);
IF P5 IF 0 THEN KFLAG=T.; DOCHO; END IF;
RETURN; END CHANGE;

THE COMMAND #COMMENT# IS USUALLY ONLY USED WHEN READING AN EXTERNAL FILE. IT MERELY PRINTS OUT ITS ARGUMENT. THUS, IN AN EXTERNAL FILE CONTAINING 6000 EDIT COMMANDS, YOU MIGHT WISH TO MAKE THE 3001 COMMAND:

COMMENT. #YOU HAVE EXECUTED 3000 LINES#

THIS PRINTS OUT THE MESSAGE AT THE TELETYPE, SO THAT THE USER WOULD BE ABLE TO FEEL ASSURED THAT THE EDITOR IS ACTUALLY EDITING. YOU COULD ALSO HAVE A HACKED PRINT OUT A COMMENT IMMEDIATELY BEFORE INFORMATION IS TO BE ENTERED. EG:

COMMENT. #ENTER A 2-MI**IT NUMBER#
INSERT. #MY AGE IS #
CHANGE. #YOU WHAT IS YOUR AGE#
DEFINE COMMENT;PRINT.(VAL(ARG1));RETURN;END COMMENT;

"DELETE" FIRST DECODES ITS ARGUMENTS IF ANY AND
FORMATS THEM INTO A STANDARD REQUEST TO THE LOWER
LEVEL ROUTINE DEL WHICH DOES THE ACTUAL DELETING.

DEFINE DELETE; IF EMPTY;
 IF DELARG(0) THEN DEL(M1,M2); ELSE CHERLTAG=F.;;
 RETURN; END DELTFE;

DEFINE DEVICE; IF TYPE(ARG1)EQ."INT" THEN DEVICE=VAL(ARG1);;
 RETURN; END DEVICE;

DEFINE DISPLAY;
/* WE MUST CREATE THIS SET FROM SCRATCH EACH TIME DISPLAY IS
 CALLED. THIS IS ANOTHER ARGUMENT FOR ALLOWING POINTER
 TYPE VARIABLES IN HIGH LEVEL LANGUAGES. */

GLOBVARS=:
  "<LP>,LP>", /* LINE POINTER */
  "<CS>,CS>", /* CHANGE STRING */
  "<LS>,LS>", /* LOCATE STRING */
  "<MS>,MS>", /* MASTER STRING */
  "<SC>,HOWSAFE>", /* SAFETY COUNT */
  "<LINES>,LINES>", /* FILE LENGTH */
  "<DATE>,DATE>", /* TODAY'S DATE */
  "<SYSTEM>,SYSTNAME>", /* THE SYSTEM NAME */
  "<INPUT>,TTYNAME>", /* INFILE */
  "<OUTPUT>,TTYOUT>", /* OUTFILE */
  "<FILENAME>,FILENAME>", /* THE EDITFILE */
  "<READNAME>,READNAME>", /* FILE BEING READ */
  "<SERVER>,SERVER>", /* SUSPEND FILE */
  "<LISTFILE>,LISTFILE>", /* THE PAGE FILE */

IF VAL(ARG1)EQ. #ALLY THEN ALLFLAG=T. ; END IF VAL;
X = IF TYPE(ARG1)EQ."NULL" THEN OH.ELSE ADDR(VAL(ARG1),GLOBVARS);
(YZ = GLOBVARS+ALLFLAG OR ,X EQ. OH. OR ,X EQ. Z ) ;
PRINT. X; IF X NE. Z THEN PRINT. GLOBVARS(X);; END YZ;
GLOBVARS = NULL.;RETURN; END DISPLAY;

"DUPLEX" IS A ROUTINE WHICH WILL DUPLICATE A SECTION
OF THE FILE AT ANOTHER LOCATION WITHOUT TOUCHING
THE ORIGINAL COPY OF IT. MOVE CALLS IT WITH THE
DELFLAG SET TO TRUE SO THAT THE ORIGINAL LINES CAN
BE DELETED WITHOUT LATER RECALCULATING THE
POINTERs.
/* DUPL L3 MEANS DUPL L3 LP
   DUPL L6 L8 MEANS DUPL L6 L8 LP
   DUPL L3 L6 L7 MEANS DUPL L3 THROUGH L6 AFTER L7 */
DEFINE DUPL;
/* LET DELARG CALCULATE M1 AND M2 */
IFEMPTY;
OKFLAG = F.; IF NOT DELARG(0) THEN RETURN; END IF NOT.1;
M4 = DELFLAG; DELFLAG = F.;
M3=LOC(ARG3,LINES); IF M3 EQ. 0 THEN RETURN;
/* WE NOW HAVE DUPL M1,M2,M3 = ALL VALID LINE NUMBERS */
RANGE = M2+1-M1; NCANGES = NCANGES + RANGE;
TABLE = TABLE(1:M3)*TABLE(M1:RANGE)*TABLE(M3+1:TABLE);
IF M1 LT, M3 THEN RANGE = 0; END IF M1;
IF M4 THEN DEL(A+RANGE,R+RANGE);END IF M4;
GARRCOLL; /* COMPRESS MEMORY AND REDUCE FIELD LENGTH */
OKFLAG = T.; RETURN; END DUPL;

* DYNAMIC* SETS A FLAG WHICH DYNAMICALLY COPIES THE
EDIT COMMANDS BEING GIVEN TO ANOTHER FILE, FOR
LATER REUSE, ORIGINALLY, IT WAS INTENDED THAT
SOMETHING LIKE THIS COULD GENERATE CDC TYPE UPDATE
DIRECTIVES DYNAMICALLY, BUT THE PROBLEM PROVED
UNSOULVABLE WITH THE RESOURCES AT HAND, SUCH AS A
FINITE AMOUNT OF TIME, ETC. THE FILE TO WHICH THE
DYNAMIC COPYING TAKES PLACE COULD LATER BE READ BY
THE EDIT *READ* COMMAND, THUS REPRODUCING THE
EFFECTS OF THE CURRENT INTERACTIVE EDITING SESSION
IN A NON-INTERACTIVE ENVIRONMENT. BY THE WAY, EDIT
AS IT WAS IMPLEMENTED AT NYU CAN BE EITHER
INTERACTIVE OR USED IN *PATCH-MODE* WITH
INPUT, SAY, FROM A CARD READER. THIS TAKES A GOOD
THING AND MAKES IT BETTER.

DEFINE DYNAMIC; DYNAMING = T.; RETURN; END DYNAMIC;

THE EDIT COMMAND *ECHO* SETS THE ECHOING FLAG SO THAT ALL
LOCATES AND CHANGES WILL PRINT OUT THE LINE LOCATED OR
OR CHANGED TO.

DEFINE ECHO;SET (ECHOING);RETURN;END ECHO;

THE COMMAND EDIT INITIALIZES A FILE FOR
EDITING, REQUESTING FROM THE USER PERMISSION TO
SAVE AN UNSAVED FILE, IF THE USER HAD BEEN EDITING
ALREADY, AND IF A FILE NAME IS GIVEN, IT HASHES AND SETS UP A COPY OF THAT FILE. IF NO FILE NAME IS GIVEN IT JUST CLEARS WHAT IS CURRENTLY BEING EDITED.

DEFINE ZEDIT;
OKFLAG = EDIT (VAL (ARG1)); RETURN; END ZEDIT;

THE EDIT COMMAND ZENDY WILL ASK PERMISSION TO SAVE ANY UNSAVED FILE, AND THEN CLEAR MEMORY AND RETURN CONTROL TO THE MONITOR SYSTEM. EDIT IS NO LONGER IN CONTROL OF THE MACHINE. THIS IS THE ONLY CIVILIZED WAY TO LEAVE THE EDITOR. OTHER WAYS INCLUDE CPU OPERATOR INTERVENTION, HARDWARE ERRORS, AND SPIKES IN THE CPU POWER LINE.

DEFINE ENDEdit;
WANTTOSAVE; CLEAROUT; EDITING = F.;
EVICT(#ZZZZZZV#); /* CLOSE AND UNLOAD THE EDIT SCRATCH FILE */
RETURN; END ENDEdit;

THE EDIT COMMAND ZERROR# ABORTS ANY READ OR MACRO EXPANSION IN PROCESS AND CAN PRINT A MESSAGE. IT ALSO EVICTS ALL COMMANDS IN THE STACK WAITING FOR DISPOSAL TO THE OPERATING SYSTEM FOR EXECUTION AND IGNORES ANY COMMANDS TYPED IN ON THE REST OF LINE ON WHICH THE ERROR COMMAND APPEARS.

DEFINE ZERROR; PRINT, VAL (ARG1); I = MSTOp; I = HALTREAD;
BACKSPACE;
/* SET FLAGS TO STOP READ OR MACRO */
OKFLAG = F.; RETURN; END ZERROR;

ZESCAPE# IS A COMMAND WHICH RESETS THE ESCAPE CHARACTER. IT IS INCLUDED IN THE REPERTOIRE OF COMMANDS TO TAKE CARE OF THE HIGHLY UNLIKELY EVENT THAT A USER OF THE EDITOR HAS A DOCTOR'S NOTE INDICATING A BONA FIDE ALLERGY TO THE PARTICULAR CHARACTER ASSUMED BY THE SYSTEM TO BE THE DEFAULT ESCAPE CHARACTER. IT WOULD BE NEEDLESSLY CONFUSING TO A LATER USER TO HAVE TO WADE THROUGH A MACRO FILE SET UP WITH THE WRONG ESCAPE CHARACTER, PERHAPS THIS COMMAND SHOULD NOT BE IMPLEMENTED SINCE THE PURPOSES OF THE EDITOR DO NOT INCLUDE COMPLETE FREEDOM TO DYNAMICALLY MODIFY THE EDITOR TO THE POINT OF UNREADABILITY AND CONFUSION.
DEFINE ESCAPE; IF TYPE(ARG1) EQ. STRING THEN
CHESCAPE = VAL(ARG1) / (1:1);
RETURN; END ESCAPE;

DEFINE ZEXECUTE;
IF EMPTY;
IF NOT, EXING AND NOT, INFIT AND DELARG(0) THEN EXING = T;
TRANSMIT, #NOEXECUTE#;
(\&M2>LP>=M1) TRANSMIT, GET(LP); END ~;
ELSE OKFLAG = F;
END IF;
RETURN; END ZEXECUTE;

*HALTREAD* STOP READING A READ FROM A READ FILE
AND RETURNS THE EDITOR TO READING FROM FILE WHICH
IS THE NEXT STACKED FILE ON THE READSTACK.

DEFINE HALTREAD:  /* STOP READING FROM AN ALTERNATE FILE */
ALTDINGF. IRECLINE = OM, IMACSTAK = NULL, INPUTFILE = GET(INPUTSTACK);
RETURN; END HALTREAD;

DEFINE IFEQ;
IF ARG1 NE. ARG2 THEN DOSKIP(ARG3); RETURN; END IFEQ;

DEFINE IFGE;
IF ARG1 LE: LT. ARG2 THEN DOSKIP(ARG3); RETURN; END IFGE;

DEFINE IFGT;
IF ARG2 LE: LT. ARG1 THEN DOSKIP(ARG3); RETURN; END IFGT;

DEFINE IFLT;
IF NOT, ARG1 LE: LT. ARG2 THEN DOSKIP(ARG3); RETURN; END IFLT;

DEFINE IFNE;
IF ARG1 EQ. ARG2 THEN DOSKIP(ARG3); RETURN; END IFNE;

DEFINE IFTYPE;
IF VAL(ARG1) NE. TYPE(ARG2) THEN DOSKIP(ARG3); RETURN; END IF TYPE;
DEFINE INSERT;
inserted = T; /* to prevent infinite iteration */
if type(arg1) eq. #null# then doinsert; return; end if;
if I=1

(while type(arg(I)) ne. #null# doing I=I+1)

if type(arg(I)) eq. #int# then putfor. dec. val(arg(I));
else if type(arg(I)) eq. #name# then putfile. val(arg(I));
else z=arg(I); check(z,#string#); z = val(z);

if z(1) eq. chescape then print. z; read. z; arg(i)#zzzz#
else put(imode(z)); end if z;
end if type;
end while;
return; end insert;

DEFINE LEXCLASS;
if type(arg1) eq. #string# and. type(arg2) eq. #string#
and. =(val(arg1) is. p1) eq. 1 then

lexclass(p1) = val(arg2));
return; end lexlabel;

DEFINE LIST; Z = val(arg1); (-1<=J<=#Z) Z(J) in. listset;
return; end list;

DEFINE LOCATE;
ifempty;
anchor = anchor = 'F';
if type(arg2) eq. #name# then illarg; return;
x = loc(arg1, if type(arg2) eq. #null# then lines else loc(arg2));
/* not found */
if x eq. 0 then error(10) okflag=F; else lp = x; doecho;
anchor = anchor =
return; end locate;

DEFINE LZONE;
if zonearg then lzone=1; lzone=2;:
return; end lzone;

DEFINE MACRO;
domacro(rl, arg1, 1+i2<=j<=#arg1<rl, arg1<j));
return; end macro;

DEFINE MARGIN;
RETURN; END MARGIN;

DEFINE MASTER;
IF TYPE(ARG1) EQ. #NULL# THEN MASTLINE = MS;
ELSE IF TYPE(ARG1) EQ. #STRING# THEN MASTLINE = VAL(ARG1);
ELSE ILLARG; RETURN;
IF TYPE(ARG2) EQ. #INT# AND. TYPE(ARG3) EQ. #INT# THEN
MZONE1 = VAL(ARG2); MZONE2 = VAL(ARG3);
ELSE IF TYPE(ARG2) EQ. #NULL# THEN D0INSERT(MASTLINE);ELSE ILLARG;:
RETURN; END MASTER;

DEFINE MOVE; IFE MPTY: DELFLAG = T.; DFL; RETURN; END MOVE;

DEFINE MSTOP;
MAC RING = F.; Z = SKIPPING; SKIPPING = F.; OKFLAG= NO1.Z;
RETURN; END MSTOP;

DEFINE MZONE;
IF ZONEARG THEN MZONE1=M1; MZONE2=M2); RETURN; END MZONE;

DEFINE NEXT; IFE MPTY;
IF TYPE(ARG1) EQ. #NULL# THEN VAL(ARG1) = 0;
ELSE IF TYPE(ARG1) EQ. #INT# THEN LF = LINES MIN,(LF+VAL(ARG1)) MAX,1;
ELSE ILLARG; RETURN; END NEXT;

#NOCC# CANCELS OUT THE CCING FLAG

DEFINE NOCC: CCING = F.; RETURN; END NOCC;

#NODYNAMIC# CANCELS OUT THE DYNAMIC FLAG

DEFINE NODYNAMIC: DYNAMING = F.; RETURN; END NODYNAMIC;

#NOECHO# CANCELS OUT THE ECHO FLAG

DEFINE NOECHO; (NOECHO) IN.BARGES; ECHOING = F.;
RETURN; END NOECHO;

DEFINE NOEXECUTE; EXING = F.; RETURN; END NOEXECUTE;
#NOLIST# CANCELS OUT SOME LISTING OPTION

DEFINE NOLISTZ=VAL(ARG1)));(1<="J"="Z")Z(J) OUT, LISTSET;
RETURN;END NOLIST;

#NONUMBER# CANCELS OUT THE NUMBER FLAG

DEFINE NONUMBER;NUMERO = F.;
IF TYPE(ARG2) NE. #NULL# THEN CCING = T.;;
RETURN;END NONUMBER;

DEFINE NOPAGE;FADING = F.;RETURN;END NOPAGE;
/* FLUSH THE BUFFERS, WRITE THE EOF MARKS, AND
EVICT THE FILE */

DEFINE NOPROMPT; PROMPT = F.; RETURN; END NOPROMPT;

DEFINE NOUPD; UPDING = F.; RETURN; END NOUPD;

#NUMBER# SETS THE NUMBER FLAG INDICATING THAT
WHEN A LINE IS PRINTED AT THE TYPE TYPE, THE NUMBER
OF THE LINE SHOULD ALSO BE PRINTED.

DEFINE NUMBER; NUMERO = T.; RETURN; END NUMBER;

DEFINE OVERLAY;
IFEMPTY;
IF TYPE(ARG1) EQ. #NULL# THEN Z = NULLC.1;
(WHILE Z(1:?) NE. (CHESCAPE+(" Z"))) DOING LP=LP+1:)
READ, Z; NOVRLAY(Z); END WHILE; RETURN;
ELSE IF TYPE(ARG1) EQ. #STRING# AND, DELARG(1) THEN
(WI<LP<=M2) NOVRLAY(VAL(ARG1)); END M1;
ELSE OKFLAG=F.; END IF;
RETURN;END OVERLAY;

DEFINE PAGE;
M1 = #OUTPUT#; M3 = (" #") M2 = 60; J = 1; /* SET DEFAULTS */
(WHILE J LE. 3 AND, TYPE(ARG(j))IS.Z) NE. #NULL# DOING J=J+1:)
IF TYPE(Z) EQ. #NAME# THEN M1 = VAL(Z); 
ELSE IF TYPE(Z) EQ. #STRING# THEN M2 = VAL(Z); 
ELSE IF TYPE(Z)EQ. #INT# THEN M3 = VAL(Z); ELSE OKFLAG=F.;
END WHILE;

}
/* LPLINES IS THE NUMBER OF LINES PER PRINTER PAGE */
PAGING = T; LISTFILE = M1; LPLINES = M2; TTYOUT = LISTFILE;
PRINT, M5; /* THE PAGE TITLE */
RETURN; END PAGE;

DEFINE PRINT;
IF DELARG(0) THEN
  $\text{IF } M1 < \text{LP} < M2 \text{ THEN } \text{PR LINE(LP);; }
\text{RETURN; END PRINT;}

DEFINE PZONE;
IF ZONEARG THEN ZONE1 = M1; ZONE2 = M2; RETURN; END PZONE;

DEFINE READJ;
READFILE = VAL(ARG1);
IF NOT, VALID, READFILE THEN OKFLAG = F; RETURN;
IF VAL(ARG2) EQ. OM, THEN REWIND(READFILE); END IF;
PUT(READFILE, INPUTSTACK);
MACSTAK = COMMENT/TERMINATING#$READFILE#$;

CANCEL ALL COMMANDS ON THE REST OF THIS LINE. THE
NYU EDITOR DOES THIS, PROBABLY FOR EFFICIENCY BUT
TO REMOVE THIS UNDESIRABLE EFFECT FROM THE SETL
EDITOR, JUST REMOVE THE FOLLOWING CARD,

RECLINE = OM;:
PRINT, (#READING#$) + READFILE;
RETURN; END READ;

REMOVE* REMOVES MACRO DEFINITIONS FROM THE MACRO TABLE AND
THE MACRO FILE. IF THERE ARE NO MORE MACROS, THE RANDOM
FILE CALLED #MACRO# IS EVICTED.

DEFINE REMOVE;
(\text{WHILE MACROS(VAL(ARG(N))) NE. OM.} \text{ MACROS LESS VAL(ARG(N)); })
IF MACROS EQ. 0 THEN EVICT. MACROFILE;
RETURN; END REMOVE;

DEFINE REPLACE;
IF EMPTY; DELETE;
IF OKFLAG THEN \text{LP=1 MAX, LP=1; /* CANT GET TO TOP EXCEPT EXPLICITLY*/}
\text{/* ARGs \ldots \ldots ARG(N) B..COME ARGs \ldots \ldots (N-2) FOR THE INSERTION */}
ARG = ARG(3+\text{ARG}); INSERT; END IF; RETURN; END REPLACE;
DEFINE RESUME:
/* RESTART A SUSPENDED-FILE (CHECKPOINT RESTARTING) */
IF VALID, ARG1 THEN SUSNAME = VAL(ARG1);
WANTTOSAVE;REWRITE(FILE);
IF READSETL(FILE) NE. #SUSPENDED# THEN
    PRINT, FILE UNFIT FOR RESUME; CKFLAG=F;
ELSE <STATUS,TABLE,MACROS,TEST> = READSETL(FILE);
OKFLAG=TEST EQ. #RESUME OK#; END IF; RETURN; END RESUME;

DEFINE SAFETY; ITSSAFE = T.
HOWSAFE = IF TYPE(ARG1) NE. #INT# THEN 20 ELSE VAL(ARG1);
RETURN; END SAFETY;

DEFINE SAVE;
IFEMPTY;
IF VALID, ARG1 AND, DELARG(1) THEN SAVEIT(VAL(ARG1),M1,M2);
ELSE OKFLAG = F.;
RETURN; END SAVE;

DEFINE SCALE;
PRINT, DEC, LP+##SCALER(PZONE1,PZONE2+1-PZONE1);
RETURN; END SCALE;

DEFINE SETVAR;
IF TYPE(ARG1) EQ. (#STRING#) AND. TYPE(ARG2) EQ. (#STRING#
    AND, #(VAL(ARG1) IS, X)# EQ. 1
THEN GLOBALS(X) = VAL(ARG2);
ELSE OKFLAG = F.;
END IF;
RETURN; END SETVAR;

#SHOW#PRINTS A MACRO WHOSE NAME WAS GIVEN AS THE
ARGUMENT, AND IF NOT GIVEN, IT PRINTS JUST THE NAME
OF ALL THE MACROS IN THE MACRO TABLE.

DEFINE SHOW;
IF TYPE(ARG1) NE. (#STRING#) THEN
    (#MACRO + MACROS)PRINT, MACRO(1); END # MACRO;
ELSE Y = <VAL(ARG(K)), 1<<K<<NUARGS2>
    (#Z+Y) IF (MACRO(Z) IS, X) NE. ON, THEN PRINT, ZIPPRINT.X;
    ELSE PRINT, #MACRO NAME NOT RECOGNIZED#; END IF;
    END Y;
END IF; RETURN; END SHOW;
DEFINE SKIP:

This command will skip all input lines until it comes to a line containing a label which matches its argument if reading from an alternate file.

if editing then print, *cant enter edit from edit*;
arcrtflag=t;return;
if type(arg1) eq. *string* then skipper = val(arg1); skipping = t;
else illargj; return; end skip;

-split off a line on a column returns to previous input file, or a substring of the line.

define split;
ifempty;
push(echo); noecho;
if type(arg1) eq. *int* then z = get(ls); j = val(arg1);
   put, z(j:1:150); ls = ls+1; put, z((j+1)max,150:1:7);
else if type(arg1) eq. *string* and, (loc(arg1,0)is, abortflag)ne, 0 then
dosplit; else illargj; end if;
pop(echo); return; end split;

define status;
status = if(abbr(val(arg1), stanames) is, x) ne, om,
    then (1x)
    else 1,2,3,4,5,6;
status = nult;
status(1) = lineon;
status(2) = *ec, ul, cc, tc, tach, *chescape
   +chblank+chconcat+chtab+(* #)+tabs;
status(3) = *zone+, zone, pzone, safety, zone1+zone2+mzone1+mzone2+
pzone1+pzone2+safety;
status(4) = ls;
status(5) = cs;
status(6) = ms;
status(7) = <=x, lexclass(x)>, x=alphs less, argor+lexclass(x) ne, om, >;
(-1k<=k<=status) print, status(k); end v;
return;end status;

take a checkpoint dump of the whole edit environment which will later be reloaded.

define suspend;
ifempty;
susname = val(arg1); openf(2);
print, *suspending* + susname;
write(1, file, *suspended*);
WRTSETL(FILE, STATUS, TABLE, MACROS, DANGERS, #RESUME OK#);
NCHANGES = 0; RETURN; END SUSPEND;

DEFINE SYSTEM; J = GUESS(VAL(ARG1), WHO);
IF J EQ. OM. THEN PRINT, #ILLEGAL SYSTEM#; RETURN;
X = SYSTABS(J IS SYSTNAME); CHTAB = HD. X; TARS = TL. X;
IF TYPE(ARG2) EQ. #INT# THEN
   TL. X = GETTARS; SYSTABS(J) = <CHTAB, TARS>; END IF;
RETURN; END SYSTEM;

DEFINE TIMER; PRINT. TIMF; RETURN; END TIMER;

TOP IS THE ONLY WAY TO POSITION THE LINE POINTER  
(LP) BEFORE THE FIRST LINE IN THE FILE FOR  
INSERTING BEFORE LINE 1. IT IS REDUNDANT IN THAT  
ANY SUCH INSERTION COULD FOLLOW LINE 1 AND BE  
FOLLOWED BY THE COMMAND MOVE L1 IT IS INCLUDED AS  
A USER-CONVENIENCE ONLY.

DEFINE TOP; LP = 0; RETURN; END TOP;

DEFINE UNSAFE; SAFE = F.; HOWSAFE = 20; RETURN; END UNSAFE;

DEFINE UPD; UPDING = T.; RETURN; END UPD;

DEFINE ZONE; /* #LZONE# AND #PZONE# TOGETHER */
IF ZONE ARG THEN LZONE1=M1; LZONE2=M2; PZONE1=M1; PZONE2=M2;
RETURN; END ZONE;
THE FUNCTION ASK ASKS A QUESTION WHICH REQUIRES A
YES OR NO FOR AN ANSWER. THE PROGRAM ACCEPTS THE
TYPED REPLY AND RETURNS T, IF THE ANSWER WAS YES
AND F, IF THE ANSWER WAS NO. IF THE ANSWER WAS
ANYTHING ELSE IT REPEATS THE QUESTION AD
INFINITUM.

DEFINE ASK, QUESTION, REPLY = NULL.
WHILE REPLY NE. #YES# and. REPLY NE, #NO#)
PRINT, QUESTION; REPLY = READSETLY(TTY, NAME); END WHILE;
RETURN REPLY EQ. #YES#; END ASK.

CAT IS A SIMPLE WAY TO EXAMINE AN OUTLINE OF THE
FILE BEING EDITED. CAT SEARCHES THROUGH THE HASH
TABLE FOR ALL SPECIAL LINES AND PRINTS OUT A TABLE
OF THESE LINES, AND THE NUMBER OF LINES BETWEEN
THEM. A TYPICAL TABLE MIGHT LOOK AS FOLLOWS:

42 LINES 42> >>>> >FILE
0 LINES 44> >>>> 0

THIS TABLE INDICATES THAT THE FILE CONTAINS 42
CARDS FOLLOWED BY A FILE INSERTION LINE (SEE
SECTION ON INSERTIONS) WHICH IS FOLLOWED BY AN
END-OF-FILE MARK AND THAT THERE ARE NO OTHER
SPECIAL LINES IN THE FILE. WHEN EDITING VERY LARGE
FILES WHICH CONTAIN MANY END OF FILE CARDS AND
INSERTION LINES, THIS CAN BE A USEFUL UTILITY TO
POSSESS. IT CAN ALSO BE USED LIKE THE SAVE COMMAND
TO CAT ONLY A RANGE BETWEEN TWO GIVEN LINES.

DEFINE CAT;
IF NOT, DELARG(0) THEN OKFLAC = F.; RETURN ;;
IF M1 EQ. M2 THEN M1 = 1; M2 = LINES;)
PREV = M1;
(*M1<K<^M2 + SPECIAL(K))
PRINT, DEC,(M1-PREV), #LINES#, DEC, K, GET(K));
PREV = K;
END M1
RETURN; END CAT;

DEFINE DOECHO;
IF ECHOING THEN PRLINE; END IF ECHOING;
RETURN; END DOECHO;
ENCIPHER MAPS EACH CHARACTER IN A STRING INTO A UNIQUE CHARACTER WHICH IS DETERMINED BY THE MAPPING CONTAINED IN THE GLOBAL VARIABLE NAMED AS ARG1, BUT IF THE CHARACTER IS NOT IN THE DOMAIN OF ARG1, IT IS MAPPED INTO ITSELF.

DEFINE ENCIPHER:
CODEMAP = GLOBVARS(VAL(ARG1));
PUSH(CHBLANK); CHBLANK = OH;

(~LZONE1 <= K <= LZONE2)
CODEMAP(CURRENT(K)) ORM, CURRENT(K);
DOCVRLAY(CURRENT); POP(CHBLANK);
RETURN; END ENCIPHER;

DOSKIP WILL EITHER SKIP AN INTEGRAL NUMBER OF COMMAND LINES ON THE INPUT FILE OR IT WILL SKIP TO A COMMAND LABELLED BY A CHARACTER STRING.

DEFINE DOSKIP(PAIR): IF TYPE(PAIR) EQ. #STRING# THEN SKIPPING = T; SKIPPER = VAL(PAIR); ELSE SKIPPY((IF TYPE(PAIR)EQ. #INT# THEN VAL(PAIR)ELSE 1)); END IF;
RETURN; END DOSKIP;

EDIT PREPARES A FILE FOR EDITING BY PREPARING A HASH TABLE FOR THE LINES OF TEXT, DETERMINING THE SYSTEM, AND SETTING THE INITIALIZATION PARAMETERS.

DEFINE EDIT(FILNAME):
WANTTOSAVE; EVICT(#ZZZZZAVE#); OPENF(#ZZZZZAVE#); INITIAL;
IF NOT, VALID, FILNAME THEN FILNAME = *******; RETURN T.;;
REINDF(FILNAME);
PUT(READSETL(FILNAME)IS,X); SYSTNAME=WHO(GUESS(X, SYSGUESS));
PRINT, #EDITING#, FILNAME1;
(WHILE NOT, EOFYET GOING i P = LP + 1) PUT(READSETL(FILNAME));
LINEONE;
EDITING = T.; NCHANGES = 0; LP=0;
RETURN T.; END EDIT;

DEFINE ERRORS(K): PRINT, ERR(K); RETURN; END ERRORS;

ERR =<
#ILLEGAL ARGUMENT TYPE#,
#WRONG ORDER#,
#ARG TO DELARG NOT ZERO OR ONE#,
#PATTERN SPECIFIER TOO LONG#,
#UNDEFINED GLOBAL VARIABLE#,
# REPEAT STRING TOO LONG%,
# ILLEGAL CHARACTER IN CHANGE STRING COLON BRACKETS%,
# GLOBAL VARIABLE TOO LONG%,
# EDIT FILE OVERFLOW%,
# NOT FOUND%,
# TAB IN REPEAT LOCATE%,
# EDIT FILE EMPTY%;

DEFINE GETTABS:
K=2; X=NL; (WHILE TYPE(ARG(K)) EQ. INT DOING K=K+1; ARG(K) IN. X;)
IF TYPE(ARG(K)) EQ. STRING THEN CHTAB =RG(K,1); RETURN X; END GETTABS;

GUESSES ATTEMPTS TO MATCH ONE OF ITS SYSTEM PATTERNS AGAINST LINE 1 OF THE FILE.

DEFINE GUESS(Z,GUESSES):
RETURN IF 1<K<=GUESSES*MATCH(Z,GUESSES(K))THEN K ELSE n;
END GUESS;

DEFINE IFEMPTY:
IF LINES EQ. 0 THEN ERRORS(12); OKFLAG = F; RETURN; END IFEMPTY;

/* INTRO EDIT IS CALLED THE FIRST TIME EDIT IS USED */
DEFINE INTOEDIT;PRINT, EDIT VERSION 'EGP1073#;RETURN;END INTOEDIT;

DEFINE LINEONE:
RETURN FILENAME + #12 + DEC. LP + #12 + DEC. LINES + #12 + DEC. NCANGES + #12 +
IF NOT. ECHOING THEN #NOECHO, ELSE NULC, +
IF NOT. NOBEND THEN #NOBEND, ELSE NULC, +
IF CCING THEN #CC, ELSE NULC, +
IF DYNAMING THEN #DYNAMING, ELSE NULC, +
IF PAGING THEN #PAGING, ELSE NULC, +
IF NOT. PROMPT THEN #NOPROMPT, ELSE NULC, +
IF NOT. SAFE THEN #UNSAFE, ELSE NULC, +
IF UPDING THEN #UPDING, ELSE NULC, +
SYSNAME;
END LINEONE;

IN ANY INTERACTIVE ENVIRONMENT, THERE WILL BE A MAXIMUM NUMBER OF CHARACTERS THE SOFTWARE IN THE MULTIPLEX UNIT CAN TRANSMIT AT A TIME. IT IS
ASSUMED THAT THE SETL PRINT ROUTINE
AUTOMATICALLY BREAKS UP LONG LINES INTO
TRANSMITTABLE SEGMENTS AND GENERATES THE NECESSARY
MULTIPLE SUB-WRITES.

DEFINE PRLINE /* PRINT OUT CURRENT LINE */
GET(LP);
PRINT, (IF NUMBERED THEN DEC, LP + 7 > 7 ELSE NULC,)
+ CURRENT(PZONE1+PZONE2+1=PZONE1);
RETURN; END PRLINE;

/* DECIDE IF LINE INTERVAL IS TOO BIG TO DO */
DEFINE SAFE(J,K):
IF NOT, ITSSAFE OR, ( (X+1-J) IS, Z) IE, HOWSAFE THEN RETURN T.;
RETURN ASK, (DEC,7+ (LINES SAFE2X)); END SAFE:

DEFINE SAVEIT(FILE):
OPENF(FILE); PRINT, #SAVING#,FILE,LINES,CHANGES,DANGERS;
PUSH(ITSSAFE); ITSSAFE = F,.
REWIND(FNT(SAVEFILE)IS,Z);
IF M1 EQ, M2 THEN M1 = 1; M2 = LINES; END IF M1;
(M1 <= LP <= M2) LP = GET(LP);
IF X EQ, END THEN WRITSETL(Z,ER);
ELSE IF (X(1) EQ, 0) THEN INSLINE THEN
REWINDF(X(2)+X) IS, X); J = NULC,.
/* MERELY COPY THE FILE TO BE INSERTED */
PRINT, (#INSERTING#)+X;
(WHILE J NE. ER AND, J NE. OF,)
J = READF(X); WRITSETL(X, J); END WHILE;
ELSE WRITSETL(Z, X);
END IF X;
END IF M1;
PCP(ITSSAFE);REWINDF(Z); LP = 1 INSTANCES =0;FILENAME=FILE;
RETURN; END SAVEIT;

DEFINE SKIPPY(INT);
RECLINE = #OH, J = MACSTAK+1- INT;
IF J GT, 0 THEN MACSTAK=MACSTAK(1:J);RETURN;
MACSTAK=NULC,;
(1<=J<INT) READ.Z;
IF Z EQ, ER THEN INPUTNAME = GET(INPUTSTAK)0<FILESTK<FILE, IF RETURN;
END WJ
RETURN; END SKIPPY;

DEFINE TABIN(CARD):
IF (#TABS) EQ, 0 THEN RETURN CARD1;
COL=1: CARD=(* *) \* CARD=(* *)
(WHILE COL LE. \* CARD DOING COL=COL+1)
    IF CARD(COL) EQ. CHTAB THEN CARD=CARD(1; COL=1) +
        (NEXTTAB(COL)+1-COL)*(\* *) + CARD(COL+1)+CARD); END IF;
    END WHILE;
RETURN TRUNC. CARD(2; LZONE2 MIN. \* CARD); END TABIN;

/* DECIDE IF THERE IS ENOUGH TIME LEFT TO DO COMMANDS */
DEFINE TIMELEFT; RETURN T; END TIMELEFT;

DEFINE WANTTOSAVE;
IF NOCHANGES EQ. 0 THEN RETURN;
IF ASK, WANT TO SAVE# THEN
    NAME = NULC,
    (WHILE NOT, VALID NAME) PRINT, \*FILENAME\*; READ, NAME;
    SAVEIT(NAME);
ELSE PRINT, CURRFILE, \*NO LONGER BEING EDITED\*; END IF ASK,
RETURN; END WANTTOSAVE;
/* 7. EDIT ADJUNCTS */

ASIDENT -- A POSTPROCESSOR TO EDIT

THIS SECTION ASSUMES A KNOWLEDGE OF THE
CDC UPDATE 2.0 PROGRAM.

ASIDENT INPUTS A 90 COLUMN UPDATE COMPILE FILE AND
THE SAVE FILE AFTER THE COMPILE FILE WAS
EDITED. ASIDENT COMPARES THE IDENTIFIERS IN THE
UPDATE ID, SEO FIELD AND OUTPUTS A SERIES OF UPDATE
DIRECTIVES WHICH WILL CHANGE THE PROGRAM LIBRARY
SO THAT IT WILL NOT GENERATE THE EDITED RATHER
THAN THE ORIGINAL COMPILE FILE, THESE ARE WRITTEN
ON THE FILE IDENT, ASIDENT IS A SYSTEM COMMAND, THUS
IT IS USED IN THIS FORMAT:

ASIDENT(OLD,NEW)

ASIDENT REWINDS OLD AND NEW BOTH BEFORE AND
AFTER, ASIDENT OPENS A FILE CALLED IDENT WHICH IS
ALSOREWOUND AFTERWARDS.

CARD = CHARX, ID, SEO
CHARS = THE CARD TEXT OF LENGTH LCARD
ID = THE UPDATE IDENT OF LENGTH LID
SEO = THE UPDATE SEQUENCE NUMBER LSO

AN EXAMPLE:

FILE1
<#MN#, #AX, #01#>
<#X$, X#B#, #02#>
<#Y#, #B#, #03#>
<#CS#, #D#, #21#>
<#LL#, #D#, #22#>

FILE2
<#MN#, #AY#, #01#>
<#Y#, #O#, #03#>
<#J#J#, #X#, #Y#>
<#AG#, #X#, #2#>
<#LL#, #Y#, #22#>

AFTER EXECUTING ASIDENT(FILE1, FILE2)
WITH <LCARD, LSEO, LID> = <2,2,1>
THE FILE IDENT WOULD CONTAIN:

*NOABB
*DELETE B, 2, 3
*INSERT B, 3
DEFINE ASIDENT(OLD, NEW);
CONTROL = (x*)
NOAB = CONTROL + (#NOAB);
AB = CONTROL + (#ABBR);
DEL = CONTROL + (#DELETE);
INS = CONTROL + (#INSERT);
BEF = CONTROL + (#BEFORE);
LSEQ = 2;
LCARD = 2;
LID = 1;
CONTROL = (x#)
PER = (x,#)
COMMA = (x,#)
BLNK = (x#)

FILE1=MAKFILE(NEW,90); FILE2=MAKFILE(OLD,90);
REWIND(FILE1); REWIND(FILE2);
OUTFILE = MAKFILE(#IDENT,72); /* FOR WRITE STATEMENTS */
PRINT, NOAB;
EOFYET = F.; A = NULL.; B = NULL.; J = 1;

(WHILE NOT, EOFYET) J=J+1;
(WHILE NOT, EOFYET AND, (TL, A) EQ, TL, B)
PREVA=A;PREVR=B;
A=SCAN(READSTL(FILE1)); B=SCAN(READSTL(FILE2));
END WHILE NOT;

IF R(2) EQ, (LID*BLNK) THEN
PRINT, IF PREV EQ, NULL.
THEN PER + PREVA(2) + PER + PREVA(3)
ELSE INS + PREVR(2) + PER + PREVA(3);
(WHILE NOT, EOFYET AND, R(2) EQ, (LID*BLNK))
B=READSTL(FILE2);PRINT, B;
IF R EQ, ER THEN EOFYET = T.;
END WHILE NOT, EOFYET;
ELSE /* TL, A NE, TL, B OR ELSE ASSUMPTIONS VIOLATED */
XX = DEL + A(2) + PER + A(3)*COMA;
(WHILE NOT, EOFYET AND, (TL, A) NE, TL, B)
X = A(2) + PER + A(3);
A = READSTL(FILE1);
IF A EQ, ER THEN EOFYET = T.;
END WHILE NOT;
PRINT, (XX*X);
COMPUTE: DO;
DEFINE SCAN(CARD); RETURN
CARD(1:LCARD),CARD(LCARD+1:LID),CARD(LID+1:LSEQ); END SCAN;
COMPUTE: DO;
PRINT.NOAB,AB,DEL,INS,DEL;
COMPUTE: DO;
ASIDENT(5,8);
COMPUTE: FINISH;
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D McEntyre
A SHORT GUIDE TO <EDIT> AS IMPLEMENTED ON THE 6600 COMPUTER
FOR THE SCOPE 3.2, 3.3, AND 3.4 OPERATING SYSTEMS

<EDIT> IS A UTILITY FOR CREATING AND MODIFYING FILES CONSISTING OF
LINES OF TEXT; EG, PROGRAMS, DATA, DOCUMENTATION. TO START <EDIT>
ON THE 6600, LOG IN ON A TIME SHARING REMOTE TERMINAL (INTERCOM) AND
TYPE IN THE FOLLOWING:

EDIT.

THE RESPONSE WILL BE: (GIVING EDIT VERSION AND O.S. VERSION)

EDIT(VER ZZZZ) SCOPE 3.X
*****0,0,0,ABSOLUTE
F=>

THE FIRST LINE IS EXPLAINED BELOW (SEE STATUS).#F=># IS A PROMPT THAT
<EDIT> GIVES WHENEVER IT IS READY FOR A COMMAND. COMMAND FORMAT IS

COMMAND, ARG1, ARG2 . . . ARGK

NOTE PARTICULARLY THAT THERE IS NO PERIOD AT THE END OF AN
<EDIT> COMMAND, A COMMAND TERMINATED BY A PERIOD IS ASSUMED TO BE FOR
SCOPE OR INTERCOM AND IS PASSED ON TO THE SYSTEM FOR EXECUTION. <EDIT>
IS A TRANSPARENT UTILITY; SCOPE AND INTERCOM COMMANDS CAN BE
EXECUTED DIRECTLY THROUGH EDIT. THIS INCLUDES EXECUTION OF PROGRAMS
PREPARED BY THE USER. MORE THAN ONE COMMAND MAY BE ENTERED ON ONE
LINE BY SEPARATING THE COMMANDS WITH SEMICOLONS; EG,

SAVE MYFILE;FTP(i=MYFILE,l=MYLIST);EATCH,MYLIST,PRINT,END.

<EDIT> ASSIGN LINES NUMBERS TO THE LINES OF THE FILE BEING
EDITED. LINE 1 IS THE FIRST LINE, LINE 2 THE SECOND, ETC. THESE NUMBERS
ARE NOT PART OF THE LINE AND CHANGE AS INSERTIONS AND DELETIONS ARE
MADE, THERE IS A LINE POINTER (#LP# BELOW) WHICH DETERMINES WHERE
INSERTIONS GO AND CAN BE USED TO LOCATE LINES. LINES MAY BE SPECIFIED
EITHER BY CONTENT OR BY POSITION AND EITHER RELATIVE TO THE LINE
POINTER OR ABSOLUTELY. LINE SPECIFICATION IS EXPLAINED UNDER THE
LOCATE COMMAND; THE DESCRIPTION THERE APPLIES TO ANY COMMAND WHICH
TAKES LINE SPECIFIERS AS ARGUMENTS.

A FILE IS OBTAINED FOR EDITING WITH THE COMMAND #EDIT, FILE.# WHILE A
FILE IS BEING EDITED, CHANGES ARE NOT MADE ON THE FILE ITSELF BUT ON
A SCRATCH COPY MADE BY EDIT. THE USER SAVES DESIRED EDITED VERSIONS
WITH THE COMMAND #SAVE#. SHOULD THE USER FAIL TO SAVE THE LATEST
VERSION OF A FILE BEFORE STARTING TO EDIT A NEW FILE OR ENDING
<EDIT>, <EDIT> WILL ASK #WANT TO SAVE# IF THE USER TYPES
#YES#, <EDIT> WILL ASK FOR THE FILE NAME FOR THE SAVE. AFTER
SAVING, <EDIT> WILL PROCESS THE COMMAND WHICH PROMPTED THE QUESTION,
IN THE DESCRIPTIONS BELOW *K* INDICATES A POSITIVE INTEGER, \*LS\* A LINE SPECIFIER (EXPLAINED UNDER LOCATE), \*LP\* THE LINE POINTER, AND \*LFN\* THE NAME OF A LOCAL FILE. (IF NO LOCAL FILE OF THE NAME GIVEN EXISTS, <EDIT> WILL CREATE ONE.) COMMANDS MAY BE ABBREVIATED UP TO (AND IN SOME CASES BEYOND) AMBIGUITY BY DELETING ALL LETTERS AFTER THE N+1 TH SUCH THAT THE FIRST N DO NOT MATCH ANY OTHER EDIT COMMAND. THE SHORTEST ABBREVIATIONS ARE GIVEN IN THE FIRST COLUMN.
I. EDITING COMMANDS

ED  EDIT, LFN  SET UP FILE LFN FOR EDITING. LP SET TO 0
SA  SAVE, LFN  REWRITE LFN WITH CURRENT VERSION OF FILE BEING
     EDITED. IF LFN IS OMITTED, THE LFN MENTIONED IN THE
     MOST RECENT #SAVE# OR #EDIT# IS USED.

    SAVE, LFN, LS1, LS2  AS ABOVE, EXCEPT THAT ONLY THE LINES
     BETWEEN THOSE SPECIFIED BY LS1 AND LS2 (INCLUSIVE)
     ARE WRITTEN TO LFN.

T  TOP       SET LP TO 0; INSERTIONS HERE GO BEFORE LINE 1
B  BOTTOM    SET LP TO LAST LINE OF FILE
N  NEXT, K   SET LP TO LP+K. IF K IS OMITTED, 1 IS USED.
N  NEXT, -K  SET LP TO LP-K (NOTE THAT THE COMMA IS OPTIONAL
     BETWEEN ANY COMMAND AND ARGUMENT WHEN THE ARGUMENT
     BEGINS WITH + OR -.)

L  LOCATE, LS SET LP TO THE LINE SPECIFIED BY LS AND PRINT THE
     LINE. LS MAY BE EITHER RELATIVE TO LP OR ABSOLUTE.

- ABSOLUTE LINE SPECIFIERS -

T  LINE 0
B  LAST LINE OF FILE (BOTH)
LK LINE K (THE LETTER L FOLLOWED BY A DECIMAL INTEGER)

- RELATIVE LINE SPECIFIERS -

K  LP+K-1; K-TH LINE DOWN FROM LP COUNTING THE
   CURRENT LINE.
+K  LP+K
-K  LP-K

DSTRINGD  THE FIRST LINE FROM THE CURRENT LINE DOWNWARD WHICH
          CONTAINS THE STRING GIVEN. #D# MUST BE A DELIMITER
          AND THE GRACKETING DELIMITERS MUST BE IDENTICAL.
          THE DELIMITERS ARE / = - ! > ? = - <
          THE UP ARROW AND THE EXCLAMATION POINT.

DSTRINGU  THE FIRST LINE FROM THE CURRENT LINE UPWARD WHICH
          CONTAINS THE STRING GIVEN.

S  THE FIRST SPECIAL LINE FROM THE CURRENT LINE
     DOWNWARD. (SEE (2) AND (3) UNDER #INSERT# FOR
     DEFINITION OF SPECIAL LINES.)
THE FIRST SPECIAL LINE FROM THE CURRENT LINE UPWARD.

THE ARGUMENT LS MAY ALSO BE FORMED BY SIMPLE COMBINATIONS OF THE ABOVE.
- EXAMPLES -

L/VAR1/  FIND THE FIRST OCCURANCE OF VAR1 BELOW LP.
        NOTE THAT THE COMMA IS OPTIONAL BETWEEN ANY COMMAND
        AND ARGUMENT IF THE ARGUMENT BEGINS WITH A
        DELIMITER.

L; L220*/VAR1/  FIND THE FIRST OCCURANCE OF VAR1 FROM LINE 220 DOWN

L; B-xy/y#  FIND THE LAST OCCURANCE OF X/Y IN THE FILE.
        NOTE THAT / COULD NOT BE USED AS A DELIMITER HERE.

L/TION Z*/DATA/ THIS MIGHT LOCATE THE FIRST DATA STATEMENT IN
        FUNCTION ZETA. IF LP IS APPROPRIATELY POSITIONED.

A  ANCHOR, LS
        SAME AS LOCATE, EXCEPT THAT IF A DELIMITED STRING APPEARS IN
        THE ARGUMENT THE MATCH MUST OCCUR STARTING IN COLUMN 1 OF
        THE LINE (BUT SEE #L7ONE#)

C  CHANGE, DSTRING1D,ESTRING2E
        CHANGE STRING1 TO STRING2, IF STRING1 DOES NOT OCCUR IN THE
        CURRENT LINE THE FILE WILL BE SEARCHED DOWNWARD FOR THE

D  DELETE
        BEHAVES AS PRINT, EXCEPT THAT THE LINES ARE DELETED INSTEAD
        OF PRINTED. LP IS SET TO LINE FOLLOWING LAST LINE
        DELETED. NOTE THAT #DELETE L45# DOES NOT DELETE LINE 45; IT
        DELETES FROM LP THROUGH LINE 45.

I  INSERT, ARG1,...,ARGK
        INSERT ARGUMENTS 1 THROUGH K AFTER
        THE CURRENT LINE (LP). AN ARGUMENT MAY BE:
        (1) A DELIMITED STRING, WHICH IS INSERTED AS A LINE,
        (2) A LOCAL FILE NAME (SAY #LFN#), WHICH IS INSERTED
        AS THE SPECIAL LINE #>>>#LFN#, WHEN THE NEXT
        #SAVE# IS MADE, THIS LINE IS REPLACED WITH ALL THE
        LINES IN THE FIRST RECORD OF THE FILE LFN AT THE
        TIME OF THE SAVE.
        (3) AN INTEGER, K, WHICH IS INSERTED AS THE SPECIAL
        LINE #>>>#K#, WHEN THE NEXT #SAVE# IS MADE, THIS
        LINE IS REPLACED BY AN END OF RECORD OF LEVEL
K.(LEVEL 15 IS AN END OF FILE.)

INSERT

ENTER INSERT MODE AFTER THE CURRENT LINE. IN THIS
MODE THE PROMPT IS #K# WHERE K IS THE LINE
NUMBER. EACH LINE TYPED IN IS ENTERED AS A NEW LINE
IN THE FILE. NOTE THAT COMMANDS ENTERED IN THIS
MODE WILL NOT BE SEEN AS COMMANDS BUT ONLY AS NEW
LINES TO BE INSERTED. TO ESCAPE FROM THIS
MODE, ENTER A LINE CONTAINING ONLY THE ESCAPE
CHARACTER, #M#, THE ESCAPE CHARACTER CAN BE
CHANGED.(SEE #ESCAPE#.)

N.B. BOTH THE FORM WITH ARGUMENTS AND THE FORM WITHOUT
LEAVE LP SET TO THE LAST LINE INSERTED.
P  PRINT  PRINT THE CURRENT LINE.
PRINT, LS  PRINT FROM LP THROUGH LINE SPECIFIED BY LS, INCL.
PRINT, LS1,LS2  PRINT FROM LINE SPECIFIED BY LS1 THROUGH
LINE SPECIFIED BY LS2, INCL. IF LS2 IS A RELATIVE
SPECIFIER, IT IS RELATIVE TO LS1.

N.B. IN ALL CASES LP IS SET TO LAST LINE PRINTED.

R  REPLACE
IDENTICAL TO #DELETE#, EXCEPT THAT AFTER THE LINES
ARE DELETED THE USER IS PLACED IN INSERT MODE IN
THE WHOLE MADE BY THE #DELETE#.

SPL  SPLIT, DSTRING
SPLITS STARTING AT THE COLUMN IN WHICH STRING
BEGINS. IN BOTH CASES, LP POINTS TO THE SECOND
LINE, NOT THE FIRST.

MO  MOVE, LS1,LS2,LS3
TAKE THE LINES FROM LS1 THROUGH LS2, AND INSERT
THEM AFTER THE LINE SPECIFIED BY LS3. IF LS3 IS
ABSENT, IT IS ASSUMED TO BE LP. IF RELATIVE, LS2 IS
RELATIVE TO LS1, LS3 TO LP.

DU  DUPLICATE, LS1,LS2,LS3
LIKE #MOVE#, EXCEPT THAT THE LINES BETWEEN LS1 AND
LS2 ARE NOT DELETED FROM THEIR ORIGINAL PLACES.
II. EDITING MODE CONTROL

An edit session begins in certain default modes. Commands presented in this section modify these modes. Unlike the editing commands, which when executed perform some action with respect to the file being edited, the mode commands modify the environment in which editing takes place. For example, the programmer may change the field within which the $\text{LOCATE}$ command acts. Further, these changes of mode persist across the editing of new files.

All editing takes place within some $\text{EDITING SYSTEMS}$. There are two kinds of systems: tabular and interpretive. In tabular systems, lines inserted are entered as they are typed unless the tab character is in the line; in interpretive systems, lines are formatted according to their content. At present, $\text{FORTRAN}$, $\text{SIMSCRIPT}$, and $\text{ABSOLUTE}$ are the only interpretive systems implemented.

Whenever any particular tabular system is invoked, the last set values of the tabs and the tab character for that system are established. Several systems with default tab settings are provided. Two systems, called $\text{T1}$ and $\text{T2}$, are provided without preset tabs so that the programmer need not alter the default settings of the preset systems to establish his own tab settings. The programmer is of course free to alter any tabular system. The commands $\text{TAB}$ and $\text{SYSTEM}$ explained below are the means to this end. The names and default tab settings for the tabular systems are given in the table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SYSTEM</th>
<th>DEFAULT TAB SETTINGS</th>
<th>DEFAULT TAB CHARACTER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALGOL</td>
<td>7,10,13,16,19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAL</td>
<td>NONE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BALM</td>
<td>NONE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COBOL</td>
<td>8,12,16,20,24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPASS</td>
<td>11,13,15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAP</td>
<td>6,12,16,20,24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOVIAL</td>
<td>8,12,16,20,24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIX</td>
<td>12,17,22,30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUIDDL</td>
<td>8,12,16,20,24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL1</td>
<td>12,15,18,21,24,27,30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SETL1B</td>
<td>7,11,15,19,23,27,31,35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIMULA</td>
<td>7,10,13,16,19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNOROL</td>
<td>NONE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYMPL</td>
<td>8,12,16,20,24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>NONE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>NONE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DESCRIPTIONS OF THE MODE COMMANDS ARE GIVEN BEGINNING ON THE NEXT PAGE.
SETS THE ZONE IN WHICH "LOCATE" AND "CHANGE" ACT TO BE COLUMNS N1 THROUGH N2 INCLUSIVE, DEFAULT IS 1 THROUGH 72. THE MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM SETTINGS ARE 1 AND 150. IN ANY CHANGE WHICH MOVES CHARACTERS PAST COLUMN N2, THOSE CHARACTERS ARE ELIDED FROM THE COLUMN N2, THOSE CHARACTERS ARE ELIDED FROM THE MOVED. SIMILARLY, IN ANY CHANGE WHICH RESULTS IN DECREASING THE NUMBER OF CHARACTERS, BLANK FILL IS ADDED AT COLUMN N2, THE CHARACTERS BEYOND THAT POSITION NOT BEING MOVED. IF NO ARGUMENTS ARE GIVEN, THE DEFAULT VALUES OF 1 THROUGH 72 ARE REESTABLISHED.

SETS THE FIELD TO BE PRINTED WHENEVER A LINE IS DISPLAYED (AS WITH "PRINT", "LOCATE" OR "CHANGE") TO BE COLUMNS N1 THROUGH N2 INCLUSIVE, DEFAULT IS 1 THROUGH 72. THE MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM SETTINGS ARE 1 AND 150.

SETS BOTH LZONE AND PZONE TO THE VALUES GIVEN. IF NO ARGUMENTS ARE GIVEN, DEFAULTS ARE SET FOR BOTH IS 1 THROUGH 150.

INVOKES SYSTEM SYSNAME, SETS TABS IN COLUMNS N1, . . . , NK, AND CHANGES THE TAB CHARACTER TO D. (#DCD# INDICATES A DELIMITED CHARACTER, FOR EXAMPLE.

TABS: T1, T2, T3, T4 . . .

INVOKES SYSTEM T1, SETS TABS IN COLUMNS 10, 20, AND 30, AND DESIGNATES T4 AS THE TAB CHARACTER. IN ANY INSERTED LINE THE PRESENCE OF THE CHARACTER "#" WILL LOGICALLY ADVANCE THE COLUMN TO THE NEXT COLUMN IN WHICH A TAB IS SET. EG., I/A- 4->C/WILL RESULT IN A LINE WITH A IN COLUMN 1, B IN COLUMN 11, RESULT IN A LINE WITH A IN COLUMN 1, B IN COLUMN 11. ARGUMENTS, SYSNAME, N1, . . . , NK, AND DCD MAY BE OMITTED WITH OUT PROVIDING COMMAS TO INDICATE THE OMISSION. THAT IS, THE FOLLOWING ARE ALL VALID:

TARS: COMPASS
TABS: 10, 20, 30
TARS///

Any argument not mentioned in the command will be left unchanged. Thus, for #TARS, 10, 20, 30#TABS will be set in columns 10, 20, and 30, the tab character be set in columns 10, 20, and 30, the tab character compass without changing any tabs or the tab character for that system.

N.B. Whenever tab settings are specified (i.e., N1, ..., NK), all previous tabs in that system are cleared. If no tabs settings are specified, none are cleared.

SY SYSTEM, SYSNAME, N1, ..., NK, DCB

This command is simply a synonym for #TARS#, the reason for having a synonym is to provide an easy to remember command for invoking a system without to remember command for invoking a system without character; e.g., #SYSTEM, FORTRAN#, #SYSTEM, COMPASS#, a though the commands #SYSTEM# and #TABS# are completely synonymous, it is convenient to document non-tabular systems here.

SYSTEM, FORTRAN

In this system lines may begin with an alphabetic or numeric character, the character ***(for continuation cards) or the character **(for continuation cards) or the character ***(for ignored, interpretation of the line for formatting is as follows.

(1) Lines beginning with an alphabetic: the line is left justified in column 7.

(2) Lines beginning with a numeric: the initial numeric string is right justified in column 5, a blank is placed in column 6, and the first non-numeric is placed in column 7 (it must be alphabetic).

(3) Lines beginning with +: the + is placed in column 6 with the rest of the line following it as typed.

(4) Lines beginning with *: the * is placed in
COLUMN 1 AND THE REST OF THE LINE ENTERED AS TYPED.

If the first non-blank is any other character, the prompt:

BAD SYNTAX - RETYPE

Appears at the TTY and an acceptable line must be entered.

Example:

```
INSERT/PRINT 500/500FORMAT(3H HI)
```

is entered as

```
COL: 123456789
PRINT 500
500 FORMAT(3H HI)
```

The same result of course would be obtained by entering these lines in insert mode, making no attempt to get the characters into the proper columns.

SYSTEM SIMSCRIPT

This is identical to system FORTRAN.

SYSTEM ABSOLUTE

This is the initial default system. In this system there is no tab character and all lines are entered exactly as typed.
DB  DEVICE,  N

INFORMS EDIT OF THE CARRIAGE SIZE OF THE DEVICE FROM WHICH THE PROGRAMMER IS OPERATING. DEFAULT IS 72.

ES  ESCAPE,  DCD

SETS THE ESCAPE CHARACTER TO C. (#DCD#REPRESENTS A DELIMITED CHARACTER), DEFAULT IS V. THIS CHARACTER DELIMITED CHARACTER), DEFAULT IS V. THIS CHARACTER DEFINITION, OVERLAY, AND MASTER MODES.

EO  ECHO
NOE  NOECHO

DEFAULT IS ECHO MODE, IN WHICH CHANGE, LOCATE, AND INSERT WITH ARGUMENTS CAUSE THE LINE CHANGED, LOCATED, OR INSERTED TO BE DISPLAYED AT THE TELETYPewriter. THE COMMAND #NOECHO#STOPS SUCH DISPLAY AND IS USEFUL WHEN A GREAT MANY SUCH_LINES WOULD BE GENERATED, USUALLY BY A LARGE NUMBER OF CHANGES MADE BY ONE COMMAND.

NU  NUMBER
NON  NONUMBER
CC  CC
NDC  N3CC

DEFAULT IS NUMBER MODE, IN WHICH THE LINE NUMBERS ARE PRINTED TO THE LEFT OF DISPLAYED LINES. NONUMBER SUPPRESSES PRINTING OF THESE LINE NUMBERS. IF THE ARGUMENT #CC# IS GIVEN WITH THE COMMAND #NONUMBER#, THE FIRST CHARACTER OF EACH LINE IS INTERPRETED AS CARRIAGE CONTROL.

AS A CONVENIENCE THE COMMANDS #CC# AND #N3CC# ARE PROVIDED SO THAT A PROGRAMMER OPERATING IN NONUMBER MODE MAY SWITCH BACK AND FORTH BETWEEN CARRIAGE CONTROL MODE AND NO CARRIAGE CONTROL MODE. THESE TWO COMMANDS HAVE NO EFFECT IN NUMBER MODE.

PA  PAGE, LFN  SEND ALL EDIT OUTPUT TO FILE LFN, UNTIL A NOPAGE IS GIVEN.

PR  PROMPT, NO PROMPT DURING MACRO, INSERT, OR MASTER MODES  GIVE THE PROMPT #OP LP# WHERE LP IS THE DECIMAL VALUE OF THE LINE POINTER IF YOU ARE PROMPTING, IF NOT, THEN ACCEPT LINES
WHENEVER THE USER TYPES THEM, GIVING NO INDICATION THAT THEY HAVE BEEN ACCEPTED.
THE \#STATUS\#COMMAND PRINTS INFORMATION CONCERNING THE VARIOUS MACHINES WHICH HAVE BEEN SET. IF THE ONLY ARGUMENT TO \#STATUS\# IS \#ALL\# (I. E., \#STATUS, ALL\#) THE FOLLOWING TYPICALLY IS DISPLAYED.

\begin{verbatim}
EDITDOC, 4388, 5053, 5, T1
EC=v, TC=t, BL=s, TABS=8, 20, 25
DEV=72, Z=1-80, PZ=1-80, MZ=11-72, PS=6, SC=25
L=/GREAT/
C=/GREAT/
M=*”
I=
\end{verbatim}

(This particular example was obtained by typing \#STATUS, ALL\# while constructing this document.)

Line 1 shows that the current file name is EDITDOC, line pointer is at line 4388, there are 5053 lines in the file, 5 changes were made since the last save, and the system is \#T1\#. This is the only line given if status is given no arguments.

Line 2 gives the escape character, the blank character (see section vi), and the tab settings for the current system.

Line 3 gives the device size, the locate zone (Z) the print zone, the master zone (see section vi), the page size (section vi), and the safety count.

Lines 4 and 5 give the locate string and the change string, respectively.

Line 6 gives the master line. (See section vi.)

Line 7 gives the user defined lexical class. (See section 5)

UPD EDIT

If the update flag is set, columns 51 to 96 are blanked out to facilitate postprocessing by the asident routine. This is because it is impractical to dynamically generate update directives corresponding to the edit commands entered.
III. ITERATION CONTROL

The user may cause a line of commands to be iterated by appending an iteration count as the final command on the line; e.g.

L/SUBROUTINE /1/ COMMON/MYBLOCK/MYVAR1,MYVAR2/15

This will cause the common statement to be inserted after each of the next five subroutine declarations in the file being edited. Infinite iteration is indicated by an asterisk; viz., to print the five lines surrounding every assignment to variable MYVAR3, one may write

L/ /MYVAR3 =/-2.5:*

Note that the command *:* was placed on a separate line since we do not want to go to the top at each iteration.

The line pointer (LP) is incremented at each iteration. Iteration is terminated if a locate fails, the line pointer is at the or bottom when the iteration command is encountered, or the iteration count is exhausted.

To prevent infinite iteration and undesirable consequences, certain heuristics are used to terminate iteration immediately. No line containing a systems command will execute that systems command twice, thus the line

L/ABC/1REWIND FILE,1L/JKL/12

would locate/ARC/, rewind file, locate/JKL/, increment the LP, locate/ABC/, and then proceed to the next line.
IV. THE <EDIT> MACRO FACILITY

A SEQUENCE OF COMMANDS MAY BE DEFINED AS A MACRO. SCOPE, INTERCOM 
AND <EDIT> COMMANDS MAY BE FREELY MIXED IN MACRO DEFINITIONS. UP TO 
100 MACROS MAY BE DEFINED AT ANY GIVEN TIME. <EDIT> FEATURES WHICH 
ENHANCE THE POWER OF MACROS INCLUDE: LABELS ON COMMANDS; 
UNCONDITIONAL SKIP TO A LABEL; CONDITIONAL SKIP TO A LABEL UPON 
INPUT FROM THE PROGRAMMER AT EXECUTION; INTERACTIVE SUBSTITUTION OF 
ARGUMENTS TO EDIT COMMANDS DURING EXECUTION; READING OF COMMAND 
INPUT FROM PREPARED FILES; SUSPENSION OF THE STATE OF <EDIT> AND THE 
EDIT FILE AND LATER RESUMPTION; COMMENTING TO PROVIDE INFORMATION TO 
THE PROGRAMMER DURING MACRO EXECUTION. MACROS MAY NOT CALL OTHER 
MACROS.

1. MACRO DEFINITION: THE COMMAND 
MACRO, NAME, PARAM1, ..., PARANK 

BEGIN MACRO DEFINITION, THE NAME AND FORMAL PARAMETERS MUST BE 
ALPHA NUMERIC AND NO MORE THAN 9 CHARACTERS EACH. THE RESPONSE TO 
THIS COMMAND WILL BE THE PROMPT #P>. A LINE OF COMMANDS ENTERED 
AFTER THIS PROMPT WILL BECOME PART OF THE MACRO DEFINITION AND WILL 
BE ANSWERED BY ANOTHER SUCH PROMPT. THE MACRO DEFINITION IS 
TERMINATED BY A LINE CONTAINING THE ESCAPE CHARACTER #E> ONLY. (BUT 
SEE #ESCAPE#) THE FORMAL PARAMETERS WILL BE RECOGNIZED AS SUCH 
WHEREVER THEY ARE NOT EMBEDDED IN ALPHA-NUMERIC STRINGS, TO EMBED A 
FORMAL PARAMETER IN SUCH A STRING, USE THE MACRO CATENATION SYMBOL, 
EXCLAMATION POINT. (TO INCLUDE THE ACTUAL CHARACTER EXCLAMATION 
POINT IN A MACRO DEFINITION, USE A DOUBLE EXCLAMATION POINT.) 
EXAMPLE:

E>MACRO, DEBUG,N,VARIABLE,FOR:
M>1/* START DEBUG/PRINT 99+N,VARIABLE/
M>1/99+N FORMAT(* AT II, VARIABLE IS *;FOM)/
M>1/* STOP DEBUG/
M>>

UPON EXECUTION THE ARGUMENT SUBSTITUTED FOR N WILL BE CATENATED 
WITH 99 TO YIELD THE STATEMENT NUMBER BUT WILL NOT REPLACE THE N IN 
#PRINT#, THE ARGUMENT SUBSTITUTED FOR N WILL BE SUBSTITUTED AT THE END 
OF THE FORMAT STATEMENT BUT WILL NOT REPLACE THE FIRST FOUR LETTERS 
OF #FORMAT#, L N

2. MACRO EXECUTION: A MACRO MAY BE EXECUTED AS THOUGH IT WERE AN 
<EDIT> COMMAND; VI7..

NAME, ARG1, ..., ARNK 

THE ARGUMENTS MAY BE OF ANY LENGTH AND ANY FORM ACCEPTED AS AN 
<EDIT> ARGUMENT; I. E., (1) DELIMITED STRINGS, (2) ALPHA-NUMERIC 
STRINGS, (3) PLUS, MINUS, OR ASTERISK; (4) CATENATION OF (1), (2) AND
(3) In which delimited strings are not abutted, delimiters are passed with their strings except that when an entire argument is surrounded with single quotes, they will be stripped upon substitution. This permits substitution of arguments which themselves contain commas, blanks, or other separators. For null arguments, the null string is substituted. Co

3. Interactive command arguments; dynamic argument substitution during macro execution is obtained by putting a prompt delimited by commercial at signs in place of the argument to be substituted during execution.

CHANGE THIS STRING/WHAT DO YOU WANT?

When the second argument is encountered during execution of this command, †WHAT DO YOU WANT?† is printed at the tty, the programmer then enters the argument to replace the prompt. In this example a delimited string would be the only legal type-in. There is no interactive substitution of argument to scope or intercommand commands. Only arguments to edit> commands are examined for † delimiters.

4. Command flow control: #HSTOP#, LABELS, #SKIP#, #ASK#

MSTOP - (ABBREV. MS)
When encountered, this command causes macro execution to stop.

LABELS

LABELS are alpha-numeric strings of 9 or fewer characters separated from the command they label by a colon; viz.,

THISLABEL: BATCH: FILE: PUNCH: END.

A command may be given as many labels as desired; a colon separating each label from the following one. Labelled commands need not be at the beginning of lines.

SKIP, ARG - (ABBREV. SK)

ARG may be either an unsigned integer or a label. In the first case the number of commands specified is skipped; in the second commands are skipped until a command with the label given is encountered. If ARG is omitted, it is taken as 1.

ASK DSTRINGD, ARG

This command prints ((#STRING#)) as a prompt to the programmer, the programmer may reply †YES† or †NO†. †YES† causes the ASK command to
BEHAVE AS A NO-OP; #NO# CAUSES THE ASK COMMAND TO BEHAVE AS A SKIP,
WITH ARG AS ABOVE. EXAMPLE:

ASK/SHALL I EXECUTE THE NEXT COMMAND? SECTION2

UPON EXECUTION THE PROMPT #SHALL I EXECUTE THE NEXT
COMMAND# WILL BE PRINTED AT THE TELETYPES. IF THE PROGRAMMER
REPLIES #YES#, THE ASK COMMAND WILL ACT AS A NO-OP, PASSING
CONTROL TO THE NEXT COMMAND. IF THE PROGRAMMER REPLIES
#NO#, COMMANDS WILL BE SKIPPED UNTIL THE LABEL #SECTION2# IS
ENCOUNTERED.

5. OTHER COMMANDS USEFUL IN CONJUNCTION WITH MACROS: #REMOVE#, #SHOW#
#READ#, #SUSPEND#, #RESUME#, #COMMENT#

ABREV. COMMAND

REM REMOVE, NAME1,...,NAMEk

CAUSES THE DEFINITIONS OF MACROS NAMED TO BE REMOVED. IT IS
NOT NECESSARY TO REMOVE MACROS BEFORE REDFINING THEM.

SH SHOW, NAME1,...,NAMEk

SHOWS THE DEFINITIONS OF THE MACROS NAMED. THE FORMAL
PARAMETERS ARE REPRESENTED AT THE TTY BY Va,Vb,Vc,... WHERE
Va REPRESENTS THE FIRST PARAMETER, vb THE SECOND AND SO ON. IF
NO ARGUMENTS ARE GIVEN, THE NAMES OF ALL DEFINED MACROS ARE
LISTED.

READ, LFV

THIS COMMAND CAUSES <EDIT> TO READ ITS COMMAND INPUT FROM THE
FILE LFV INSTEAD OF THE TELETYPES. CONTROL RETURNS TO THE TTY
WHEN THE COMMAND #HALTREAD# (ABREV. #HAL#) OR AN END OF RECORD
IS ENCOUNTERED. HENCE, IF MACRO DEFINITIONS ARE MAINTAINED ON
A PERMANENT FILE, ONE NEED ONLY ATTACH THE FILE AND #READ#
TO CAUSE THE MACROS TO BE DEFINED.

TO INITIALLY CREATE A FILE OF MACROS, GIVE THE COMMAND
#EDIT#, MACROS# AND IMMEDIATELY ENTER INSERT MODE. CREATE THE
MACROS, ENDING EACH WITH THE ESCAPE CHARACTER AS THE ONLY
CHARACTER ON THE LINE. OF COURSE, TO DO THIS WITHOUT LEAVING
INSERT MODE, YOU MUST ENTER A DOUBLE ESCAPE CHARACTER ENTER A
SINGLE ESCAPE CHARACTER AFTER THE FINAL MACRO THUS LEAVING
INSERT MODE AND SAVE AND CATALOG YOUR SAVED FILE.

ANY COMMANDS FOLLOWING A READ COMMAND ON THE SAME LINE WILL
BE LOST. FURTHER, IF A MACRO INVOKES THE #READ# COMMAND, THAT
READ WILL NOT OCCUR UNTIL AFTER THE MACRO HAS FINISHED

SU  SUSPEND, LFN

PRESERVES THE CURRENT STATE OF <EDIT> AND THE EDIT FILE BY TAKING A CHECKPOINT DUMP OF MEMORY AND THE EDIT SCRATCH FILE, ZZZZZVE, IN A SPECIAL FORMAT ON LOCAL FILE LFN (WHICH IS THEREBY OVERWRITTEN), IF LFN IS ABSENT A DEFAULT NAME IS USED.

RES  RESUME, LFN

RESTARTS EDITING FROM THE STATE PREVIOUSLY SUSPENDED ON LFN. IF LFN IS ABSENT THE DEFAULT FILE NAME USED BY SUSPEND IS USED.

CO  COMMENT, DSTRINGD

CAUSES THE STRING BETWEEN THE DELIMITERS TO BE PRINTED AT THE TTY AS A COMMENT. IN COMPLEX MACROS WHICH INTERACT WITH THE PROGRAMMER SUCH COMMENTS MAY BE USED TO GUIDE OR INFORM THE PROGRAMMER DURING EXECUTION OF THE MACRO.
V. EDIT PATTERN MATCHING

SINCE EVERY PART OF EVERY LINE OF EACH EDIT FILE IS SO COMPLETELY HASH-CODED, THE PATTERN MATCHING CAN EASILY TAKE MUCH MORE COMPLICATED STRUCTURES, TENDING SOMewhat IN THE DIRECTION OF SNOBOL PATTERNS, IT IS POSSIBLE TO MATCH SUCH PATTERNS AS A SPAN OF BLANKS, EVERYTHING UP TO COLUMN 36, A SPAN OF NON-NUMERIC CHARACTERS, OR 3 ALPHABETIC CHARACTERS, YOU MAY USE THESE IN ANCHOR, LOCATE, OR CHANGE STATEMENTS.

THE PATTERN MNEMONICS ARE

A MATCHES ALPHABETICS
N MATCHES DIGITS
S MATCHES SPECIAL CHARACTERS (THAT IS ANYTHING REMAINS ANOB)
O MATCHES + - * /
B MATCHES BLANKS
U MATCHES THE USER DEFINED LEXICAL CLASS
+ MATCHES EVERYTHING UP TO A COLUMN (UPWARD ARROW ON TTY)

THE RELATIONS ARE

=3 MEANING A LENGTH EXACTLY EQUAL TO 3
<7 MEANING OF LENGTH LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 7 (NOT JUST LESS THAN)
>1 THE LENGTH IS AT LEAST 1

ALL OF THESE SPECIAL PATTERNS MATCHING A LEXICAL CLASS OF CHARACTERS CAN BE MIXED IN WITH SIMPLE STRINGS SEPARATED BY COLONS, THIS IS WHY YOU MUST USE A DOUBLE COLON IN A CHANGE STATEMENT WHERE YOU MEAN TO CHANGE A COLON TO A SEMICOLON FOR INSTANCE, THE FORM OF LEXICAL CLASS PATTERNS MATCHING IS PRESENTED THROUGH THE FOLLOWING EXAMPLES.

L/1(B)=161/
THIS WILL LOCATE A STRING OF 16 BLANKS

C/$$1(B)=5:5//$$3/
THIS WILL CONDENSE OUT EXACTLY 5 BLANKS BETWEEN DOLLAR SIGNS OR ELSE IT WILL FAIL.

C/1L(A)=21//:L:99/
THIS LOCATES 2 ALPHABETIC CHARACTERS AND STORES THEM IN A GLOBAL VARIABLE L IT CHANGES THEM TO THEMSELVES FOLLOWED BY 99. THERE CAN BE UP TO 10 GLOBAL VARIABLES IN USE AT ONE TIME.

C/1X(AN)=4:/Y(C)=111Z(AN)=4;/Z:/Y/IX/
THIS MATCHES 4 ALPHANUMERICs AND STORES IN TEMPORARY VARIABLE X
THE VARIABLE X IS NOT USEABLE AFTER THE CHANGE STATEMENT,
IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING IS A SINGLE OPERATOR WHICH WILL BE STORED IN
Y, FINALLY MATCH 4 OR MORE ALPHANUMERICs AND STORE IN Z, CHANGE THIS
LOCATED STRING TO Y, Y, X. FOR EXAMPLE THIS WOULD CHANGE ITOP+JBOT
INTO JBOT+ITOP.

L/X+71Y(ANSO)>1:Z(B):=/

EVERYTHING UP TO BUT NOT INCLUDING COL 7 IS MATCHED AND STORED IN X
Y MATCHES AT LEAST ONE NON-BLANK, Z MATCHES AT LEAST ZERO BLANKS,
THAT IS ALL BLANKS UP TO A AN EQUAL SIGN, IF DATA CARDS HAVE FIRST
NAME AND LAST NAME BEGINNING IN
COL 1 AND ENDING IN COL 20, AND YOu WANT TO SWITCH THEM SO THE LAST
NAME IS FIRST,
ZONE 1,20:J(A)>11:(B)>11:K(A)>11:(B)>11//K:J:/

TO DEFINE A LEXICON CLASS TO MATCH THE FORTRAN INTEGER LETTERS AND
THEN FIND AN INTEGER ON THE RIGHT OF AN EQUAL SIGN
LEXCLASS/IJKLMN/IL/ez:(B):i:(U):=1:(AN)<6i:(S0B)>1:/

NOTE THAT EACH PART OF THE PATTERN DEFINED BY THE CLASS IS OPTIONAL,
EVEN DOWN TO THE LEVEL OF LEAVING ALL PARTS OUT THAT IS TWO COLORS
SEPARATED BY A BLANK SIGNIFIES A PATTERN THAT MATCHES ANYTHING AT
ALL. (SNOBOL ARB) IT WILL ALWAYS TRY TO MATCH THE NULL STRING BEFORE
ANYTHING LONGER.
L/IF1:THEN/ WILL FIND A ONE-LINE IF...THEN STATEMENT IN ALGOL.
C/PRINT:(B):X(N):=(B)://WRITE(2:X)/*/1*

WILL CHANGE FORTRAN TYPE PRINT STATEMENTS INTO FORTRAN-4 WRITE
STATEMENTS FOR ANSI STANDARD PUBLICATION OF ALGORITHMS.
L/*/ WILL LOCATE A PAIR OF MATCHED QUOTES ON A LINE
</*:IAPCI:/*< WILL FIND A ONE-LINE PL/I-TYPE
COMMENT CONTAINING THE STRING #ABC#
L/(V1=>/:/* WILL LOCATE ALL DESCENDING FOR-ALL LOOPS IN SFTIIB
SPLIT/ABC:/C:41:(R):X(ANSO)=1:///X:/

THIS WILL SPLIT OFF ABC AND ALIGN IT ON COLUMN 1 IN THE NEXT LINE
THE 1+1 HAS THE EFFECT OF ANCHORING THE LOCATE ON COLUMN ONE. IN
SEARCHING LOCATES WHERE THE LOCATED SUBSTRING IS EXPECTED MANY LINES
AWAY, IT IS ALWAYS QUICKER TO FIND A HARD PATTERN AS THE FIRST
PATTERN IN THE LINE SINCE THE SCAN IS ALWAYS LEFT TO RIGHT, IT IS FASTER TO ANCHOR THE LOCATE PATTERN AND THEN CHANGE IN A SEPARATE COMMAND IF THE I+1 IS FOLLOWED BY A HARD PATTERN, THUS

A/XXX/;C///YYY/ IS FASTER THAN

C/I+1:XXX///YYY/ IF THE PATTERN HAS TO SEARCH BEYOND THE CURRENT CARD

A MORE GENERAL PURPOSE ALIGN COULD BE DESIGNED AS A MACRO AND THIS WILL ALIGN THE CURRENT LINE ON COLUMN COL BY REMOVING ALL PRECEDING BLANKS AND REPLACING THEM WITH COL BLANKS. THE FOLLOWING MACRO DOES SO FOR LINES A TO R

MACRO ALN COL LINEA LINEB
ZONE 1 150;NOECHO:C///I+1:(R);X(ASC)=(1://X://,1ELLFB
LOCATE LINEA:C/////,COL,LINEB
ECHOJPRINT:ZONE 1 80
THE FOLLOWING EDIT LINE WILL TRUCATE ALL 7-LETTER VARIABLE NAMES TO 6 ALPHANUMERICS.
TOPIC/I+X(A)=11+Y(AN)=51+Z(SCB)=11+/I+Y+:ZI/,*;RITOP =

TO CHANGE A SETL OPERATOR, SAY MIN. X, TO A SURROUTINE, SAY HIN(X) FOR ALL INSTANCES IN A GIVEN SETL SUBPROGRAM, SAY XPAR.
C/ MIN:;(B);X::Y(SCB)=11// HIN(I+X:):Y:/,*;END XBARJ/

TO CHANGE THE CENTRAL MEMORY PARAMETER ON A JOB CARD FROM ANYTHING, SAY CM45000, TO CM100000.
LEXCALSS///;C/CM:(M):I+X(U)=11//CM100000:X/;

LET US ASSUME THAT YOU HAVE SOME CARDS TO BE ADDED TO YOUR EDIT FILE IN DIFFERENT PLACES, YOU HAVE SET UP A DECK OF SAY SIX GROUPS OF INSERTION CARDS SEPARATED BY END-OF-RECORD MARKS (EDITOR SPECIAL LINES) ON FILE A, THE FOLLOWING MACRO WILL ALLOW YOU TO BREAK THE FILE APART INTO SIX INSERTION FILES AND INSERT THEM INTO THE CORRECT PLACE IN THE MAIN FILE, SAY FILE MAIN,

MACRO BREAKUP FILE
UNSAFE;EDIT FILE;
SAVE ZZZZZ1 TOP S1 DELETE TOP S1
SAVE ZZZZZ2 T S1 D T S
SAVE ZZZZZ3 T S1 D T S
SAVE ZZZZZ4 T S1 D T S
MACRO SUNDAY IS A DEVASTATINGLY NECESSARY MACRO TO PREVENT LOSS OF FILES UNDER ADVERSE DISK CONDITIONS. IT HAS THE EFFECT OF PERIODICALLY SUSPENDING THE EDIT FILE, CATALOGING IT (THE SUSPENDED FILE) AS A PERMANENT FILE, THAT IS, MAKING IT SYSTEM-FAILURE INDEPENDENT, AND PURGING AN OLD ONE AS YOU GO, THIS WASTES CPU TIME, REAL TIME, MASS STORAGE, AND TAXES THE ABILITY OF THE OPERATING SYSTEM TO HANDLE EXTREMELY HIGH LOADS OF INPUT/OUTPUT COMMANDS IN SORT PERIODS OF TIME, BUT ON THE PARTICULAR SUNDAY IT WAS INVENTED, IT WAS NECESSARY FOR SURVIVAL OF ANY FILES, IN PARTICULAR, BECAUSE OF VOLTAGE SPIKES IN THE POWER LINE, OR OTHER UNKNOWN FACTORS, THE OPERATING SYSTEM WAS FAILING EVERY FEW EDIT COMMANDS.

IN OUR PARTICULAR OPERATING SYSTEM, YOU CAN ONLY HAVE FIVE PERMANENT FILES OF A GIVEN FILE NAME, SO THIS MACRO TAKES TWO ARGUMENTS, THE NUMBER OF THE CYCLE OF THE EARLIEST FILE SUSPENDED ON THE FIFO STACK AND THE NUMBER OF THE LATEST PLUS ONE. IF YOU HAVE CURRENTLY NUMBERS 4, 5, 6, 7, YOU WOULD GIVE AS THE PARAMETER 4 AND 8, AND THE MACRO WOULD SUSPEND YOU, CREATE CYCLE EIGHT FOR YOU, AND DESTROY CYCLE FOUR SO YOU HAVE ONE EMPTY SPACE TO CATALOG THE NEXT SUSPENSE, UNDER THE SCOPE 3.4 SYSTEM, THE NUMBERS ARE SUPERFLUOUS, SINCE YOU CAN SPECIFY LOC=1 TO INDICATE YOU WANT THE LOWEST EXISTING CYCLE TO BE PURGED, AND SPECIFY NO CYCLE NUMBER AT ALL TO INDICATE THAT YOU WANT TO CATALOG ONE MORE THAN THE HIGHEST EXISTING CYCLE.

MACRO SUNDAY OLD NEW
RETURN ZZZZZVF BAD=SUSPEND
CATALOG(ZZZZZVF, ZZZZZVF, LID=SUS, CY=NEW, RP=999);
PURGE(BAD, ZZZZZVF, IN=SUS, CY=OLD)
A prominent and respected member of the community got hold of a board of elections listing of names. The editor was assigned to the task of condensing the file and reformatting it. There are names, address, and telephone numbers in the file, along with other information, such as age of mother, how much tax was paid last year, how tall are you, etc. He wants this information spaced out, and he only wants to see those with RC in columns 61-62 to invite them to a bingo game. The editor is to delete all others from the file, and spread out the names and addresses of the remainder to be more easily readable. Names are in col 1-20; addresses 21-40; zip code 41-45; bday 51-56; rel 51-62; height 67-69 (cm); tax code 70; telephone number 71-80.

MACRO RCLIST
NOECHO; ZONE 61 62; UNSAFE; NLIST M
COMMENT/ NEXT LINE DELETE ALL BUT THE FIRST 1000 DESIRED
i$/10D, /RC/-1; N=111000
DELETE; SAFE; T0; ZONE 1 80; COMMENT; CONDENSED
LOCATE/ iX=20; y=20; iZ=51; d51; R=61; t61; T=3; iH=1; iA=3
CHANGE;/ iX; iY; i7; iT; iH; iA=/
COMMENT; REFORMATTED;
FILES; ECHO; SAVE NUMB
THE FOLLOWING MACRO GETDECK IS AN EXAMPLE OF HOW EDIT CAN
SAVE REAL TIME FOR ITS USERS. LET US SAY THAT FOR EFFICIENCY
IN TIME AND SPACE AND FOR REDUCTION OF THE AMOUNT OF
COMPUTER RESOURCES THAT YOU ARE USING UP, YOU HAVE PLACED ALL
OF YOUR PROGRAMS ON A LARGE MASS STORAGE RESIDENT PROGRAM
LIBRARY USING THE UPDATE PREPROCESSOR, WHEN YOU WANT TO EDIT
AND EXECUTE ANY PARTICULAR PROGRAM, JUST INVOKE THIS
MACRO, WHICH GETS THE DECK AND EDITS IT, SO THAT YOU DON'T HAVE
TO TYPE IN SOME 12 ASSORTED COMMANDS EACH TIME. HUMANS MAKE
FEWER MISTAKES WHEN THEY HAVE FEWER CHARACTERS TO TYPE.

MACRO GETDECK DECK FILE
RETURN ZZZZZG1, ZZZZZG2; ATTACH(ZZZZZG2, FILE)
EDIT ZZZZZG1; /* C DECK/ISAVE
UPDATE(O, D, B, P=ZZZZZG1, P=ZZZZZG2, L=0)
RETURN ZZZZZG1, ZZZZZG2

THE FOLLOWING GROUP OF EDIT COMMANDS ARE USED TO LEXICALLY
CHANGE SETLR SOURCE PROGRAMS INTO PUBLICATION SETL FOR
PRINTING ON A PRINTER WHICH HAS THE COMPLETE 64-CHARACTER
SET INCLUDING UNDERLINING, THEY HAVE A VERY SIMILAR EFFECT TO
ABE GETZIERS SNORD4 PROGRAM, BUT AS A MATTER OF
DECISION, THEY DO NOT DIVIDE THE PROGRAM INTO TWO
COLUMNS, FIRST COLUMN FOR PROGRAM AND SECOND COLUMN FOR
COMMENTS, SO THAT YOU CAN RIP AWAY THE COMMENTS.

TIC/S//$$/,*,R
TIC/S11//S/,* R
TIC/I://S11/,*,B
TIC/ LE, /// $S/,**,BITC/ GE, /// $S//,*,R
TIC/ LT, ///</,**,BITC/ GT, /// >/,*,B
TIC/ EQ, /// $S/,**,BITC/ MF, /// $S1/,*,B
TIC/ <->/$$/,*,BITC/>==///2//,*,B
TIC/ AND, /// <->/,**BITC/ OR, /// ->/,*,B
TIC/ OR, /// <->/,**BITC/ NOT, /// ->/,*,B
TIC/ NL;#O;#/,*,R
MACRO PERIOD TOKEN LENGTH
C/TOKEN*, ///TOKENI;://
C/I;:///I;::;;1;N;=;1;I;LENGTH
C/I;///;

LEXCLASS/<>/Q52/
MACRO ITER I J K
TOP
C/IIX;>1IA(U)>1;:Y(ANB)>1;:iB(U)>1;:Z(ANDR)=11/
/JIX;1A;K;Y;B;7;7;I;*
C/ NOT, iX(ANU0B)>i1 i : i XI$>i1/*
C NOT, EFIE::/**
T
C NOT, **::/**
ITER # # # # #
ITER # # # # #
ITER # # # # #
ITER #(=# # # #
ITER #(=# # # #
COMMENT READY TO PLOT

TIC/$//$/$/**
TIC/$//$/$/**
TIC/$//$/$/**
TIC/ LE.// $2/,$**R/**TIC/ GE.// $2/,$**R
TIC/ LT.// <#/**B/**TIC/ GT.// >#/**R
TIC/ EQ.// $2/,$**R/**TIC/ NE.// $2/,$**R
TIC/<#/**B/**TIC/>#/**Z/**B/**H
TIC/ AND.// #,#**B/**TIC/ OR.// $2/,$**R
TIC/ OH.// $-/$**R/**TIC/ NOT.// $-/$**R
TIC NL.** 0:1/*,**R
MACRO PERIOD TOKEN LENGTH
C/TOKEN*="/TOKEN::*
C/I11::*/J1111/LENGTH
C/I11::*

LEXCLASS/<>0<2/
MACRO ITER I J K
TOP
C/I1X=>1:1A(U)>1:y(B)A>1:1D(U)>1:1Z(ANDR)=1:
/1:1A:1K:y:B:7:1/*

C/ NOT, iX(ANU0B)>i1 i : i XI$>i1/*
C NOT, EFIE::/**
T
C NOT, **::/**
ITER # # # # #
ITER # # # # #
ITER # # # # #
ITER #(=# # # #
ITER #(=# # # #
COMMENT READY TO PLOT

SOME PROBLEMS WERE EXPERIENCED WITH THIS MACRO. A TABLE IN
THE PLOTTING ROUTINE WHICH DRIVES THE CHARACTER PLOTTER HAD
TO BE MODIFIED TO INCLUDE THE SETL SPECIAL CHARACTERS. THE
PLOTTED CHARACTERS WERE TOO SQUARE SINCE THE TABLE WAS
ACCURATE TO .01 INCHES. THE PLOTTING TIME WAS NOT A FACTOR
SINCE GENERATING THE PLOT COMMANDS FOR LINEAR TEXT IS QUICK
AND EASY AND THE PLOTTER AT NYU IS OFF-LINE AND IS USED LESS
THAN TWO HOURS A DAY, THUS NO INTERFERENCE WITH THE NORMAL
OPERATION OF THE COMPUTER CENTER IS FORSEEN, EVEN IF LARGE AMOUNTS OF SETL TEXT IS PLOTTED.
VI, THE MASTER MODE


MZONE

OF COURSE THERE IS A COMMAND #MZONE# TO SET THE MASTER ZONES EXACTLY AS ZONE AND PZONE SET THE LOCATE AND PRINT ZONES RESPECTIVELY. THERE ARE TWO WAYS TO INVOKE THE MASTER COMMANDS.

MA MASTER

FIRSTLY, YOU MAY SAY JUST #MASTER#, IN WHICH CASE YOU ENTER INSERT MODE, BUT ANY LINES ENTERED ARE OVERLayed ON TOP OF THE MASTER STRING. TO LEAVE INSERT MODE, TYPE THE ESCAPE CHARACTER AS THE ONLY CHARACTER ON THE LINE. SPECIAL LINES ARE INSERTED UNCHANGED. OF COURSE.

SECONDLY, YOU MAY TYPE

#MASTER/A NEW MASTER STRING/#

THIS ALSO PUTS YOU INTO INSERT MODE, BUT ALSO CHANGES THE SETTING OF THE MASTER LINE. AS AN EXAMPLE, LET US ASSUME THAT YOU WANT TO WRITE FORTRAN TYPE COMMENTS FROM COLUMN 11 TO 21 AND 41 TO 51 WITH 5 STARS IN COL 22 TO 26, AND A SOLID IN COLUMN ONE. THE FOLLOWING SERIES OF COMMANDS WOULD SET UP SUCH AN INSERTION AND PUT YOU INTO INSERT MODE.

MZONE 11, 61 TABS 41: MASTER=0
The following table of special characters and their teletype keyboard counterparts may be helpful.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teletype Character</th>
<th>Appears Above</th>
<th>Printer Sett</th>
<th>Character Settl</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EXCLAMATION</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11-6-8</td>
<td>NUMBER SIGN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOUBLE QUOTE</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0-6-8</td>
<td>THERE EXISTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUMBER SIGN</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0-5-8</td>
<td>ELMT OF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOLLAR SIGN</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11-3-8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERCENT SIGN</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12-6-8</td>
<td>ARR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMPERSAND</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0-7-8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SINGLE QUOTE</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4-8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPEN PARENTHESIS</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0-4-8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLOSE PARENTHESIS</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12-4-8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLON</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>11-0</td>
<td>FOR ALL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT SIGN</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>5-8</td>
<td>OPEN CURLY BRACKET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BACKSLASH</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>7-8</td>
<td>OPEN SQUARE BRACKET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLOSE BRACKET</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>0-2-8</td>
<td>CLOSE SQUARE BRACKET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UP ARROW</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>11-5-8</td>
<td>SUCH THAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LESS THAN</td>
<td></td>
<td>12-0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GREATER THAN</td>
<td></td>
<td>11-7-8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUESTION MARK</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>12-5-8</td>
<td>CLOSE CURLY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEFT ARROW MARK</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>NONE (RUBOUT)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teletype Character</th>
<th>Appears Above</th>
<th>Printer Sett</th>
<th>Character Settl</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EXCLAMATION</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11-6-8</td>
<td>NUMBER SIGN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOUBLE QUOTE</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0-6-8</td>
<td>THERE EXISTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUMBER SIGN</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0-5-8</td>
<td>ELMT OF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOLLAR SIGN</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11-3-8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERCENT SIGN</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12-6-8</td>
<td>ARR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMPERSAND</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0-7-8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SINGLE QUOTE</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4-8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPEN PARENTHESIS</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0-4-8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLOSE PARENTHESIS</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12-4-8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLON</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>11-0</td>
<td>FOR ALL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT SIGN</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>5-8</td>
<td>OPEN CURLY BRACKET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BACKSLASH</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>7-8</td>
<td>OPEN SQUARE BRACKET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLOSE BRACKET</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>0-2-8</td>
<td>CLOSE SQUARE BRACKET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UP ARROW</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>11-5-8</td>
<td>SUCH THAT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LESS THAN</td>
<td></td>
<td>12-0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GREATER THAN</td>
<td></td>
<td>11-7-8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUESTION MARK</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>12-5-8</td>
<td>CLOSE CURLY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LEFT ARROW MARK  O  NONE (RUBOUT)
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